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General introduction

Box 1.1 Example of a request for help
Tom, a 9-year-old boy in group 5 at a Dutch primary school, has been referred to a paediatric
physiotherapy practice. His request for help concerns handwriting. Tom:
“My teacher always says: ‘Tom, you are a clever boy, but your handwriting is illegible. You
will have to rewrite this lesson.’
To be honest, she is right. I can hardly read it myself. It is only when I am given twice as
long as my peers that I can make my handwriting legible. I can’t write with a fountain
pen either, but I have to at school. Since I started in group 5, I have broken two pens. My
teacher has sent me to you for help, so, here I am!”
Clinical requests for help, like Tom’s (and many other children, given the high percentage of
children with dysgraphic handwriting who are referred for therapeutic intervention) formed
the primary motivation to set-up the experimental studies described in this thesis. Our
primary aim was to gain insight into the learning process of new movement sequences. We
focused on learning new letter-like patterns for two reasons: firstly, because comprehension
of the effect of distinct learning conditions is of great clinical relevance, secondly, because
the use of a pen tablet provided the opportunity to test good and poor writers easily on
location, while the digital nature of the data enabled us to employ a new method to analyse
the form of a letter pattern.
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Our secondary aims were to translate the conclusions drawn from these studies into
suggestions for daily practice and to formulate recommendations for further research in
the field of motor skill learning. Through the interaction between research and practice, our
intention was to contribute to evidence-based interventions in children with fine motor skill
deficits, especially poor handwriting.
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Motor skills form a vital part of everyday life. While growing up, children learn numerous essential
motor skills and with practice, they become skilled performers. Some skills, such as jumping,
catching a ball, riding a bicycle, are learned during play, by imitating friends, siblings or (grand)
parents and by trial and error. Other skills, such as tying shoelaces, handling cutlery or learning
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INTRODUCTION

to write, are usually learned fairly easily with instruction and by simply doing them. However, a
great many children – percentages vary between 5 and 20% – have difficulty performing routine
daily tasks. These children, with what is known as Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD),
are characterized by clumsiness and poor performance in sports and/or poor handwriting (Blank,
Smits-Engelsman, Polatajko, & Wilson, 2012). In studies that focused specifically on handwriting,
even higher percentages of children (10-30%) were found to have poor handwriting (see the
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reviews by Rosenblum, Weiss and Parush, 2003 and by Feder and Majnemer, 2007). Given these
high percentages of children with motor and handwriting difficulties, it is surprising that so little
is known about how children acquire these skills and which conditions of teaching or training
are the most efficient (Savion-Lemieux, Bailey, & Penhune, 2009). Therefore, the experimental
studies in this thesis focused on learning to write. The children were selected either on the basis
of their handwriting (dis)abilities, or a learning disorder.
In contrast with their peers, children with motor and/or handwriting difficulties do not learn
these skills by regular instruction and practice at school. They need help to acquire basic skills
(such as manipulating tools or a pencil) and particularly complex skills in which a sequence of
actions has to be learned (such as using intricate tools or handwriting) and to improve their
ability (International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health for Children and
Youth (ICF-CY), World Health Organization, 2007). It is an important challenge for paediatric
physiotherapists as experts in motor functioning (Nijhuis-Van der Sanden, Van Goor-Dijkstra,
Engelbert, & Heerkens, 2001; Coppoolse et al., 2006) to guide and assist these children in the
acquisition of new motor skills (see Box 1.1 on page 8 for an example of a request for help).
Illegible handwriting was reported as one of the most common reasons for referring primary
school children to occupational or paediatric physiotherapy services (Hammerschmidt &
Sudsawad, 2004). As a result, it has become standard practice in the Netherlands for parents
and/or teachers to ask a primary care paediatric physio- or occupational therapist to help their
child with handwriting. A report by the Dutch Allied Health Care Institute (Dutch acronym:
NPi) in 2004 (Van Ravensberg, Van Riet, Visser, & Van Berkel, 2004) revealed that handwriting
problems were involved in 20.2% of all referrals to paediatric physiotherapists. This percentage
appears to have increased to as many as 25–50% according to a survey among members of the
Dutch Society for Paediatric Physiotherapists (Dutch acronym: NVFK) (Bosga et al., 2009).
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Paediatric physiotherapists (PPTs) are being stimulated to implement evidence-based practice
(see website Centre for Evidence-Based Physiotherapy; see website Guideline International
Network). They are aware of the necessity to use guidelines to support their clinical reasoning in
assessments and therapy. Since 2011, the Evidence Statement (ES) Motor handwriting problems
in children has been available (Overvelde et al., 2011). In this ES, the conclusions on aetiology
are based on a body of experimental studies (e.g., Meulenbroek & Van Galen, 1986; Van Galen,
Portier, Smits-Engelsman, & Schomaker, 1993; Smits-Engelsman & Van Galen, 1997), while
the conclusions on the effectiveness of interventions in handwriting disabilities in children are
based solely on only the low number of clinical studies available (see also the review by Hoy,
Egan, & Feder, 2011). However, it is essential to analyse the motor control processes that are
thought to be deficient in poor writers (Niemeijer, Smits-Engelsman, & Schoemaker, 2007)
and to gain insight into the influence of practise conditions while children are learning new
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skills, in order to develop the most optimal, evidence-based learning strategy (Levac, Wishart,
Missiuna, & Wright, 2009).
The lack of knowledge on the motor control processes involved in learning to write formed the
motivation to perform the experimental studies described in this thesis. Our studies focused
on the process of learning new (letter-like) handwriting patterns. We manipulated learning
conditions to gain more insight into the optimal method for teaching handwriting. Secondly,
we wanted to investigate whether there were differences in the rate and amount of learning
between subgroups of children, such as between good and poor writers, or between children
with and without learning difficulties.
The motivation for these questions and their various components are recounted in the sections
below and form the general introduction to the aim and outline of this thesis. First, a description
is given of the children with handwriting difficulties and/or motor difficulties who are referred
to paediatric physiotherapy practices. Subsequently, several contemporary views on motor
control processes in motor sequence learning receive consideration. This is followed by an
introduction to the measurement of these processes with a new analysis method for form
characteristics. A brief outline is also given of the stages in motor learning.

Referral of children with handwriting difficulties for paediatric physiotherapy (PPT)
Children with handwriting difficulties are referred for physiotherapeutic assessment and
intervention because their fine motor abilities are believed to be deficient. Especially the lowerlevel perceptual-motor (motor planning and execution) processes have proved to be major
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Abbott, Jones et al., 2006a; Berninger, Rutberg, Abbott et al., 2006b). In the later stages of the
learning process, higher-level cognitive (psycholinguistic and executive) processes continuously
interact with these lower-level processes (Van Galen, 1991; Abbott & Berninger, 1993; Graham
& Weintraub, 1996) and handwriting – Language by hand – becomes more and more a linguistic
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components in the early stages of learning to write (Abbott & Berninger, 1993; Berninger,

activity. Thus, in the early grades of primary school, the legibility and speed of handwriting are
mainly determined by a child’s fine motor ability (Berninger et al., 2006a).

Measurement of handwriting
To test the legibility and speed of handwriting, a frequently used tool in Dutch paediatric
assessment and intervention evaluation is the Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s
Handwriting (abbreviation BHK; Hamstra-Bletz, De Bie, & Den Brinker, 1987) (see the ES Motor
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handwriting problems in children, Overvelde et al., 2011). This evaluation scale has also been
used in experimental research (e.g., Smits-Engelsman, Niemeijer, & Van Galen, 2001; Flapper,
Houwen, & Schoemaker, 2006; Kaiser, Albaret & Doudin, 2009). The handwriting task consists
of copying a standard text for five minutes on to an unlined sheet of A4 paper. Quality (normreferenced for children in grades 2 and 3) and speed (norm-scores for children in grades 1 to
6) are measured. Handwriting quality is rated according to 13 features, e.g., variability in letter
size and form, irregularities in letter connections, outlining and correctness of letterforms. The
best score is 0 and the poorest is 65. Based on the BHK scores, handwriting quality is divided
into three categories: normal (scores ≤ 21), at risk (22 ≥ scores ≤ 28) for handwriting problems
and dysgraphic (scores ≥ 29).
Using the BHK as a screening instrument, the study by Smits-Engelsman et al. (2001) revealed
that 6% of the children were dysgraphic. When the children at risk for handwriting problems
were also included, the percentage increased to 33% in a sample of 125 children in grades 4
and 5 at Dutch primary schools. Several studies only found a low correlation between legibility
and speed (Blöte & Hamstra-Bletz, 1991; Graham, Weintraub, & Berninger, 2001; Karlsdottir
& Stefansson, 2002).
To assess children’s handwriting, the BHK is only one of the essential tools. It should be noted
that the BHK classifies dysgraphia purely on the basis of legibility of handwriting, without
providing any insight into the influences of underlying motor control processes and higher
cognitive functions, such as intelligence, attention, or spelling problems. Clinical reasoning is
required to determine the underlying diagnosis. Globally, five profiles of handwriting problems
can be distinguished (Overvelde et al., 2011): handwriting difficulties A) in combination with
(fine) motor problems; B) based on cognitive and/or behavioural problems; C) based on didactic
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problems at school; D) as a combination of motor, cognitive and/or behavioural problems;
and E) based on motor problems and underlying pathology. By selecting children according
to their handwriting quality, or their neuropsychological profile, we were able to study motor
control processes in several of these profiles.

Diversity of children with handwriting problems in PPT
As described above, in paediatric physiotherapy practice, the population of children with
handwriting problems is diverse. Handwriting difficulties that are the only limitation in everyday
activities can be based on fine motor deficiencies (profile A) or on insufficient practising time
(profile C). If handwriting difficulties are mentioned in combination with other fine motor
deficiencies (such as tying shoelaces, handling cutlery) or problems in gross motor function
(jumping, dynamic balance or ball skills), then a diagnosis of DCD has to be considered (profile
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A). However, most of the children with motor handwriting difficulties showed significant
improvements in their handwriting performance (and other skills) after a short period (10
weeks) of training (see review of Hoy et al., 2011). This conclusion suggests that handwriting
problems are sometimes the result of insufficient practice, which fits the profile of didactic
problems (profile C). Handwriting difficulties in children with learning disabilities (LD), whether
or not in combination with motor disabilities, can be classified under profile B or profile D.
To make a differential diagnosis in these profiles, assessment of motor ability (by a paediatric
physiotherapist) and/or the neuropsychological profile (by a psychologist) is indicated.

Measurement of motor ability
To determine whether handwriting problems are combined with motor difficulties, the (fine)
motor abilities of a child have to be assessed. The Movement Assessment Battery for Children-2
(MABC-2: Henderson, Sugden, & Barnett, 2007; Dutch version: Smits-Engelsman, 2010) is by
far the most commonly used and most thoroughly examined test for this purpose; it has been
recommended in the guideline published by the European Academy of Childhood Disabilities
(EACD) (Blank et al., 2012) and in the Dutch Consensus Statement DCD (2011). The Movement
ABC-2 Test is a standardised test that requires a child to perform a series of motor tasks in a
strictly specified way. It is divided into three age bands, in which eight tasks (items) are grouped
under three subsections: Manual Dexterity, Aiming & Catching and Balance. Children who
perform below the 5th percentile should be regarded as having a definite motor problem that
requires remediation, while children who perform between the 5th and 15th percentiles are ‘at
risk’ of having motor problems (Henderson et al., 2007).
To make the diagnosis of DCD – characterized by long-term and persistent problems in
motor performance or skills – the other two DCD criteria also have to be met: (Criterion II)
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and (Criterion III) poor motor performance cannot be explained by mental retardation, or a
specific congenital, or acquired neurological, or severe psychosocial disorder (Blank et al., 2012).
It is possible to distinguish a specific subgroup in children with DCD: those with comorbid
Learning Disabilities (LDs). Comorbidity of LDs and other developmental disorders, such

General introduction

significant interference of poor motor performance in daily activities or academic achievement

as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is more the rule than the exception in
children with DCD (Blank et al., 2012). Moreover, in a number of children with LD, motor
coordination problems (that result in handwriting problems) have also been described (Rourke
et al., 2002; Jongmans, Smits-Engelsman & Schoemaker, 2003; Nicolson & Fawcett, 2011). In
children with LDs, two clusters of symptoms are generally distinguished: reading disabilities
(also termed ‘dyslexia’) and arithmetic disabilities (denoted by ‘nonverbal learning disabilities’
(NLD)) (Drummond, Ahmad & Rourke, 2005; D’Angiulli & Siegel, 2003). LDs are believed to
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be associated with neuropsychological deficits; the diagnosis of a learning disability is made
not only on clinical manifestations of the learning disability, but also on the cognitive strengths
and weaknesses indicated by intelligence tests. At present, we do not know whether children
with LDs also have difficulties with learning new handwriting patterns. Therefore, we selected
two distinct LD groups to study the influence of their neuropsychological deficits on implicit
motor sequence learning.

Motor control processes
Motor control is defined as the ability to regulate or direct the mechanisms that are essential
to movement (Shumway-Cook & Woollacott, 2007). It involves the processing of sensory
information (e.g., perception, cognition, biomechanics) and refers to the planning and execution
of movements. However, motor control is not viewed as a uniform entity. Different processes
can be distinguished and each one of them can contribute to motor-skill learning. This diversity
is illustrated in a short description of three currently used models developed by Willingham,
Hikosaka and Doyon.
Willingham (1998, 2004) has described the motor control processes in most detail from a
neuropsychological perspective and related them to distinct neural bases (Willingham, 1998).
He distinguished four processes: 1) a strategic process in which a person selects new goals of
an action in terms of the required change in the environment (e.g., learning to write a capital
“P”); 2) a perceptual-motor integration process in which a person learns the optimal translation
from the selected spatial targets to the appropriate motor responses (e.g., the difference between
executing a capital ”P” with the finger on an iPad or with a pencil on paper); 3) a sequencing
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process in which a person learns the correct order of the motor acts (e.g., starting a capital
“P” at the highest point and going first straight downwards); 4) a dynamic process in which
a person acquires new patterns of muscle activity (e.g., learning fine tuning without over- or
undershooting to write a capital “P” and not a capital “D”). The dorsolateral frontal cortex has
been proposed to be involved in the strategic process, while the perceptual-motor integration
process can be localized in the posterior parietal cortex and the premotor cortex. Learning
motor sequences appears to rely on the basal ganglia and supplementary motor cortex, while
the neural basis of the dynamic control process (a form of learning that has received very little
research attention) lies in pools of spinal interneurons (Willingham, 1998, 1999). Similar
processes were described by Halsband and Lange (2006) in their review of imaging studies on
cortical and subcortical activation during the acquisition of a motor skill.
Another neural model in motor sequence learning has been proposed by Hikosaka et al.
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(Hikosaka, Nakamura, Sakai, & Nakahara, 2002) who assumed that all motor activities take
place spatially and that they are more or less visually controlled (Nakahara, Doya, & Hikosaka,
2001). Based on the two representations of movement sequences – spatial sequence and motor
sequence – two networks can be distinguished: the fronto-parietal cortices and associative basal
ganglia and cerebellum are involved in the spatial aspects of the sequence, whereas the motor
sequence is supported by the motor-cortical loops, connected to the motor cortices of the basal
ganglia and cerebellum. At the beginning of learning, movements are executed through the
mutual contribution of spatio-motor processes.
Doyon et al. distinguished two paradigms in motor skill learning: the acquisition of sequential
movements and their transition into well-articulated behaviour (motor sequence learning
(MSL)) and the capacity to adapt to environmental changes (motor adaptation (MA)) (for a
review see Doyon et al., 2009). During the early learning phase, cortico-striatal circuits and
cortico-cerebellar circuits play a role in MSL and MA. Dynamic interactions between these
circuits are thought to be critical to establish the motor routines necessary to learn the new
motor behaviour. In the well-learned stage, only one of these two circuits is activated. The
cortico-striatal circuit is responsible for the long-term retention of motor sequence tasks,
while the cortico-cerebellar circuit is involved in motor adaptation tasks (Doyon, Penhune &
Ungerleider, 2003; Doyon, 2008).
The studies described in this thesis were based on the elements of sequential actions described
by Willingham. However, during the process of learning to write a new letter, little is known
about the relative priority of these elements in the initial (fast/early) stage of learning or
about their relative significance in the second (slow/late) stage. By manipulating the learning
conditions and tasks in our studies, we attempted to tap one specific motor control process more
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devise a ‘pure’ process task (in conformity with Destrebecqz & Peigneux, 2005). By comparing
the spatial and temporal outcomes of the conditions in which the children learnt simple and
complex (graphic) motor sequences, conclusions could be drawn about the motor control
processes involved in learning to write.

General introduction

than any of the other processes involved (although we realized that it would be impossible to

Measurement of kinematics in graphomotor sequences
Analysis of the motor control processes involved in handwriting studies can be simplified by
using a pen tablet, the forerunner of the ‘scientific iPad’ (See Figure 1.1). The electronic surface
enables recording of the x, y (and z) coordinates of the pen on the paper when used in tandem
with a special pen and computer. Such recordings reveal the spatial and temporal features (and
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axial pen pressure) of handwriting in real time (5 ms/sample) (Rosenblum et al., 2003). We
used this digitizer-based technology to obtain reproducible and objective measurements to
explore differences in handwriting kinematics between good and poor writers.

Figure 1.1 A child is performing a task using a standard shaped, wireless electronic pen on
unlined A4 paper fixed to a Wacom pen tablet (Intuos3).

To give a brief historical overview: The first studies, which analysed digitally recorded data,
were performed in the late nineteen seventies/early eighties (e.g., Teulings & Thomassen, 1979;
Hulstijn & Van Galen, 1983). A few years later, digitized results were published on differences
in the temporal and spatial structure of writing movements (Meulenbroek & Van Galen, 1986;
Wann & Jones, 1986; Wann & Kardirkamanathan, 1987). Subsequently, digitized analysis
was frequently used on children to determine differences in handwriting between good and
poor writers (e.g., Van Galen et al., 1993; Smits-Engelsman & Van Galen, 1997; Thomassen &
Meulenbroek, 1998; and in the extensive work by Rosenblum et al., (e.g., Rosenblum, Weiss,
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& Parush, 2004; Rosenblum & Livneh-Zirinski, 2008). After the first handwriting movement
analysis software appeared (CS Win, developed by Marquardt and May (around 1980), another
early system – OASIS – was introduced by De Jong, Hulstijn, Kosterman and Smits-Engelsman
(1996). Since then, special recording and analysis software has become available, written in
Delphi for Windows XP by Chris Bouwhuisen, which was used in the studies described in
this thesis. Furthermore, ComPET (Sara Rosenblum), MovAlyzeR (Hans-Leo Teulings), the
latest Eye and Pen (University of Poitiers) and Metrisquare have been used in experimental
studies (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Handwriting_movement_analysis; see also http://
www.eyeandpen.net/; http://www.metrisquare.com/). In the studies of this thesis, OASIS and
Matlab (see Figure 1.2) were used for data analysis.
All the methods mentioned above analysed the quality of movement patterns using temporal
and spatial variables. In the temporal domain, calculations were mostly performed to ascertain
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the average movement time, velocity and the variability in writing time and velocity, as well as
the mean number of pauses and their average duration. By analysing these temporal variables,

Figure 1.2 Illustration of an analysis program in Matlab, an offline method for data analysis
and data visualization. In the left panel, the model trajectory and a pen path of a child (trial 81)
are shown. Changes in direction of velocity are illustrated in black marks in the child’s trajectory.
The ‘working area’ is divided into eight sectors. In the right panel, the velocity profile of the
model trajectory (light-grey) and the child’s pen path are shown. In the ‘doelpasseervolgorde’
the correct manner and order of passing the circles are shown and compared to the child’s pen
path (Nfout 2). Pen activities (pen up, pen down, pen stop) are given in the lowest part. Matlab
analysis was used to calculate the trajectory errors and the kinematics in terms of movement
time (MT), trajectory length (TL), mean velocity, and disfluency expressed as the number of
peaks in absolute velocity over time divided by the total MT and denoted by nP/s.
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was expressed by the number of errors. Alternative spatial characteristics, such as trajectory
length of the movement, overshooting and undershooting target zones and the height and width
of the writing segments, were used as indicators of poor size control and spatially inconsistent
motor behaviour in poor handwriting (Meulenbroek & Van Galen, 1986; Smits-Engelsman
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movement fluency could be determined. In the spatial domain, the accuracy of form reproduction

& Van Galen, 1997; Chartrel & Vinter 2008; Rueckriegel et al., 2008). However, these analysis
methods did not take overall form criteria into account. Especially in handwriting, in which
correctness of the letterform determines legibility, it is necessary for an objective form criterion
to replace the subjective ratings of the spatial-temporal variability in a letterform.
A new technique Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), introduced for the analysis of handwriting
by Niels, Vuurpijl and Schomaker (2007), provided the opportunity to analyse the letterform.
DTW, a so-called trajectory-matching technique, was originally designed by Kruskal and
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Liberman (1983) for speech recognition purposes. It was then adapted for written character
recognition and forensic document examination, which provided opportunities to make
objective assessments of the spatial characteristics of poor handwriting in relation to relative
timing. With DTW, trajectories of pen movements can be compared using spatial and temporal
information. Allograph matching is also possible by making point-to-point comparisons of
two letter trajectories which have been recorded on a digitizer (See Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3 Example of trajectory matching using the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) Technique
(taken from Niels & Vuurpijl, 2007). Point to point comparison of two trajectories of the letter
“i” results in a matching path. DTW distance is computed as the average Euclidean distance
between all couples of matching points along the matching path.
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To determine form variability in handwriting, we used the DTW technique in two ways: – firstly
– by comparing an individual trial (or pen path) with a ‘personal average’, called the individual
prototype (IP), calculated on all repeated similar trajectories of a child, and – secondly – by
comparing a pen trajectory with an optimal trajectory (drawn by a teacher). Form variability
is determined by the mean DTWdistance (DTWd), calculated over all comparisons, and by
the percentage of deviant trajectories (See Figure 1.4a and 1.4b, and for a detailed description,
see chapter 3).

(A)

(B)

1

Figure 1.4 (A) An example of 20 letters “a” with the Individual Prototype of a good writer.
Figure 1.4 (B) Model pen trajectory (light grey) and the pen path of one of the participants.

Motor learning
The studies described in this thesis focused on motor learning. Motor learning is defined as “a
set of processes associated with practice or experience leading to relatively permanent changes in
the capability for skilled movement” (Schmidt & Lee, 2011, page 327). In his theory, Willingham
(1998) suggests that motor skill learning grows directly out of motor control processes.
Practising and learning a new skill will lead to an increase in spatial accuracy, velocity and
fluency. An important point to consider is that motor learning is not a unified process: it consists
of several distinct stages that have to be mastered in order to achieve a seemingly effortless
level of performance (Willingham, 1998).
In their review, Doyon and Benali (2005) constructed a theoretical framework of five distinct
phases in motor learning: first: “a fast (early) learning stage, in which there is considerable
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which progress can be seen across several sessions; third: a consolidation stage, in which there are
spontaneous increases in performance after a latent period of more than 6 hours, without any
additional practice; fourth: an automatic stage, in which the skilled behaviour is believed to require
minimal cognitive resources so that the task can be performed with less interference from other

General introduction

improvement in performance within a single training session; second: a slow (later) stage, in

simultaneous activities and fifth: a retention stage, in which the motor skill can be readily executed
after long delays without any further practice of the task” (Doyon & Benali, 2005, page 161).
Generally, the more simple three-stage model is used, which was developed by Fitts and
Posner (see Schmidt & Lee, 2011, page 430, and Schmidt & Wrisberg, 2008, page 200). This
model distinguishes first: a cognitive stage, second: an associative or motor stage and third: an
automatic phase in motor skill learning. The level of cognitive or attentional resources necessary
to perform the task decreases over the stages and is only minimal in the third automatic stage.
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In paediatric clinical practice, a child’s stage of skill learning is mostly determined by observing
his or her motor skill behaviour. The observed level of performance can then be taken as a
starting point to develop an intervention to help the child learn (or relearn) the motor skills.
Instruction and deliberate practice depend on what is identified as the main problem in skill
learning. When the child has not yet acquired the correct sequence of movements, then the
therapist should guide the child in the acquisition of the new motor sequence. However, if the
sequence of movements is known to the child, but his or her quality of performance is insufficient,
then therapists can change and vary the learning environment to stimulate motor learning by
asking the child to adapt his or her strategy and execution (Magill & Hall, 1990; Ste-Marie, Clark,
Findlay, & Latimer, 2004; Schmidt & Wrisberg, 2008). Once the child has discovered how the
new skill has to be done and he/she has reached a sufficient level of performance, it is assumed
that the child will practise the skill during everyday life and gradually reach an autonomous
level. Mostly, therapy stops at the end of Fitts and Posner’s second stage of learning.
Fitts and Posner described the first stage of learning as the verbal or cognitive stage. However,
new motor skills are not only acquired explicitly, but also implicitly (Willingham, 1998; Orban,
Lungu & Doyon, 2008; see also the research paper of Steenbergen, Van der Kamp, Verneau,
Jongbloed-Pereboom, & Masters, 2010). Performance of an implicitly learned skill appears
to require less working memory or attention than an explicitly learned skill. In addition, an
implicitly learned skill is less susceptible to disruption by secondary tasks (Maxwell, Masters
& Eves, 2003). Implicit and explicit learning can also occur simultaneously: explicitly or
consciously focusing on one of the motor control processes (such as the sequence of movements)
will detract attention from another motor control process (such as the movement dynamics)
so that the latter process is acquired implicitly or unconsciously (Willingham, 2004).
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Despite this new knowledge, it is still not clear which method of practice is the most optimal
to learn new motor sequences; in other words Which practice makes perfect in handwriting?

AIM AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
In day-to-day practice, paediatric therapists are confronted with the clinical question of which
method is the most suitable to teach children new motor skills. Relatively few experimental
studies focused on the motor control processes involved in learning (new) motor skills or
provided results that can be used as evidence to find the best conditions in which to learn new
(sequential) actions, such as learning to write.
Therefore, we set up several studies to gain more insight into the cognitive, visuospatial,

1

sequencing and dynamic processes that are known to play important roles in the earliest stages
of learning to write. We addressed two questions: (1) Which of these motor control processes
should be addressed first when children need to learn a new complex movement sequence?
and (2) Are there differences in the acquisition and performance of these motor sequences
between good and poor writers? In two of the experiments, a non-inking pen was used to focus
on the motor control processes involved in learning. In the third experiment, we studied the
influence of the spatial aspect using an inking pen. As movement dynamics are enhanced by
large scale movements (Dean, Kovacs & Shea, 2008), our movement sequences had trajectory
lengths of 14 to 41 cm.
Chapter 2, the first study in this thesis, addressed implicit learning and aimed to answer the
question of whether children are able to learn a new motor sequence (i.e., an unfamiliar letter
form) implicitly. Children with motor disabilities do not acquire a new skill simply by imitating
their peers. They seem to need extra intervention to become proficient. However, it is unknown
whether an implicit mode of instruction is effective in these children.
The recruitment of two distinct subgroups of children with learning disabilities (LDs) provided
the opportunity to study the motor control processes involved in implicit motor sequence
learning. Previous studies on implicit motor sequence learning in children with LDs have
produced inconsistent results (e.g., Waber et al., 2003; Orban et al., 2008). By selecting LD
children on the basis of discrepancies between two distinct factors in their neuropsychological
profile (Perceptual Organization and ‘sequencing’ or Freedom from Distractibility), we
composed two “homogeneous” experimental subgroups. It should be noted that these
children were not referred for physiotherapy because of motor disabilities. Especially the
neuropsychological deficits in the children with LD enabled us to stress the two main processes
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sequence and (2) the motor command sequence (Willingham, 1998; Hikosaka et al., 1999).
Based on the relevance of visuospatial processing in motor learning, we hypothesized that the
subgroup with low perceptual organization (LowPO group) would have severe problems with
learning the movement sequence in the implicit mode of instruction. In the children with low

General introduction

in the initial stage of learning a new (graphic) motor skill: the acquisition of (1) the visuospatial

FFD (LowFFD group), we were unable to make any definite prediction, due to the inconsistent
results obtained in earlier studies.
Chapter 3 focused on the application of a new method to analyse form characteristics in
handwriting: Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). This chapter is added to this thesis to explain
the DTW technique, which has been used in the experimental studies of Chapter 4 and 6. The
aim of the study in Chapter 3 was to evaluate the power of DTW to distinguish good writers
from poor writers in their production of a well-known letterform. Typical features of poor

1

handwriting are its low overall quality and the wide variability in spatial execution. It would
be worthwhile to determine whether poor writers show wider variability in their production
of letterforms than good writers.
DTW, a technique originally developed for speech recognition, was also adopted for pattern
recognition in handwriting (Niels et al., 2007). With DTW, trajectories of pen movements
can be compared using spatial and temporal information. By making objective analyses of the
spatial-temporal patterns, DTW can capture the essential character of writing, i.e., the overall
shape of the graphic output.
This experimental research and the clinical questions came together as the result of an inspiring
collaboration between Dr Carlo Di Brina (an Italian neurologist whose special field of interests
is dysgraphia in children), Ralph Niels (former researcher into forensic handwriting recognition)
and myself (a paediatric physiotherapist in a primary practice). We were very fortunate to
have a large number of dysgraphic children, who were more than willing to participate in our
handwriting experiments.
The aim of the study in Chapter 4 was to find an answer to the question: Which instruction
method is best in the early learning phase of longer sequential, visuospatial skills, such as tying
shoelaces or learning a new letterform in handwriting? To address the question regarding the
most optimal instruction method, a task was constructed which entailed using a stylus on a
graphics tablet to draw an unfamiliar letter-like pattern on a computer screen. We compared
the three methods that are commonly used to teach handwriting at primary schools (tracing,
pursuit and explicit instruction) (Graham et al., 2008). These methods were modified to tap
one of the specific motor control processes: visuospatial, or dynamic, or cognitive. The Tracing
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Figure 1.5 Configuration with nine different-coloured circles and the pre-programmed model
trajectory (in grey) of one of the three patterns in the Tracing condition.

1

condition tapped the perceptual-motor integration process; the children were asked to trace
a trajectory that was visible on the computer screen (see Figure 1.5). The Pursuit condition
focused on the dynamics of the movement pattern; the children were asked to follow a moving
target along a pre-recorded trajectory drawn on the computer screen by an expert (teacher)
and to use the same timing. The Explicit condition focused on imparting explicit knowledge of
the spatial goals that had to be reached successively during the task. Each of the three training
conditions was immediately followed by a free recall test. We expected the poor writers to
demonstrate more problems in the learning and recall trials than the good writers. The number
of errors and kinematics were evaluated and the DTW technique was used to analyse the form
characteristics.
Our next step was to design a “graphic” application of the conditions used in the previous
chapter. The availability of a large cohort provided the opportunity to study the development and
improvement in handwriting during the early grades of primary school (Chapter 5). To diagnose
dysgraphia correctly, it is of clinical importance to gain insight into the prevalence of dysgraphic
handwriting and the differentiation between temporary and persistent dysgraphia. Previous
studies have shown that there is wide variation in the prevalence of dysgraphic handwriting
(6% to 33% in the Netherlands; Smits-Engelsman et al., 2001). Furthermore, children with
poor handwriting were found to have improved their writing skills significantly after grade 1
(Karlsdottir & Stefansson, 2002). To obtain data on prevalence and improvement characteristics,
we performed a longitudinal and cross-sectional study on primary school children in grade 2
(age 7–8 years, n = 169) and grade 3 (8–9 years, n = 70). Their handwriting was screened twice
with an interval of 6 months using the Concise Evaluation Scale of Children’s Handwriting
(acronym BHK) and the Beery Developmental Test of Visuomotor Integration (Beery VMI,
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handwriting abilities, many authors consider that it measures an integral component of skilled
handwriting and it has often been used in handwriting assessments (Maeland, 1992; see review
Feder & Majnemer, 2007). A second aim of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of the
Beery VMI as a screening instrument for handwriting problems.

General introduction

2004). Although Beery and Beery (2004) pointed out that the VMI was not intended to evaluate

Chapter 6 describes the experimental study on good and poor writers selected from the cohort of
grade 2 and grade 3 primary school children. A large number of studies on children’s handwriting
have shown differences in the handwriting product and the handwriting processes between
good and poor writers (for a review see: Rosenblum et al., 2003). These studies compared
good and poor writers based on their performance of well-known and automated letters or
figures. However, little is known about the acquisition of a new letterform, the improvement
in performance with practice and the differences in learning between good and poor writers.

1

Therefore, we conducted two learning experiments with an interval of one or two days. Experiment 1
focused on the initial learning stage. The study design was the same as in Chapter 4, but the task
was more related to handwriting, because the stylus left a visible trace on the screen, like writing
with a pen. Experiment 2 tested the motor learning stage. Improvements in performance of the
newly learned letterforms were measured in a practise condition and in a dual-tasking condition
to test the amount of attention needed to execute the movements. Good (n = 18) and poor (n = 36)
writers were selected based on the results of our BHK study (Chapter 5). The longitudinal character
of this study provided the opportunity to divide the poor writers into a group of transiently poor
writers (TPWs, n = 19) and a group of persistently poor writers (PPWs, n = 17). In accordance with
the results of the previous study, the Explicit condition was expected to produce the best results
in form reproduction in the initial learning stage, without any differences in the characteristics of
the letterform between the three groups. Children’s performance of the newly-learned movement
patterns was compared to their performance of patterns that were highly-familiar to them. Also,
visual-motor integration ability, measured with the Beery VMI, was analysed in relation with the
speed and level of learning of the new movement patterns. We expected that the children with
a low Beery VMI score, irrespective of their handwriting quality, would have more difficulties
with form reproduction (make more errors and have a larger DTW distance).
Our hypothesis in Experiment 2 was that increased practise would lead to improvements in
performance and to more automaticity of movement execution, expressed as less interference
from dual tasking and better results on the secondary – auditory – task. We also expected group
differences on the practise task and on the dual-tasking exercise, with the best performance
by the good writers, the poorest performance by the PPW group, with the TPWs in between.
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Chapter 7 provides a general discussion. Conclusions are translated into suggestions for daily
practice and recommendations for further research are formulated.
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Implicit motor learning in children with LD

ABSTRACT
This study tested whether deficiencies in implicit motor sequence learning occurred
exclusively in a subgroup of children with learning disabilities (LD). An experimental
motor sequence task showed that LD children with low Perceptual Organization did not
learn the sequence through implicit training, whereas they improved considerably after
a few explicit test trials. In contrast, children with low Freedom From Distractibility (or
sequencing) experienced the same benefit from implicit training as the control children.
These results suggest that training motor skills (e.g., writing) should be adapted to suit the
visuospatial abilities of a child with LD.
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Young children mostly learn motor skills implicitly, simply by doing them, with very little
explicit teaching of how to perform the task (Orban, Lungu, & Doyon, 2008). This so-called
procedural learning also seems to apply to motor sequence learning, when a child needs
to learn the correct sequence of movements that together comprise the motor action, e.g.,
brushing teeth, getting dressed, or buttering bread. However, later in life, when learning to tie
shoelaces or to write, explicit teaching is frequently the method of choice to explain the correct
order of movements. Until now, it has not been established which of these two methods is the
most effective to teach children motor skills in the initial stage of learning (Savion-Lemieux,
Bailey, & Penhune, 2009). Finding an answer to this question is of particular importance to

Implicit motor learning in children with LD

INTRODUCTION

the paediatric physio- or occupational therapist, who in clinical practice, frequently has to
improve poorly learned motor skills in children with learning disabilities (LD) and comorbid
motor impairment (Jongmans, Smits-Engelsman, & Schoemaker, 2003; Nicolson & Fawcett,
2011; Rourke et al., 2002). The present study focused on one of these two methods in sequence

2

learning – an implicit learning paradigm – and tested its effectiveness to teach LD children a
motor sequence.
Studies on implicit motor sequence learning in children with LD have produced inconsistent
results. In a large-scale study, Waber et al. (2003) did not find any relation between LD and
sequence learning. However, Orban et al. (2008, p. 151) concluded that “signs of marked
impairment in implicit motor learning” were present in six out of the eight studies they reviewed,
but that “the nature of the procedural deficit reported for DD (note: Developmental Dyslexia)
is still a matter of debate” (Orban et al., 2008, p. 168). More recent studies have continued to
provide mixed evidence. A very recent study (Jiménez-Fernández, Vaquero, Jiménez, & Defior,
2011) observed implicit learning deficits in children with LD, whereas a slightly earlier study
(Menghini, Hagberg, Caltagirone, Patrosini, & Vicari, 2010) did not.
One of the reasons for the inconsistent results on implicit learning in children with LD might
be that these children do not constitute a homogeneous group. Two clusters of symptoms are
generally distinguished: reading disabilities (also termed dyslexia) and arithmetic disabilities
(denoted by ‘nonverbal learning disabilities’ (NLD) (Drummond, Ahmad, & Rourke, 2005;
D’Angiulli & Siegel, 2003). Each of these clusters contains heterogeneous populations.
Dyslexic children may have mainly phonological problems, but not every child with dyslexia
demonstrates a phonological deficit, and findings related to the performance of motor skills
and visuospatial tasks are also contradictory (Habib, 2000). The children of the other group,
with NLD, not only have difficulties with problem solving and arithmetic, but they may also
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have deficiencies in one or more other functions, such as fine motor coordination, visuospatial
processing, short-term and long-term memory (D’Angiulli & Siegel, 2003). Additionally, some
authors found comorbid motor impairment in a number of children with learning disorders
(Rourke et al., 2002; Jongmans et al., 2003; Nicolson & Fawcett, 2011). Possibly, the contradictory
results in motor sequence learning in developmental dyslexia (Orban et al., 2008) are associated
with the heterogeneous character of the LD.
Learning a motor skill involves at least two processes: the acquisition of 1) a sequence of
visuospatial coordinates and 2) a sequence of motor commands (Willingham, 1998; Hikosaka et
al., 1999). Hikosaka et al. (1999) proposed that the visuospatial sequence is acquired explicitly,
quickly and flexibly by relying on attention and working memory, whereas the motor sequence
is acquired implicitly, slowly and steadily with long-term practice. However, Willingham and
Goedert-Eschman (1999) and Willingham, Salidis and Gabrieli (2002) asserted that implicit
learning can even take place during the initial stage of learning, irrespective of whether it is
accompanied by conscious declarative knowledge.
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In the present study on implicit sequence learning, two groups of children with LD were
selected on the basis of their visuospatial difficulties and assumed “sequencing” problems
(Waber et al., 2003). Owing to the heterogeneity in symptoms in LD and the accompanying
uncertainty about the underlying neuropsychological deficits, these groups were not selected
on clinical manifestations of their learning problems, but on factor scores on an intelligence
test (Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children [WISC]; Kaufman, 1975; Wechsler, 1974, 1991)
that we expected to be relevant in motor sequence learning. One group comprised children
with a low score on the Perceptual Organization factor (LowPO group) and a normal score on
the sequencing or Freedom From Distractibility (FFD) factor, whereas the other group scored
at the opposite ends of these two factors (LowFFD group).
Implicit sequence learning occurs when a person is learning a new task simply by doing it. The
serial order of the required movements is acquired, without any conscious knowledge of the
serial order. The most frequently used task to demonstrate implicit sequence learning is the
Serial Reaction Time Task (SRTT; Nissen & Bullemer, 1987). In this task, the subject must learn
a sequence of key presses with four different fingers. It can be regarded as the experimental
analogue of typing familiar words. However, many daily motor tasks require the manipulation
of an object (e.g., a spoon, knife, or pencil to write words) in different spatial directions.
Therefore, we developed a spatial analogue of the SRTT, which we called the Pattern Learning
Task (PLT). The children used a hand-held stylus on a graphics tablet to move a cursor on
a computer screen. They had to learn a pattern or sequence of targets by moving the cursor
with the hand-held stylus.
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concerning implicit learning. We hypothesize that the heterogeneity in LD children was an
important factor. When learning a new motor skill, at least two processes are involved in
the initial stage of learning: the acquisition of 1) a sequence of visuospatial coordinates and
2) a sequence of motor commands. By selecting LD children on the basis of discrepancies
between two distinct factors in their Neuropsychological profile (Perceptual Organization and
‘sequencing’ or Freedom from Distractibility), we composed more homogeneous experimental
groups. This selection method stressed the above mentioned two factors in learning a new motor
sequence. Therefore, we compared the results of a LowPO group to a LowFFD group. Based on
the relevance of visuospatial processing in motor skill learning (Willingham, 1998; Hikosaka
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Previous research on children with developmental dyslexia has shown inconsistent results

et al., 1999), we hypothesized that the group with low perceptual organization (LowPO group)
would have severe problems learning the order of the targets when the PLT was administered
in the implicit mode. In the children with low FFD (LowFFD group), we were unable to make
any definite prediction about the rate of implicit sequence learning, due to the inconsistent
results obtained in studies on motor sequence learning in children with learning disabilities.

2

METHOD
Participants
The two experimental groups were selected from a total of 117 children with severe learning
disabilities, who had been diagnosed during the two years prior to this experiment by the local
external education counselling service. Children (n = 37) were included if they had a discrepancy
of at least one standard deviation (SD = 15) between their Perceptual Organization (PO) factor
(based on the scores of the Picture Completion, Block Design, Object Assembly and Mazes
subtests) and Freedom from Distractibility (FFD) factor (based on the Arithmetic, Digit Span
and Coding Subtest scores) on the WISC-R. Candidates with any major neurological (n = 1)
or psychopathological impairments (n = 3) were excluded from the study, which left 33 LD
participants. The LowFFD group comprised 14 children (4 girls and 10 boys, mean age: 10.7
years, range: 8.6–14.1 years) with a mean total WISC IQ of 100 (SD = 12; range: 76–118), a
mean FFD score of 84 (SD = 11; range: 70–106) and a mean PO score of 108 (SD = 15; range:
86–138). The LowPO group comprised 19 children (2 girls and 17 boys, mean age: 9.7 years,
range: 7.1–13.3 years) with a mean total WISC IQ of 94 (SD = 13; range: 72–130), a mean PO
score of 80 (SD = 12; range: 56–98) and a mean FFD score of 110 (SD = 15; range: 88–154).
The control group comprised 33 children recruited from a normal primary school (6 girls and
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27 boys, mean age: 10.2 years; range: 7.3–12.4 years) with no learning problems and normal
intelligence according to their teacher; the Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (K-ABC)
(Kaufman & Kaufman, 1983) showed a mean Mental Processing Composite Score (MPCS) of
107.0 (SD = 10.1; range: 88–127). The LowFFD, LowPO and control children were matched on
age (mean age: F(2,63) = 1.46, p = .241) and gender (X2(2) = 1.76, p = .414). All the children
and their parents gave informed consent. Experimental procedures were in accordance with
the APA guidelines for the ethical treatment of human subjects.

Material and equipment
The experimental tasks were performed on a Wacom (UD-1218, 206 Hz) pen tablet. All the pen
movement data were recorded and analysed by means of OASIS software (De Jong, Hulstijn,
Kosterman, & Smits-Engelsman, 1996), which enabled sampling of the X, Y and Z (axial pen
pressure) dimensions of movement.

2

Tasks
Movement ABC and Fitts’ task
To test the extent to which possible group differences in implicit learning could be related to
disparities between the general motor abilities in the groups, the Movement Assessment Battery
for Children (Movement ABC) (Dutch version: Smits-Engelsman, 1998) was administered.
Possible group disparities in pen movement control were assessed in a version of a Fitts’ task
and in the first random trial blocks of the implicit tasks (see below).
In the Experimental tasks, participants had to move a yellow cursor to one of four targets on a
computer screen (open circles with a radius of 0.6 cm, 4 cm apart with the target circle coloured
blue; see Figure 2.1). The cursor was controlled by a non-inking electronic pen that was moved
on a sheet of paper (A-4), placed on the electronic pen tablet. Children were instructed to move
the cursor towards the blue target as quickly and as accurately as possible using the pen. When
the yellow cursor had been placed inside the target and held there for more than 200 msec, a
short beep of acknowledgement (of 200 msec duration) was presented. Immediately after the
beep, the next trial started with another target turning blue.
Children started with two training blocks of 12 trials, followed by a version of a Fitts’ task that
consisted of 8 blocks of 12 trials. The target had a radius of 0.6 cm in half of the trials and 0.3
cm in the 4 intermediate blocks. Four possible target locations were arranged in a square, while
the order of the targets was random.
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Implicit Learning (ImL) and ExplicitTest (ExT) with a different pattern of target locations
in the second task (see the two insets in Figure 2.1). Trials were grouped into sets of four, in
which each of the four possible target locations occurred once in each set. Analyses and data
presentation were based on trial blocks that always consisted of 3 sets of 4 trials. In the first
condition (R), targets were presented in a random order (6 sets of 4 trials). In the following
ImL condition, the order of the 4 target positions was fixed (12 sets of 4 trials). These trials
were presented immediately on completion of the Random blocks and without any reference
to this fixed order. To establish whether the child had noticed the fixed sequence during the
ImL trials (awareness), three questions were asked directly on completion of the ImL trials. The
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Each of the two Sequence Learning tasks consisted of three conditions called Random (R),

first open question: “Did you notice anything?” was followed by a more direct question “Can
you show us what you have noticed by moving the cursor between the 4 open target locations
on the screen?” The third question gave even more suggestions: “There was a fixed sequence
in the order of the targets. Can you now move the cursor to the open circles in the sequence
you have learned?” Reproduction of the correct sequence four times in succession after this

2

third question was taken as evidence of explicit awareness of the sequence.
Directly after the tests on awareness, Explicit Test trials (6 sets of 4 trials) were presented to
test how fast the children could perform the task when they had full knowledge of the position
of the next target. In these ExT trials, the figure showing the ImL sequence was presented
by means of lines that connected the targets in the order in which they would appear. These
lines remained on the screen, while the targets turned blue. The instruction “Move the cursor
towards the blue target as quickly and as accurately as possible using the pen” was identical to
that in the previous trials.

Procedure
The children were tested at a private physiotherapy practice. Prior to the experimental tasks,
they completed the Movement ABC. Children performed the experimental tasks in a fixed
order: the Fitts’ task, Sequence Learning Task 1 (Random, Implicit, awareness check, Explicit
Test), directly followed by the Sequence Learning Task 2 (with a different figure).

Data analysis
In each of the experimental tasks, the Total Time to Target (TTT) was computed. This was the
time between the onset of the presentation of a target and the moment at which that target was
reached and the pen had come to a standstill for at least 200 msec in that target (see Figure
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2.1). TTT was not divided into a reaction time (RT) and a movement time, because many of
the children had started to move the pen before the new target was presented. With the limits
for a correct RT set at between 125 msec and 500 msec, only 39 per cent of all the trials would
have had a correct RT (Controls: 30%, LowFFD: 39%, LowPO: 48%).
Figure 2.1 shows two trajectories that were initially started in the wrong direction (E1 and E2).
Such an error trial was defined as a trial in which the direction of the movement (at the moment
of crossing the border of the target) deviated by more than 22.5 degrees from the optimal line
(which was half of the 45 degrees between the new target and the other possible targets).

2

Figure 2.1 Example of the pen movements in two 4-trial sequences (from positions 1 to 9)
in the Pattern Learning Task (PLT) of Implicit Learning Task 1. Upper panel displays the pen
trajectory in X-Y coordinates with four possible target locations as open black circles. The lower
panel shows the (absolute) pen velocity; arrows indicate when the target was reached. Two
trajectories (E1 and E2) are errors that started in the wrong direction (> 22.5 degrees from the
ideal line, i.e., from point 5 to point 6 and from point 7 to point 8). In the insets, an illustration
is shown of the configuration of the four possible targets (Task 1 and Task 2 on the left side and
right side, respectively). The next target was indicated by it turning blue. Sequence of the lighted
targets (not shown to the participants during the Implicit Learning tasks) is indicated by arrows.
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evaluated by means of analyses of variance that consisted of a GLM procedure, with groups as
between factor and trial blocks as within factor. Learning effects were assessed by testing linear
trends over blocks R2 to ImL4. F-values are reported based on Wilks’ Lambda.
Group effects were always assessed with two Helmert contrasts (1) to compare the control
group to the combined experimental groups and (2) to compare the LowFFD group to the
LowPO group. Tests were considered significant when p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Implicit motor learning in children with LD

Total time to target (TTT) and error percentages were averaged across blocks of (12) trials and

Before presenting the data of the implicit learning tasks, we first characterise the groups on
their general and fine motor ability.

Movement ABC

2

The mean percentile scores on the Movement ABC (Controls: 42.2, LowFFD: 18.9 and LowPO:
32.8) were better in the control group than in the combined experimental groups (p = .019), as
were the scaled scores on the components manual dexterity, ball skills and balance (p = .002;
p = .030; p = .044, respectively). There were no significant differences in the overall percentile
score or the separate component scores between the LowFFD group and the LowPO group.

Fitts’ task
Averaged over all 96 trials, the mean TTT differed between the three groups (controls: 1.189
s, LowFFD: 1.294 s, LowPO: 1.363 s; F(2,63) = 5.70, p = .005). Pairwise comparisons revealed
that only the difference between the LowPO group and the control group was significant (p =
.005). The required level of accuracy (target size) had a strong effect: the small target blocks
showed the longest TTT (F(1,63) = 383.89, p < .001) and this effect was most noticeable in
the LowPO group (group x target size interaction was significant; F(2,63) = 3.63, p = .032).

Sequence learning
Means of TTT in each group are presented in Figure 2.2. In the Random trial blocks, the
LowFFD group and the LowPO group had longer TTTs than the control group (group
differences in Task 1: F(2,63) = 4.46, p = .015; in Task 2: F(2,63) = 6.58, p = .003).
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In Task 1 as well as in Task 2, the Implicit Learning trials showed a general decrement in TTT
over the trial blocks in the control group (26 msec and 36 msec per block, respectively) and the
LowFFD group (49 msec and 53 msec per block, respectively). In contrast, the LowPO group
showed very little decrease in TTT over the Implicit Learning trial blocks in Task 1 (6 msec per
block) and only 21 msec per block in Task 2. This was supported by analyses of variance, which
revealed a linear decrease over the trial blocks (Task 1: F(1,63) = 29.75, p < .001; Task 2: F(1,63)
= 78.03, p < .001) and a significant group effect (Task 1: F(2,63) = 6.58, p = .003; Task 2: F(2,63)
= 5.42, p = .007). More importantly, the interaction between trial blocks (linear contrast) and
group was significant in the two tasks (F(2,63) = 5.47, p = .006 in the first implicit learning task
and F(2,63) = 3.96, p = .024 in the second task). When the LowPO group was compared to the
LowFFD group, significant interactions were found between the trial blocks (linear contrast)
and group (F(1,31) = 8.36, p = .007 in the first implicit learning task and F(1,31) = 6.10, p =
.019 in the second task) with minimal learning in the LowPO group.
In the Explicit Test trial blocks, considerable and significant improvement in performance
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(TTT) was found over the two trial blocks in Task 1 (F(1,63) = 25.29, p < .001), but not in Task
2 (F(1,63) = 2.01, p = .162). In Tasks 1 and 2, there was a group effect with the longest TTT
in the LowPO group and the shortest TTT in the controls; the LowFFD group lay in between
(Task 1: F(2,63) = 3.92, p = .025; Task 2: F(2,63) = 3.15, p = .049). The decrement from trial
block 1 to trial block 2 was similar in all three groups (group x block interactions were not
significant). Performance not only improved between the first and second Explicit Test trial
blocks, but the decrement in TTT from the last Implicit Learning trial block (ImL4) to the last
Explicit Test trial block (ExT2) was also significant in Task 1 (F(1,63) = 11.22, p = .001) and
about equal in all three groups (F(2,63) = 1.76, p = .181); in Task 2, the decrement was also
significant (F(1,63) = 5.91, p = .018), but again without a significant group by block interaction
(F(2,63) = 0.88, p = .421).
The percentage of error trials was high and much larger than expected (Task 1: control 47%,
LowFFD 41% and LowPO 43%; Task 2: Control 67%, LowFFD 60% and LowPO 53%). Analyses
on the TTT of correct trials alone revealed the same pattern as the results described above on
all trials.

Awareness of the sequence
In answer to the third question on awareness that made more explicit suggestions about the
fixed order of the targets, but provided the most reliable evidence, 58% of the control group
children could generate the correct sequence. In the LowFFD and LowPO groups, the rate of
discovery was much lower (LowFFD: 21%, LowPO: 26%; Χ2 (2) = 7.66, p = .022). In Task 2,
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correct sequence was again 58% in the control group, but higher in the LowFFD and LowPO
groups (LowFFD: 50%, LowPO: 37%; Χ2(2) = 2.07, p = .355) (see Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2 shows the differences in learning between the three separate groups of aware children
and unaware children in the two implicit learning tasks. This figure clearly demonstrates greater
learning in the aware subgroups (evident from the stronger decrease in the TTT over the four
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awareness had apparently increased, because the percentage of children who could indicate the
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Figure 2.2 Mean Total Time to Target (TTT) and SEs (upper part) in the Implicit Learning trial
blocks and Explicit Test trial blocks of Task 1 and Task 2, averaged over all participants (upper part),
over unaware participants (lower part, left side) and aware participants (lower part, right side) in
the LowPO, LowFFD and control groups. Percentages of unaware participants in the three groups
in this task are given below the graphics of the TTT on each of the two Implicit Learning tasks.
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Implicit Learning trial blocks). However, the unaware subgroups showed the same trends in
performance as those reflected in the average scores in the total group of (aware and unaware)
participants: no learning (Task 1: 1 msec per block) or minimal learning (Task 2: 4 msec per
block) in the unaware LowPO group, versus considerable implicit learning in Tasks 1 (40 msec
per block) and 2 (44 msec per block) in the unaware LowFFD children. This was confirmed
by the analyses of variance on these slopes that compared the unaware LowPO group to the
unaware LowFFD group: significant differences were demonstrated between the groups in the
first Implicit Learning task (F(1,23) = 5.21, p = .032) and the second Implicit Learning task
(F(1,17) = 6.27, p = .023).

DISCUSSION
The main results demonstrated a clear difference in the rate of implicit learning between the
two subgroups of children with learning disabilities. Children with low Perceptual Organization
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(LowPO) scores did not learn from implicit training, but their performance quickly improved in
subsequent test trials in which the order of the targets was shown explicitly. In sharp contrast,
the learning performance in the group of children with low Freedom from Distractibility
(LowFFD) scores improved markedly with implicit learning. This difference between the
LowPO children and the LowFFD children offers an explanation for the inconsistent results
obtained in earlier studies on sequential learning in LD children, in which no distinction was
made between subgroups.
The delay in implicit learning in the LowPO group could not be explained on the basis of mild
motor impairment identified by the Movement ABC, because not only the LowPO group, but
also the LowFFD group had significantly lower scores on the Movement ABC than the controls,
whereas no differences were found between the two LD groups. On the Fitts’ task and in the
random trials that preceded the sequence learning tasks, the two LD groups also had equal
scores and were jointly poorer than the controls.
Spatial aspects played a more prominent role in our Pattern Learning Task than in the standard
SRTT. In visuomotor sequence learning, different coordinates (one visual and the other motor)
have to be learned (Hikosaka et al., 1999; Nakahara, Doya, & Hikosaka, 2001). It is possible
that the visuoperceptual aspects in our task were more difficult than those in the traditional
SRTT. Not only was it more of a challenge to detect the location of the next target to light up,
but also the planning of the required movement had a more pronounced visuospatial character,
because it depended on the locations of the target and the starting point.
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trials after the subject has completed the learning trials with a fixed sequence. Increases in
reaction time are generally taken as an estimate of the degree of sequence learning. We did
not employ this methodology, because our aim was to test whether LD children could learn
a motor sequence using an implicit mode of training. Thus, sequences of only four elements
were used to model simple skills, such as writing one letter of the alphabet. The implication
was that we expected a substantial number of the children to discover the correct sequence of
the targets themselves. We were very interested to see how many of them actually did so and
if we could find any influence of (general) motor abilities.
Awareness of the correct order of the targets was expressed by more than half of the control
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The conventional methodology in implicit learning studies is to present a block of random

children (58%) after the implicit learning trials, but by only 21% and 26% of the LowFFD group
and LowPO group, respectively. In view of the better (general and specific) motor performance
in the control children than in the two LD groups, it is plausible that the LD children had
focused their full attention on the (for them) much more difficult task of reaching a target (as
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evidenced by the significantly higher TTT scores in the initial random trials). In the second
task, the percentage of aware participants in the LowFFD group (50%) approached the level of
the control children (58%), but it was remarkable that the percentage remained low (37%) in
the LowPO group. Apparently, the LowPO group had difficulty focusing sufficient attention
on the visuospatial organization of the targets, or they were less able to detect the visuospatial
sequence pattern.
Performance on the implicit learning tasks differed widely between the children classified as
aware and those classified as unaware. Substantial implicit learning (in the unaware participants)
occurred in the control group and in the LowFFD group, but not (Task 1) or at a much slower
rate (Task 2) in the LowPO group. Simply doing the task led to awareness in a number of
children in all three groups. TTT in the first and second implicit task was shorter in the aware
children than in the unaware children. Thus, learning was fastest when awareness was present.
The three main findings in our LowPO group: (i) high prevalence of unaware children, (ii)
unaware children did not learn the sequence, (iii) unaware children had the longest TTT on
the explicit task, might be explained on the basis of reduced capacity of their visuospatial
processing and working memory.
The results on the Explicit Test trials were in line with the effect of awareness. In these test
trials, it was explained to the children that the order of the targets was fixed and the pattern
was shown on the screen by lines between the targets that would light up successively. This
resulted in considerable reductions in the time taken to reach the targets.
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In this study, the initial phase of learning a new motor skill was only measured during a limited
number of training trials; no consolidation was assessed or long-term retention. Future research
should employ a longer implicit training session, alternated with random blocks. It should also
compare groups under randomized implicit and explicit training, to see whether children with
visuospatial disabilities benefit more from an explicit mode of training than from an implicit
mode. The influence of visuospatial components in implicit learning could be tested with a
pure visual implicit learning task, such as the Contextual Cueing Task (Chun & Jiang, 1998).
The results of the present study indicate that implicit or procedural learning, in which the
children have to practise the motor skill simply by doing it, is not enough for the distinct
subgroup of LD children with low perceptual organization. Based on these preliminary results,
we suggest that these children should have the order of the actions clearly and explicitly
explained to them during training. Paediatric physiotherapists and occupational therapists
need to map the neuropsychological profile of a child first, before starting therapy, if the motor
problems are comorbid with the learning disability, or they should at least determine whether
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the child has low perceptual organization.
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ABSTRACT
Poor handwriting is a diagnostic criterion for developmental coordination disorder.
Typical of poor handwriting is its low overall quality and the high variability of the spatial
characteristics of the letters, usually assessed with a subjective handwriting scale. Recently,
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), a technique originally developed for speech recognition,
was introduced for pattern recognition in handwriting. The present study evaluates its
application to analyze poor handwriting. Forty children attending Dutch mainstream
primary schools were recruited and based on their scores on the Concise Evaluation Scale
for Children’s Handwriting (Dutch abbreviation: BHK), 20 good and 20 poor writers (of
whom 13 were scheduled for handwriting intervention) were identified. The groups were
matched for age (7–9 years), school grade (grades 2 and 3) and handedness. The children
subsequently wrote sequences of the letter “a” on a graphics tablet in three conditions
(normal, fast, and accurate). Classical kinematics were obtained and for each individual
letter DTW was used to calculate the distance from the mean shape. The DTW data revealed
much higher variability in the letter forms of the poor writers that was independent of the
kinematic results of larger trajectories, faster movements, and higher pen pressure. The
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current results suggest that DTW is a valid and objective technique for letter-form analysis
in handwriting and may hence be useful to evaluate the rehabilitation treatments of children
suffering from poor writing. In educational research it may be exploited to explore how
children (should) learn to write.
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At a time when even small children spend hours at their PCs, handwriting seems on its way
out. Nevertheless, children still spend between 30% and 60% of their time at elementary school
on handwriting tasks (McHale & Cermak, 1992; Tseng & Chow, 2000). Here, many exhibit
handwriting problems, the prevalence of which has been estimated at 10% to 34% (Rubin
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INTRODUCTION

& Henderson, 1982; Jongmans, Linthorst-Bakker, Westenberg, & Smits-Engelsman, 2003;
Rosenblum, Weiss, & Parush, 2004). Handwriting disorders have been referred to as a specific
learning disability (Brown, 1981) and developmental right-hemisphere syndrome (Gross-Tsur,
Shalev, Manor, & Amir, 1995), and are increasingly seen as a warning sign for developmental
coordination disorder (DCD; Miller, Missiuna, Macnab, Malloy-Miller, & Polatajko, 2001).
However, the problems can manifest themselves in quite different levels of severity, and can
consequently not always be properly assessed and quantified despite the time school staff
dedicates to the children in question. The identification of poor handwriting in children, as a
symptom of dysfunction in mechanics underlying the production of written language (HamstraBletz & Blöte, 1993), is clearly in need of reliable instruments that assess the deficits adequately.
One approach is to use a scale that assesses handwriting samples on a number of specified
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criteria. Although less subjective than the global-holistic scaling that is common practice in
schools (Rosenblum, Weiss, & Parush, 2003), the outcome is still based on subjective expert
ratings. For instance, the Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s Handwriting (Dutch abbreviation
BHK; Hamstra-Bletz, de Bie, & den Binker, 1987) uses a product-oriented approach and assesses
13 qualitative criteria, most of which are related to spatial characteristics (e.g., the spacing of
the letters and words), while others concern letter formation (e.g., letter shape and size). In
the present study we used the BHK to distinguish between normal (proficient) and poor or
dysgraphic handwriting. Although the latter two terms are frequently used interchangeably, in
this report we will use the first term only.
Digitizer-based technology has opened new avenues for the assessment of handwriting by
providing reproducible and objective measures that distinguish between the writing of children
with and without handwriting difficulties (Søvik, Arntzen, & Thygesen, 1987a; Søvik, Arntzen,
& Thygesen 1987b; Schoemaker, Schellekens, Kalverboer, & Kooistra, 1994; Smits-Engelsman,
1995; Smits-Engelsman & Van Galen 1997; Rosenblum, Parush & Weiss, 2001). The resulting
analytical approach uses the kinematics of the children’s movements to provide information
on the real-time strategies and the dynamic characteristics of the deviant motor performance,
including pen pressure, pen velocity, and trajectory length. From kinematics and so-called
‘noise spectra’ it was concluded that failure to control spatial accuracy (relative to letters and
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text composition) is the most salient discriminating feature between poor and good writers
(Smits-Engelsman & Van Galen, 1997). Trajectory length or total path length, overshooting
and undershooting of the target zones, and the height and width of writing segments and single
letters were also used as indicators of poor size control and spatially inconsistent motor behavior
in poor handwriting (Wann, 1987; Schoemaker et al., 1994; Smits-Engelsman, Niemeijer, & Van
Galen, 2001, Rosenblum et al. 2004; Rosenblum, Dvorkin, & Weiss, 2006).
However, this methodology has one major drawback: objective and measurable features only
consider single aspects of the allograph production in isolation; they do not take overall form
criteria into account. In particular, the spatial and kinematic features of handwriting movements
vary widely between, as well as within, individuals across replications of the same symbol, and
even across replications of analogous letter strokes (Van Galen, Portier, Smits-Engelsman, &
Schomaker, 1993). Kinematic variability can be measured adequately using the digitizer but the
recording technique in itself does not allow an automated and accurate evaluation of variability
in the form of a letter, which is why until now all studies on form output mainly relied on
subjective ratings.
Recently, dynamic time warping (DTW) was introduced for the analysis of handwriting, which
may compensate this deficit by facilitating an objective assessment of the spatial characteristics
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of poor handwriting. This so-called trajectory-matching technique, originally designed by
Kruskal & Liberman (1983) for speech recognition purposes, was adapted by Niels, Vuurpijl,
and Schomaker (2007) for written character recognition and forensic document examination.
With DTW, trajectories of pen movements are compared using both spatial and temporal
information. Allograph matching is performed by point-to-point comparison of two letter
trajectories, recorded on an XY-tablet.
It is important to note that the movements in handwriting, as compared to the motions in
reaching and grasping, are unique in the sense that they are not aimed at a single target but
planned to follow a spatial trajectory and to leave a trace of that trajectory for visual perception.
The overall form of this trajectory is its main objective, and it is a remarkable feature of writing
that a more or less invariant graphic output can be realized with different effectors (e.g., the
preferred or non-preferred hand, the foot, or even the mouth; for a discussion, see Meulenbroek,
Rosenbaum, Thomassen, Loukopoulos, & Vaughan, 1996). By objectively analyzing the spatialtemporal patterns, DTW captures the essential character of writing, i.e., the overall shape of
its graphic output. The trajectory-matching technique devised by Niels et al. (2007) not only
offers new perspectives for fundamental research comparing various models of handwriting,
but also for the analysis of the distorted shapes produced by people with handwriting disorders.
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writers. The handwriting of children that experience serious difficulties with this skill shows a
larger variability and inconsistency of letter size (Smits-Engelsman & Van Galen, 1997). There is
also less consistency in the production and form of allographs. With DTW we hoped to obtain
a measure of this variability in spatial characteristics regardless of size variability. It generates
more “human-like” and visually intuitive pattern matching than previous methods and allows an
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The aim of the present study was to evaluate the power of DTW to distinguish good from poor

individual prototype (IP) to be deduced. By having the child write the same character repeatedly,
the child’s IP of that character can be calculated, allowing the distance from this prototype to
be determined for each written character. The means and distribution of these distances thus
provide a measure of the child’s ability to produce a consistent pattern. As it is only the individual
spatial-temporal variability in handwriting and the individual consistency in letter formation
that are being measured, the technique may reveal small deviations from the child’s own average
form that may otherwise remain undetected.
In sum, with the study reported here we sought to determine the potential of DTW in the evaluation
of children’s handwriting by comparing the DTW distance measures and a number of kinematic
variables of children with poor-quality script with those of sound writing proficiency. The children
were asked to write repeatedly the cursive letter ‘‘a” (as learned at school) in three conditions.
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We hypothesized that the children with poor handwriting would show larger variability in the
shape (global spatial characteristics) of this letter in terms of DTW distance measures. We also
investigated how well these measures would correlate with the children’s kinematic characteristics.

METHOD
Participants and selection procedure
The children (n = 40) were recruited from various Dutch mainstream primary schools.
Classification of their handwriting was based on the BHK. Children with a BHK total score of
29 or higher, thus falling into the scale’s dysgraphic range, were classified as poor writers (PW),
while children who scored below 22, falling into the scale’s proficient range, as good writers
(GW). Children that scored between 22 and 28 (i.e., borderline range) were not included in the
study. All children attended grades 2 or 3, had a mean age of 8 years (range: 7–10 years), and
had received an average of 19.2 months (SD = 7.2) of instruction and practice in writing. We
opted for this age group because literature on handwriting development suggests that by the
time a child reaches the end of the second grade, his or her handwriting has become more or
less automatic, organized, and readily available (Ziviani & Elkins, 1984; Berninger, Mizokawa,
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& Bragg, 1991; O’Hare, 1999). Thus, a deficiency in these qualities at the age of our pupils is
likely to be a sign of a (developmental) problem. The selection procedure yielded 20 children
for both groups; all were boys and all were right-handed. There were no significant differences
between the two groups with respect to age (GW: mean age = 98.1 months, SD = 9.5; PW: mean
age = 98.8 months, SD = 9.6), school type or grade. Thirteen of the boys in the PW group
had been recruited from a group of children scheduled for handwriting intervention on an
individual basis. They had been identified by their parents and teachers as having significant
handwriting difficulties. Their mean age (96.0 months, SD = 9.9) was slightly lower than that
of the seven other PW children (mean age = 104.1 months, SD = 7.5; t(18) = 1.93, p = .070),
who were recruited from a local primary school based on their teacher’s assessment of their
handwriting. Thus, none of the 20 PW children had received physical or occupational therapy
for their motor problems prior to the study. All children were free from organic pathologies
(no major neurological impairments and physical disabilities) and from cognitive or psychopathological impairments. The study was approved by the local institutional review board and
the parents of all participants had given their written informed consent.

Instruments
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The Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s Handwriting – BHK
The BHK is a tool designed to screen children at Dutch elementary school (grade 1–6) for poor
handwriting on the basis of a piece of writing produced during a writing test. The children are
requested to copy on unlined paper a standard text – or, for very slow writers at least the first five
lines – that gradually increases in complexity, within 5 min. The first five sentences that contain
simple and familiar monosyllabic words are used to assess the quality of handwriting on the 13item scale. The total score on the BHK has three score bands: Proficient with a total score of 0 to
21, Borderline with scores between 22 and 28, and Dysgraphic with a score exceeding 28. Copying
speed was determined by counting the number of letters each child had produced within the
allocated time, which was then translated into a decile score scaled to the norm for the child’s grade.

Digitizing tablet and on-line data collection
All writing sessions were supervised by one of the authors. The children performed the sequence
task (see below) on unlined A4 paper that was fixed to the surface of the XY-tablet (Wacom
Tablet, Intuos3), using a standard shaped, wireless electronic, inking pen. The position of the
pen tip and the force exerted along the pen’s axis were recorded with a sampling frequency of 200
Hz. The data were recorded online using dedicated Delphi software (developed by Bouwhuisen
at the NICI) on a Pentium-IV laptop computer; data analysis was performed off-line.
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Dynamic time warping (DTW) was used to analyze the variations in the child’s production of
the letter “a”. We opted to study the repeated reproduction of this well-known single cursive
allograph to exclude the influence of higher-order processes like spelling or text composition.
This enabled us to focus extensively on handwriting performance. The computerized
handwriting evaluation method allows the similarity between the trajectories of two allographs
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Dynamic time warping – distance analysis

of the same letter to be determined through a point-to-point comparison (see Figure 3.1).
A specific feature of DTW is that the points are processed in the temporal order in which they
were sampled during their production. The coordinates of successive points in two trajectories
are compared to determine whether they fulfill the so-called “matching criterion”. Two points
match if they either satisfy the “boundary” or the “pen-up/pen-down” and the “continuity”
criteria. The boundary condition is satisfied while comparing the first point of the first curve
with the first point of the second curve or while comparing the last points of the two curves
(see the two points labeled ‘1’ and the points labeled ‘10’ and ‘7’ in Figure 3.1). All other points
need to meet the pen-up/pen-down criterion in that points from curve 1 can only match the

3

Figure 3.1 An example of trajectory matching using the dynamic time warping (DTW)
technique illustrating the point to point comparison of two trajectories of the letter “i”, results
in the matching path.
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points from curve 2 if both have the same status with respect to the position of the pen-tip
vis-à-vis the writing surface (i.e., the pen either makes contact with the paper or hovers above
it). They are also compared on the continuity criterion, which forces the matching between
a point of the first curve and the nearest point of the second curve. If the relative temporal
order of a point in curve 1 is about similar to the relative order of a point of curve 2 (i.e., falls
within a relative distance of plus or minus .13 – a value between 0 and 1 that was based on
previous studies (Niels et al., 2007)), then these two points fulfil the continuity criterion (see
Figure 3.1; for clarification and an exact definition of these criteria, see Niels et al., 2007). For
each point of curve 1 all points
of curve 2 that satisfyy these requirements
are evaluated and
p
q
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Figure 3.2 The distribution of the distance measures obtained through dynamic time warping
(DTW) for the allographs of the letter “a” as produced by a “good writer” (GW14, top panel) and
those generated by a “poor writer” (PW22, bottom panel), with DTW distance from the individual
prototype (IP) on the X-axis and the number of letters falling within the specified distance
categories on the Y-axis.
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pair of matching points. The path along these matching points is called ‘matching path’. The
DTW distance is computed as the average Euclidean distance between all couples of matching
points along the matching path.
Because the cursive letter “a” needed to be written without pen lifts (as taught at school) we
analyzed the pen-down points only; the few samples that did contain on occasional pen-up

Dynamic time warping

the point of curve 2 with the minimum distance to the point of curve 1 is chosen to form a

were excluded from further analysis. DTW distances are in arbitrary units because all letters
were first rescaled in size (between - .5 and + .5) to derive the individual prototype (IP), the
child’s “personal average”, for each condition. In this study the prototype was calculated by the
Merge-samples algorithm (for details see Niels et al., 2007), a procedure that creates a DTW
distance from the IP for every single letter. Two extreme examples of the distribution of these
DTW distances are presented in Figure 3.2. As depicted in the top graph, the good writer
(GW14) had a mean DTW distance of .0057, and only one of the letters with a DTW distance
larger than .010. The poor writer (PW22; bottom graph) had a much wider distribution of
DTW distances with a mean of .0390 and 85% of the letters larger than .010. In later analyses
the limit of .010 proved to be an optimal criterion to separate letters that were close to the IP
from those that deviated from it. Letters with a DTW distance larger than .010 were called
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“deviant letters” and their percentage is used as an additional DTW variable.

Procedure
All children were tested individually in an environment that was similar to the child’s normal
writing conditions at school. After they had copied the standard text of the BHK, they were
offered a few practise trials to familiarize themselves with writing on the XY-tablet; here
they learned to start and stop the recording of a trial by placing the pen tip in the dedicated
circles, positioned at the left (start) and the right (stop) of the frame in which they wrote their
sequences of the letter “a” (see Figure 3.3). Auditory signals marked the beginning and the end
of the trial. The total time needed for all the writing tasks (BHK, tablet practice and sequence
test) was about 30 min.

Figure 3.3 A sample of a sequence of allographs of the letter “a” generated in the normal
condition by a proficient writer (GW14) as recorded by means of the digitizer tablet (also showing
the trial start (left) and stop circles).
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The letter “a” was produced in three conditions that were familiar to school children. In the
normal condition (N), which resembled an ordinary, spontaneous writing assignment, the
children were asked to write the letter “a” several times with each letter detached from the
next one while remaining within the boundaries of a wide frame. In the fast condition (F) they
needed to write the letter “a” repeatedly as fast as possible while keeping the letters legible. In the
third, accurate condition (LL), the children wrote the letters “a” between two solid horizontal
lines, the width between them similar to that used during dedicated handwriting lessons. In
all conditions the experimenter signalled when a sufficient number of characters (at least 20)
had been written.
Only legible characters were included in the analyses. Corrected forms, characters with upstrokes or those that were not considered to represent a proper “a” were excluded. The mean
number of characters that was analyzed was slightly lower for the poor writers in the normal
condition (GW: 19.5, PW: 23.2; t(38) = 2.01, p = .052 (two-sided)), but similar for the two
groups in the two other conditions.

Data analysis
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The following kinematic variables were analyzed: writing time (total time in seconds taken
to complete the letter “a”), trajectory length (distance in centimeters covered by the pen tip),
absolute velocity (average absolute velocity of the pen-down movements in cm/s), total “stop”
time (the intervals during which the pen halted on the digitizer), and pen pressure (average
axial pen pressure in Newtons).
Statistical testing was performed with SPSS. The kinematic variables, the mean DTW distance
and the percentage of deviant letters were entered into a general linear model repeated-measures
procedure with condition (N, F, and LL) as the repeated measure and group (PW and GW)
as the between-subject variable. The percentage of deviant letters (characters with a DTW
distance larger than .010) were also analyzed with a Mann-Whitney U test. In all analyses a
significance criterion of α = .05 was used.

RESULTS
BHK total score and execution times
Our selection procedure yielded two groups that differed widely as to handwriting quality.
The BHK total score of the GW group ranged from 5 to 19, with a mean of 12.55 (SD = 4.88),
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with the group difference significant (t(38) = 13.08; p = .0005). However, both groups had
similar mean BHK-speed scores (GW: mean = 3.95, range 1–8, SD = 2.46; PW: mean = 4.60,
range 1–10, SD = 3.58; t(38) = .67, p = .51).

Kinematic variables

Dynamic time warping

whereas the scores of the PW group ranged from 29 to 49, with a mean of 35.05 (SD = 5.94),

Table 3.1 lists the means of the five kinematic variables in each of the three conditions for the
two groups as well as the results of the two DTW variables. A multivariate test on all seven
variables of Table 3.1 showed the effect for condition (F(14,25) = 10.98, p < .001), the group
difference (F(7,32) = 4.20, p = .002) and the group by condition interaction (F(14,25) = 2.90,
p = .010) to be significant.

Table 3.1 Means of the five kinematic variables and the two DTW variables in each of the three
writing conditions for the good (GW) and the poor (PW) writers, and the univariate F values for
Condition (Cond), Condition * Group (C*GR), and Group
Group
Kinematics
Writing time

Trajectory length

Velocity

Stop time

Pen pressure

Condition

F Cond.

F C*Gr

F Group
df(1,38)

Normal

Fast

Accurate

df(2,37)

df(2,37)

GW

1.125

.808

1.223

38.05**

1.31

<1.00

PW

1.226

.938

1.224

GW

1.736

2.094

1.515

21.97**

7.71**

13.69**

PW

2.834

3.200

1.769

GW

1.707

2.748

1.395

43.01**

3.78*

7.03*

PW

2.608

3.775

1.622

GW

.289

.154

.387

PW

.259

.144

.334

GW

119

121

108

PW

265

282

240

GW

.0134

.0152

.0120

PW

.0194

.0135

.0157

GW

43.3

47.7

37.8

PW

62.4

48.7

55.0

18.28**

<1.00

6.01**

1.63

16.96**

1.35

3.40*

2.46

<1.00

4.09*

5.32*

3

<1.00

DTW
Mean distance

% deviant letters

** p < .01, * p < .05.
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The results on writing time were more or less as expected, being significantly shorter in the fast
condition and about equal for the two groups in each of the three conditions. Trajectory length,
however, showed great group differences. Averaged over the three conditions, the poor writers
produced larger letters, but, when forced to write between the lines (accurate condition), they
wrote nearly as small as the good writers did. The significant group by condition interaction for
trajectory length was therefore based on a group difference in the normal and fast conditions
and had nearly disappeared in the accurate condition. The velocity results reflected the results
on trajectory length. When writing time is equal for the two groups and trajectory length larger,
then velocity must follow. Stop times did not discriminate between poor and good writers. In
both groups, the pen halted at approximately 25% of the entire writing time and was significantly
shorter in the fast condition. Of all the seven variables pen pressure showed the largest group
difference: it was slightly higher in the fast condition but, irrespective of condition, the pen
pressure of the poor writers was more than twice that of the good writers.

Dynamic time warping – distance measures
The mean DTW distances from the Merge-samples’ individual prototype (IP) for the two groups
in the three conditions are shown in Table 3.1. The difference between the two groups was
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largest in the normal condition, and completely absent or nearly reversed in the fast condition,
resulting in a significant group by condition interaction. Table 3.1 and Figure 3.4 show the mean
percentages of deviant letters (letters with a DTW distance > .010) in the three conditions for
the two groups. The means differed between the two groups in the normal (Mann-Whitney

Percentages of deviant letters

Figure 3.4 The percentages of deviant letters (i.e., allographs having a DTW distance > 0.010)
for the “good writers” (GW; n = 20) and the “poor writers” (PW; n = 20) in the normal (N), fast (F),
and accurate (LL) writing conditions. Bars denote standard errors .
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complete absence of a group difference in the fast condition.

Associations between the kinematic measures and DTW distance measures
To determine whether the DTW distance measurements had added to the traditional kinematic

Dynamic time warping

U = 110, p = .015) and in the accurate condition (Mann-Whitney U = 118, p = .027). Note the

analyses, we inspected the DTW data obtained in the normal writing condition because this
showed the largest effects. Correlations between the variables, which were calculated for the
PW group only, are presented in Table 3.2. To simplify the presentation, only the correlations
of the kinematic variables that showed the largest group effects are depicted. These are, in the
order of their group F values in Table 3.1: pen pressure, trajectory length and velocity. As can
be seen from the data in Table 3.2, pen pressure is rather independent from the other variables.
Velocity and trajectory length were significantly correlated and the two DTW variables were
highly interrelated, but only DTW mean distance correlated with the two interrelated kinematic
variables of trajectory length and velocity.
To optimize these findings, we also conducted a discriminant analysis. When the seven variables
of Table 3.1 were entered stepwise only pen pressure, trajectory length and DTW mean distance
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were retained (Wilks’ Lambda (3,36) = .42, p < .001), and 90.0% of the original grouped cases
were correctly classified. When DTW mean distance was omitted from the discriminant
analysis, the percentage of correctly classified persons dropped to 80.0%.
To test if the group differences in DTW measures would remain after correction for the
kinematic variables, covariance analyses were performed. With the five kinematic variables
from Table 3.1 as covariates, the group effect for DTW mean distance was significant (F(1,33)

Table 3.2 Correlations between three kinematic variables and the two dynamic time warping
(DTW) measures
Pen pressure
Pen pressure

Trajectory length
.361

Trajectory length

.361

Velocity

.281

Velocity

DTW mean distance

DTW % deviant

.281

-.211

-.003

.576 **

-.466 *

-.158

-.462 *

-.320

DTW mean distance

-.211

-.466 *

-.462 *

DTW % deviant

-.003

-.158

-.320

.754 **
.754 **

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).
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= 16.31, p < .001) and, although smaller, the group effect for DTW percentage of deviant letters
remained significant (F(1,33) = 5.95, p = .020).

DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of dynamic time warping (DTW) as a
new method for analyzing the spatial characteristics of the handwriting of young children
with writing problems. The DTW distance measures we obtained in two samples of boys aged
between 7 and 9 years showed that, relative to age- and grade-matched controls, the boys with
poor showed larger variability in the forms of their written letter “a” and a higher percentage of
deviant allographs. Interestingly, this variability in letter form constituted an extra dimension
that was independent from the group differences in trajectory length, velocity and pen pressure
that were also found.
Compared to the performance of their matched peers, the performance of the poor writers was
characterized by numerous deviations from their individual prototypical form (IP). In fact, in
relation to the overall form characteristics, the distance of most of the letters they produced
exceeded the criterion value of .010 of their IP. Even though the letter “a” was well-practised,
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the allographs of the poor writers were significantly more variable in their form than those of
the good writers. This is in agreement with the literature that identified the defining features of
poor writing were letter-form errors and misproportions (letter distortions; Eidlitz & Simner,
1999), inconsistency in letter sizes (more spatial errors and inaccuracies; Smits-Engelsman
& Van Galen, 1997), difficulties related to consistency of letter formation (Rosenblum et al.,
2006), and the irregularity of size and slant (Mojet, 1991; Wann & Jones, 1986).
The current results on letter size and speed confirm previous observations in children with poor
handwriting. Rosenblum et al. (2006) suggested their larger writing may be due to the fact that it
might help them to achieve greater legibility and Mojet (1991) posited it might simply make it easier
for them to obtain an acceptable writing result because it requires less precise letter formation.
However, this typical divergence in letter size cannot explain the variability in letter we observed
in our sample of poor writers because the DTW distance measures were calculated on trajectories
that were normalized for size. In addition, when we controlled for the correlation between DTW
distance and trajectory length (and writing velocity), as was done in the discriminant and in the
covariance analyses, the DTW distance measures still showed relatively large and significant
group differences. This suggests that the larger variability in the overall form characteristics we
observed in the poor writers is not only a salient discriminating feature discriminating between
poor and good writers, but a characteristic that is independent of a general deviation in size.
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results on the DTW distance measures. Writing fast did not influence the group differences on
trajectory length, writing speed and pen pressure but did greatly reduce the group difference
in letter-form variability. Apparently, when pressed for time good writers start producing more
variable letter forms while poor writers improve and generate less variable letter forms. Whether
in the fast condition the poor writers’ allographs still deviated more from the standard letter
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Our manipulations of the writing conditions produced interesting and somewhat unexpected

“a” they had learned at school than the letters generated by the proficient writers, is subject
for future research. This type of research is now feasible because the DTW analysis not only
allows a comparison of individual trajectories with their own personal prototype but also a
comparison with the teacher-set prototype.
When forced to write within a constricted space, the trajectory length of both groups became
markedly shorter while writing time increased (viz Fitts’ law) and velocity greatly decreased.
Only pen pressure remained consistently high in the poor writing group. The DTW measures
were affected slightly, showing somewhat form variability between the two groups. Whether
size constraints like the one we imposed in the accuracy condition indeed elicit (slightly) more
consistent letter forms remains to be established.
The larger variability in the letter shapes in the poor writers group is consistent with earlier
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studies (see Introduction) that also reported poor size control and spatially inconsistent behavior
in poor writers. Poor writers fail to obey spatial constraints and their writing lacks consistency
(Smits-Engelsman & Van Galen, 1997). This variability reduces the ease with which individual
characters can be recognized and the readability of the handwriting, overall (Graham, Struck,
Santoro, & Berninger, 2006). Until now, the assessment of script legibility was mostly based on
conventional, subjective judgments as they still discriminated between the variables of poor and
proficient handwriting better than existing digitizer-based assessments (Rosenblum et al., 2004).
Because it combines the advantages of both conventional (or expert-based) and computerized
measures, the DTW technique constitutes a substantial improvement on earlier computerized
methods: being digitizer-based, DTW provides objective and detailed information about letter
shape and, indirectly, about the overall legibility of the handwritten product as well.
With our present investigations we only looked at the internal (in)consistencies between letter
shapes by measuring their distance from the individual’s average shape, the IP. It must be
emphasized that also another prototype, one produced by a teacher, for instance, can be used.
Comparisons with the latter prototype might provide us more insight into how well a child is
able to match the “ideal” form when learning a new letter. DTW may thus also be exploited to
evaluate the efficacy of different teaching methods or special training programs. We hope the
results of the present study will prompt further research on DTW and how well it determines
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the degree to which the (shape of) writing movements are automated in children with poor
handwriting, and, secondly, in what way their writing differs from teaching prototypes in
schools and peers who are proficient writers. Such studies would also facilitate the collection
of normative data on class-related IP and prototypical forms, thus providing an objective
measure of the severity of a child’s writing problems. In addition, the possible correlations
between DTW measures and scores on traditional handwriting assessment scales like the BHK
merit further scrutiny. It would be interesting to compare various aspects of letter formation
such as inconsistent letter size (BHK item 8), distorted letters (BHK item 10), and ambiguous
letter shapes (BHK item 11)).
In their frequently cited model of handwriting, Van Galen et al. (1993) posit three processing
stages: the retrieval of an abstract motor program, the parameterization of this program
and, thirdly, the muscular initiation of the parameterized program. Spatial variability or
inconsistencies in written characters could then result from deficiencies in each of these
processes (see also Graham et al., 2006). In his neuropsychological theory of motor-skill
learning, Willingham (1998) points to the importance of two additional processes in motor
programming: “perceptual-motor integration” and “sequencing”, which may also be deficient
and hence result in poor or highly variable graphic output. Finally, the way the writer monitors
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his output might be impaired resulting in inadequate correction or adaptation of the movement
trajectory. It is tempting to assume that children with poor handwriting function sub-optimally
in all these motor control processes. Of course, matters are far more complex. In some children
poor perceptual-motor integration or variable sequencing may be at the basis of poor script.
Others may not have sufficiently mastered the delicate muscle control needed in the initiation
or dynamic stages of movement production. The DTW technique alone cannot answer the
question on which of these processes might be responsible for the writing deficits of an
individual child. Its outcome measures, however, do allow accurate comparisons of graphic
output under conditions where each of these processes is taxed separately, thus enabling analysis
of their separate contributions to the letter distortions in poor writing. As such, it may help
clinicians determine the origin of a child’s handwriting problems and may subsequently be used
in the follow-up of children who have been diagnosed with handwriting disorders, allowing
the rehabilitation and learning stages to be closely monitored and graded.
In conclusion, dynamic time warping seems a promising tool in the investigation of handwriting
in that it provides an objective evaluation of the overall form characteristics of letters and
their variability. Its measures allow an overall judgment of the quality of the output that other
temporal-spatial parameters cannot provide and it supplies information that is not correlated to
kinematic data. The technique may thus enhance our understanding of the processes involved
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clinical practice by facilitating the identification of writing problems and the monitoring of
rehabilitation programs.
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ABSTRACT
In the earliest stages of motor-skill learning cognitive, visuospatial and dynamic processes
play an important role. Which of these should be addressed first when children need to
learn a new complex movement sequence? This study compares three learning methods in a
within-subject design by having 18 good and 18 poor 8-year-old writers master unfamiliar,
letter-like patterns by (1) tracing a trajectory on a screen, (2) tracking a moving target
(Pursuit), and (3) performing the pattern using written explicit instructions. Following
each 10-trial learning phase, the children completed a short test phase. Besides errors and
kinematic data, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was used to calculate the deviation for
each pattern from the ideal shape (DTW-distance). As predicted, the number of errors
and DTW-distance were very low during the learning phase of the Tracing and Pursuit
conditions and higher in the Explicit condition. Conversely, in the test phase, Tracing yielded
the highest DTW-distance and the Explicit condition the lowest DTW-distance and error
percentages. The results were remarkably similar for the good and poor writers. The poor
learning results of the Tracing condition and the good results of the Explicit condition, have
important implications for the teaching of handwriting and remedial therapy.

4
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Children have to learn numerous motor skills but little is known about how they acquire these
skills and which methods of teaching or training are the most efficient (Savion-Lemieux,
Bailey, & Penhune, 2009). Given the fact that so many children – about 5–10% – have difficulty
adequately performing routine daily tasks, and that even more – 10–34% – encounter serious
problems in the complex motor skill of handwriting (Smits-Engelsman, Niemeijer, & Van
Galen, 2001), it is surprising that there are relatively few studies on motor-skill learning in
children. The resultant lack of knowledge is a serious handicap for the paediatric physio- or
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INTRODUCTION

occupational therapist who, when confronted with children with more or less severe motor
problems, naturally wants to exploit the most optimal, evidence-based learning strategy
(Levac, Wishart, Missiuna, & Wright, 2009), a technique that should be based on an analysis
of the motor-control processes that are thought to be deficient (Niemeijer, Smits-Engelsman,
& Schoemaker, 2007), and that may be differently affected in the various neuropsychological
disorders, which the therapist encounters in his or her practice.
The motor-control processes that support motor-skill learning have been described in most
detail by Willingham (1998, 2004). He distinguishes four processes with distinct neural bases:
(1) A strategic process that selects new goals of an action in terms of the required change in
the environment; (2) a perceptual-motor integration process that learns the optimal translation
from the selected spatial targets to the appropriate motor responses; (3) a sequencing process

4

in which the right order of the motor acts is learned; (4) a dynamic process that acquires new
patterns of muscle activity. Halsband and Lange (2006), in a review of imaging studies of
cortical and subcortical activation during the acquisition of a motor skill, arrive at more or
less the same processes.
From these views on motor learning it can be inferred that learning a motor act requires the
acquisition of conscious or unconscious knowledge of the successive goals of the action, of its
spatial characteristics, of the proper sequence in which to execute the movements, and of the
optimal forces with their relative timing. The importance of each of these knowledge elements
may differ between actions (such as tying shoelaces, serving a tennis ball or writing a letter),
which prompts the question on their relative priority in the initial, fast/early learning stage of
a movement sequence and their relative significance in the second, slow/late learning stage.
In the present study we focus on the very first phase of learning. If children have to learn to
write the cursive capital ‘H’, for example, a complex, 7-element movement sequence, should
the teacher start with listing the specific targets connected with each of these seven elements or
strokes and explicitly try to teach their sequence, or should the attention of the child be directed
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first to the visuospatial form of the character, or to the dynamics of the movements required,
their kinematics and kinetics? Although at first glance a focus on the spatial characteristics
of constituent, sequential movements may seem exclusive to handwriting and drawing
because these activities yield a visible trace, many other motor skills also involve visuospatial
characteristics, such as dancing, figure skating, and gymnastics. Should form therefore be given
primary attention when learning new skills like these?
In a survey of how primary grade teachers in the USA teach handwriting, Graham et al. (2008)
report that 80 to 79% of all responding teachers had their students trace and copy the form of a
new letter, with nearly all teachers (97%) modelling the letter-formation process in combination
with various instructional procedures. In addition, 61% of the teachers used explicit cues to
demonstrate how the letter was to be produced and 53% physically directed the student’s
hand. Some of these techniques are compared in a handful of experimental studies attempting
to establish which teaching method was the most efficient (for a review of these studies, see
Vinter & Chartrel, 2010). However, apart from one, none of these studies addressed the separate
neuropsychological processes that are involved in motor-skill learning. Vinter and Chartrel
(2010) did assess the relative advantages of visual, motor, and visuomotor training in 5-yearold children learning to write isolated cursive letters and found visuomotor training to be the
most effective of the three methods. They concluded that visual training better contributes to
learning the shape of the letter trajectory, while motor training had the largest effects on the
execution of the movements.

4

In the present study we compare three methods for the teaching of handwriting common in
Dutch primary schools, which we modified to have each tap one specific motor-control process
more than the other processes involved. Therefore we used an artificial task, i.e., making an
unfamiliar letter-like movement pattern with a cursor on a computer screen, while the cursor
was guided by a stylus on a graphics tablet. The perceptual-motor integration process was
tapped in a Tracing condition in which a visible trajectory (see Figure 4.1) needed to be traced.
The second learning condition, labeled Pursuit, focused on the dynamics of the movement
pattern. In this condition a target had to be followed that moved along the trajectory with the
timing of a well-trained ‘teacher’. The third training method, the Explicit condition, focussed
on imparting explicit knowledge of the spatial goals that had to be reached successively during
the movement. Each of the three training conditions was immediately followed by free recall
test trials in which the trained movement had to be freely reproduced, unaided by a model
trajectory, moving target or written instructions.
As Destrebecqz and Peigneux (2005) postulated, it is impossible to devise process-pure tasks,
but we have tried to limit the contribution of other processes as much as possible. This resulted
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no visible trace on the screen. This ensured that the view of the trajectory or ‘form’ of the tobe-learned movement pattern was restricted to the Tracing condition only. As a result, unlike
in handwriting but similar to most other motor activities, participants had no visual feedback
of the trajectory that had been followed by their hand movement.
In general one might expect the Tracing condition to yield the best free recall test results in
terms of fewer form errors and less deviation from the form of the learned trajectory. In the
Pursuit condition, featuring the kinematics of the correct movement pattern and assisting
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in the methodological decision to use a non-inking pen and a display in which the cursor left

fluent handwriting, we expected the relative timing of the children’s movements to match the
teacher’s timing more than in the other two learning conditions. Finally, the Explicit condition
was likely to delay learning in the training phase, but lead to fewer errors in the test phase.
We tested two groups of children, good writers and poor writers (see Participants section below),
and expected the poor writers to demonstrate more problems in the learning and recall trials.
It is quite probable that poor primary-school-age writers do not form a homogeneous group
but may have separate (undiagnosed) deficits in one of the three processes under study, i.e.,
visuomotor integration, accuracy and timing of muscle force, or in working-memory capacity.
We therefore expect a number of these poor writers to take longer to learn the movement
sequences and to attain less accuracy on each of the three measures.

4

METHOD
Participants
We selected 18 good and as many poor writers from a group of 87 eligible children from three
Dutch mainstream primary schools whose handwriting quality was assessed with the BHK,
the Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s Handwriting (Hamstra-Bletz, De Bie, & Den Brinker,
1987). Children were classified as poor writers (PW) when they had a total BHK quality score
of 29 or higher (PW mean score: 32.28) and as good writers (GW) when it totalled 21 or
lower (GW mean score: 16.94; group difference: p < .001). Handwriting speed (BHK speed,
decile score) did not differ significantly between the groups (PW: 7.72; GW: 6.94; p = .36).
The GW group comprised 8 boys and 10 girls, one being left-handed, and the PW group 13
boys and 5 girls, of whom six were left-handers. The mean age of the 36 participants was 7
years and 11 months (range: 87–105 months), and all attended grade 2 and had received 16.42
months (SD = .50) of instruction and practice in handwriting. There were no significant group
differences with respect to age or school type. None of the participants had received physio- or
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occupational therapy for any motor problems prior to the study. The study was approved by
the local institutional review board, and the parents of all participants had given their written
informed consent.

Design
We opted for a within-subject design as regards the learning conditions: all children randomly
completed the three conditions in one of the six possible orders and with three different
movement patterns distributed over the conditions according to a balanced Latin square,
resulting in 18 different orders and 18 children per group.

Task
We designed three new letter-like patterns (for pattern 1 see Figure 4.1, for patterns 2 and 3
see Figure 4.4), all with seven elements or strokes, comparable to the sequence of movements
needed for the cursive capital ‘H’. The total length of all three pattern trajectories was 38–40 cm.
In all three conditions the participants were asked to guide a yellow-coloured cursor (5 mm
diameter) on a computer screen integrated in a graphics tablet by moving a non-inking pen
to thus reproduce the stimulus patterns. Nine distinctly differently coloured circles (11 mm in
diameter) that acted as landmarks for the movement sequences were always visible on the screen
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(see Figure 4.1). The eight outer landmarks could be passed in one of five possible ways, i.e.,
at the inside (between the circle and the centre circle) at the outside, by encircling it clockwise
or anticlockwise, or by stopping in the circle (see the examples in Figures 4.1 and 4.4). The
start and end positions of the sequences were marked by a white and a black circle (in Figure

Figure 4.1 Illustration of the PC screen showing the standard configuration consisting of the
nine differently coloured circles and the preprogrammed model trajectory (in grey) of one of
the three patterns in a Tracing trial.
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the cursor reached them. The children were told that controlling the cursor movements with
the pen was similar to driving a bike around differently coloured traffic cones. Like a bike, the
cursor left no trace. They were aware of having to reproduce the ‘bike’ trajectory in the test
phase.
In the Tracing condition (see Figure 4.1) the child was instructed to keep the cursor within
the preprogrammed trace. In the Pursuit condition the child was asked to keep the cursor
on a (dark grey) target circle (diameter 10 mm) that moved along an pre-recorded, invisible
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4.1 the topmost and central circles), which ‘gave off ’ a high and low beep, respectively, when

trajectory. The target moved with the teacher’s relative timing and natural changes in speed
and with stops at the proper positions, but moving speed was lowered to 75%. So, the timing
of participants was dependent on the ‘guide’ or model and participants would mostly go as fast
as the moving target, or slightly slower than it. In the Explicit condition the children received
written instructions only (no trace or moving target): a piece of paper attached to the upper
left-hand side of the screen described in simple words the route to be followed by prescribing
the order in which the coloured circles had to be approached and how they were to be
passed.
In order to help the child focus its attention on the task at hand, per learning condition
feedback was given after each of the 10 trials to highlight the task’s specific requirements. In
the Tracing and Pursuit conditions an error bar showed the proportion of the trajectory that
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the cursor was within the trace or on the moving target, respectively. In the Explicit condition
the experimenter explained the child the errors (deviations from the prescribed trajectory) it
had made in each trial by relating them to the relevant part(s) of the instruction. In 24 trials
prior to the actual experiment the children practised the three learning conditions with three
different short (3-element) practise figures in four training and four subsequent test trials to
emphasize the learning aspect of the experiment and to prepare the children for the unaided
recall character of the test trials.
In each condition 10 learning trials were directly followed by 10 test trials in which the children
had to reproduce the newly learned movement sequence without any help of a trace, moving
target or written instruction, and without any feedback on the quality of their performance.
The 60 (i.e., 3 * 2 * 10) trials of the three learning conditions were preceded and followed by a
block of ten trials of loops, a familiar, well-learned movement pattern for children at this age.
These simple loops served as a control condition to help define the motor-control capacities of
the good and poor writers. The entire experiment comprised 112 trials (60 trials in the three
conditions, 2 * 10 control loop trials, and 32 practise trials).
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Procedure
Children were tested individually in a quiet room at their own schools. After a short
introduction by the experimenter, the children practised writing with the non-inking pen on
the graphics tablet. The entire experiment lasted about 40 minutes. Throughout the experiment
the experimenters tried to encourage the child and it was their impression that the children
participated with enthusiasm.

Material and apparatus
The children performed all conditions on unruled sheets of paper (A4) that were placed on a
Wacom XY-tablet (Intuos 3) under a plastic cover, using a standard shaped, wireless, electronic,
non-inking pen. The pen position was recorded at a rate of 200 Hz using a custom-made
program (developed at our institute for Windows XP in Borland ® Delphi 7) on a Pentium-IV
laptop computer with data analyses (Matlab) being performed off-line.

Data analysis
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW; see Niels, Vuurpijl, and Schomaker (2007), and Di Brina,
Niels, Overvelde, Levi, and Hulstijn, 2008) was used to calculate the distance between the
model pen trajectory of each trial generated by a ‘teacher’ (one of the experimenters) and the
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pen paths produced by the participants. With DTW, trajectories of pen movements can thus be
compared to an ‘optimal’ trajectory using both spatial and temporal information. By objectively
analyzing the spatial-temporal patterns, DTW captures the essential character of writing, i.e.,
the overall shape of its graphic output. A higher DTW-distance measure (DTWd) indicates a
greater deviation from the ideal form of the model movements.
Errors were determined by dividing the drawing space into eight sectors (see Figure 4.4)
and counting the number of circles that were incorrectly passed. The maximum number
of errors per trial was seven. Offline Matlab analysis was used to calculate these errors and
the kinematics in terms of movement time (MT), trajectory length (TL), mean velocity, and
disfluency expressed as the number of peaks in absolute velocity over time divided by the total
MT and denoted by nP/s.
To test if the timing pattern learned by tracking the moving target in the Pursuit condition was
retained in the test trials, velocity profiles were calculated by additional filtering the absolute
velocity and resampling the filtered signal to 100 data points. For this filtering a band width of
0–2.5 Hz was chosen to restrict the signal to the periodicity of the movement pattern itself and
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noise, EMG fluctuations and measurement noise (Van Galen, Van Doorn, & Schomaker, 1990).
Resampling to 100 data points eliminated differences in overall movement time and sufficed
for resampling test trials, because none of them lasted more than 20 s. For each of these data
points the mean and variance was computed, averaged over the 100 points and converted to
an SD. In addition, the average difference was calculated between the mean of the 10 trials and
the resampled velocity of the model for each of the 100 data points.

Learning new movement patterns

to reduce higher frequency movement variance due to corrective feedback, tremor, mechanical

RESULTS
The main results concern the form characteristics of the movement trajectories and some of
their kinematics, which are presented in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, and in Table 4.1. More statistical
details and results of the other kinematic variables will be presented for each of the three
learning conditions and the loops separately below.
The mean number of errors (N Errors) per trial yielded a similar picture to that of the DTWd.
However, DTWd is not merely determined by the number of errors produced. An example of
this dissociation is presented in Figure
g
4.4 showingg two movement trajectories,
j
both without

4

Figure 4.2 Mean DTW-distance per trial for the training and test phases of the three learning
conditions and for the pre- and post-test phases of the control condition (loops).
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Figure 4.3 Mean movement time (MT) per trial for the training and test phases of the three
learning conditions and for the pre- and post-test phases of the control condition (loops).

4

any errors, but where the trajectory depicted in the right-hand panel deviates much more from
the model trajectory (DTWd = .041) than the one in the left-hand panel (DTWd = .001). If
participants made no errors but corrected their movements in time, or made trajectories that
were larger, irregular or surpassed the outer circle shown in Figure 4.4, then their error count
was not incremented, but their DTWd was. Correlations between N Errors and DTWd in
the three test phases deviated considerably from unity (GW: Tracing r = .75, Pursuit r = . 49,
Explicit r = .30; PW: r = .83, r = .53 and r = .75, respectively).
The single kinematic variable that is shown across trials (in Figure 4.3) is MT. Since trajectory
length only showed a relatively small variation, movement velocity produced the same picture
as MT.

Tracing
During the training phase of the Tracing condition N Errors and DTWd were naturally quite
low (see Table 4.1). Also the percentage of correct trials was high (GW: 93%, PW: 91%), but
these percentages dropped dramatically in the subsequent test phase (GW: 8%, PW: 9%; F(1,34)
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Training
N Errors (/trial)

GW

Test
PW

GW

PW

Tr -Te

Tr-Te*Gr

Group

F(1,34)

F(1,34)

F(1,34)

Loops

0.26

0.59

0.14

0.38

2.13

0.14

1.34

Tracing

0.10

0.09

3.07

2.30

89.55***

1.94

1.93

Pursuit

0.06

0.14

1.14

1.47

43.88***

0.47

1.16

Explicit

0.87

1.56

0.43

0.99

33.19***

0.54

3.59!

4.09

5.76

4.23

5.72

0.01
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Table 4.1 The means of two form characteristics (Number of Errors and DTW-distance) and
two kinematic results (Movement Time and Disfluency) across the 10 trials of the Training (Tr)
and Test (Te) phases (first and second 10-trial block for the Loops condition) averaged for the
Good Writers (GW) and the Poor writers (PW) separately, and the results of the separate analyses
of variance per condition and variable

DTWd (* 1000)
Loops

0.03

2.33

***

Tracing

1.06

1.19

23.68

16.83

85.09

2.83

2.67

Pursuit

1.51

1.12

7.88

13.93

88.37***

0.04

1.78

!

8.14

13.10

6.28

7.56

11.44

2.86

3.61!

Loops

9.83

10.09

7.96

7.64

75.78***

1.37

0.001

Tracing

17.06

16.06

10.69

11.31

66.70***

1.39

0.03

10.41

***

1.39

0.05

***

Explicit

**

Movement Time

Pursuit
Explicit

13.49

13.54

10.24

66.70

18.71

20.04

11.27

11.42

82.09

0.45

0.25

Loops

2.19

2.62

2.33

2.75

4.64*

0.02

12.61**

Tracing

2.22

2.63

2.20

2.59

0.42

0.07

16.87***

Pursuit

2.46

2.84

2.21

2.63

28.67***

0.14

9.89**

2.54

***

2.70

6.80*

4

Disfluency (nP/sec)!!

Explicit
!

2.02

2.24

2.19

28.99

= p < .10, * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < .001.
= Number of Velocity peaks per s.

!!

= 462.60, p < .001). The feedback provided after each training trial in terms of the proportion
of the trajectory that the cursor was within the model trajectory averaged 90% and 88% for
the GW and the PW group, respectively. During test trials N Errors and DTWd (see Figure 4.2
and Table 4.1) were significantly higher and reached values that were the highest compared
to the other two learning conditions. MT declined in the test phase (see Figure 4.3 and Table
4.1) and there was a small but significant (F(1,34) = 4.46, p <. 05) decrease in mean TL (from
39.0 cm to 36.3 cm).
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Figure 4.4 Examples of divergence between DTW-distance and number of errors. Pen
trajectories (in black) and model trajectories (grey) are shown. Both trials did not result in any
errors but did differ largely in DTW-distance (left panel: DTWd = .001; right panel: DTWd = .041).

Pursuit
Tracking the moving target in the learning phase of the Pursuit condition resulted, as was to
be expected, in small N Errors and DTWd values, which were as low as during Tracing (see

4

Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1). Here, the error feedback bar indicated that the moving target had
been correctly tracked on average 70% (GW) and 64% (PW) of the training trials, showing
that it was more difficult to keep the cursor on the target than it was to keep it within the
preprogrammed trajectory. In the test phase the form of the movement deteriorated considerably
(see Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1) and the percentage of correct trials dropped from 94% (GW) and
88% (PW) to 34% and 27%, respectively. Yet these scores were still better than those obtained
in the Tracing test condition. As expected, during training MT (see Figure 4.3) stayed very
close to the model MT in both groups. In the test phase MT became faster, reaching the same
values as those recorded for the Tracing test phase.
As expected, following the moving target during training in the Pursuit condition resulted in
a velocity profile that corresponded rather closely to that of the model. Figure 4.5 depicts the
(rescaled) velocity changes over time in the training and test trials recorded for one participant
and shows that this velocity correspondence had completely disappeared in the test phase,
which was confirmed by the two measures quantifying the variable. The SD over 10 trials for
each of the 100 data points, averaged over these 100 data points and over the 36 participants
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Figure 4.5 Examples of rescaled velocity profiles of one participant in the Pursuit learning
condition (left panel) and test condition (right panel). The close similarity among trials and the
large correspondence in the average curve (the thick black line) and the velocity of the model (the
dashed line) during training (left panel) has completely disappeared in the test trials (right panel).

for the training phases of the Tracing, Pursuit and Explicit conditions was 11.4, 15.3 and 24.8
mm/s, respectively, and in the test phase increased to 22.4, 26.9 and 26.5 mm/s respectively.
The interaction between training and test phase and learning condition (F(2,33) = 41.90, p <
.001) was significant. The difference between mean velocity and the model velocity (i.e., the
difference between the thick black line and the dashed line in Figure 4.5) averaged over the 100
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data points showed more or less similar results. During training the averaged values were 20.7,
13.5, and 20.1 mm/s for the Tracing, Pursuit and Explicit conditions, respectively, while in the
test phases the values increased to 24.0, 25.8 and 26.6 mm/s. Again an ANOVA demonstrated a
significant interaction between the training-test difference and the effect of learning condition
(F(2,33) = 17.77, p < .001). Here, in the Pursuit training phase 13.5 was the only low value but
rose to a ‘similar’ height compared to the other two conditions in the test phase.

Explicit learning
As was expected, the training phase in the Explicit condition showed quite a different pattern
of results from the Tracing and Pursuit conditions in that the children took considerably more
time to complete the training trials (see Figure 4.3), although times dropped sharply from 34
to 13 s (see also Table 4.1) and dropped even more during the test phase (from 13 to 11 s), with
the latter value coming close to the duration of the test trials in the other two conditions. Quite
remarkably and unexpectedly, the form characteristics showed a similar picture of relatively
large N Errors and DTWd in the training phase followed by a significant and substantial
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reduction in the test phase (see Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1). During training the proportion of
correct trials was only 48% (GW) and 37% (PW), but during the test phase these increased to
68% and 56% (F(1,34) = 26.33, p < .001).

Loops
In this control condition, the children had no problems producing the loops. In the first block the
mean N Errors and mean DTWd were quite low and the values had not changed in the second
block of trials at the end of the session. The percentages correct trials in the first and second
blocks were similar: 78% (GW) and 84% (PW; ns). However, first to second block MT showed
a significant drop (see Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1), and because the TL did not change (first: 41.3
cm, last: 41.5 cm), Velocity increased from 4.75 cm/s to 6.21 cm/s, (F(1,34) = 34.96, p < .001).

Comparing performance outcomes of the three learning conditions
Which of the three learning conditions had yielded the best test performance? Table 4.2
presents the results of the ANOVAs on the means of the three test blocks as well as the results
of planned repeated contrasts in which Tracing is compared to Pursuit and Pursuit to Explicit
Learning. The results were surprising in that Tracing proved to be the least successful learning
condition, with significantly more errors being produced and larger DTWd values recorded
than during the Pursuit test trials. The Explicit condition, assumed to be the most difficult for
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the poor writers in particular, had generated the best performance on the three form variables.

Table 4.2 Results of the ANOVAS on the test-trial blocks of the three learning conditions, and
two special contrasts: Tracing versus Pursuit and Pursuit versus Explicit Learning
Group

TracingPursuit

PursuitExplicit

F(2,33)

F(2,33)

F(1,34)

F(1,34)

F(1,34)

N Errors (/trial)

24.18

!

2.77

0.02

% trials correct

46.76***

0.72

0.95

9.80**

20.42***

DTWd (*1000)

32.00***

3.45*

0.00

12.62**

3.97!

2.23

0.10

0.17

1.69

4.03!

23.91***

0.77

2.67

14.07***

17.69***

0.54

0.17

12.94**

0.26

1.11

Length (cm)
Disfluency (nP/sec)

78

Learning
condition *
group

***

Movement Time

!

Learning
condition

= p < .10, *= p < .05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < .001.

***

22.16

7.26*
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the movement trajectories (Tracing: 36.3 cm, Pursuit: 42.3 cm, and Explicit Sequence: 47.0 cm)
were significantly shorter during Tracing and significantly longer during the Explicit condition
relative to the Pursuit condition.

Group differences
The good and poor writers performed similarly in the test trials on most variables. The
exception was the contrast between Tracing and Pursuit. Table 4.1 shows that during Tracing

Learning new movement patterns

MT did not differ significantly among the three test conditions. However, the mean lengths of

test trials the GW group had made more errors and showed larger DTWd values than the PW
group, but in the Pursuit test these results were reversed. However, the interaction between
Condition and Group was only significant for DTWd (F(1,34) = 6.00, p < .05, and not for N
Errors (F(1,34) = 3.51, p < .10).
Apart from the exception just described, the poor writers unexpectedly made the same number
of errors and had the same DTWd, MT and TL values as the good writers. The only variable
to demonstrate a significant group difference was Disfluency (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2): the
number of velocity peaks per second (nP/s) was significantly higher for the PW group in all
three experimental conditions as well as in the control condition (loops).

4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Models assume at least three motor-control processes to be involved in the very first phases
of learning a complex movement sequence: a strategic process in which action goals and the
proper constituent movement sequences are selected, a visuospatial process that determines
the spatial ‘form’ of the movement sequence, and a dynamic process in which the succession
of forces and their timing are controlled (Willingham, 1998). In the present study we targeted
these processes in three separate learning conditions in which 36 8-year-old typically developing
children of whom 18 were classified as poor writers (BHK) needed to master unfamiliar letterlike patterns: learning by Tracing (tracing a visuospatially displayed path), learning by Pursuit
(tracking a moving target), and Explicit learning (following written task instructions). Contrary
to expectations, the Explicit test yielded the best and the Pursuit test intermediate performance
results, while Tracing, being a frequently used teaching method at Dutch schools, generated
remarkably poor outcomes in the free production recall test trials.
Below, we will first discuss the results of the three training methods separately and then comment
on the few differences between the good and the poor writers, and particularly on the absence
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of group differences in learning. Finally, we will briefly discuss the implications of our results
for the teaching of new motor skills at school, in physio/occupational therapy and sports.
Tracing a visuospatially presented model path did not result in a well-formed free reproduction.
The low number of errors during the training phase increased to a high average of 2.7 errors per
trial in the test phase. Only 8% of the test trials were correctly executed and the deviation from
the model trajectory (DTWd) increased to the highest values of all conditions. The movement
times (MTs) in the training trials were relatively long; apparently, the children spent most of
this time trying to keep the cursor within the confines of the trace and accordingly did not
pick up the proper form (or essential characteristics) of the trajectory. Tracing is considered an
instance of implicit learning in that the ideal forms of the movements are trained by practice
only. However, in the first 24 practise trials we had explicitly instructed and trained each child to
learn a new movement pattern. Apparently, the act of tracing itself distracted them, preventing
them from becoming aware of the essential characteristics of the movement patterns. Tracing
might also be seen as a form of learning by guidance. As Schmidt and Lee (2005) explain,
either physical or verbal guidance is a technique in which the learner is assisted in the task to
be learned in a way that will prevent or limit the occurrence of errors. This will have a strong,
beneficial effect on learning performance, but, as was apparent in our study, may have serious
adverse effects in the subsequent unguided test phase. Schmidt and Lee recognize that ‘guidance
may be most effective for tasks that are very slow in time‘ and that it might be less effective for
tasks requiring successions of rapid and ballistic movements. Our data suggest that even in
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‘slow’ tasks guidance will only have a positive effect if the cognitive aspects of the movement
trajectory, i.e., the essential form characteristics, have been mastered adequately.
In the Pursuit condition, learning by tracking the moving target along the (invisible) patterns
to be mastered yielded intermediate test results, significantly better than those recorded for
Tracing, but significantly inferior to those obtained in the Explicit condition. This was true for
three indices: N Errors, percentage of correct trials and DTWd. As to the number of children
having reproduced the learned movement pattern without any errors in at least three test trials,
the Pursuit condition showed 11 good writers and 12 poor writers to have done so, while this
was 2 and 3, respectively, for Tracing, and 18 and 16 in the Explicit condition. It must be realized,
however, that in most studies on perceptual-motor learning using a Pursuit task, testing was
done using the same task used during learning (see e.g., Willingham, Koroshetz, & Peterson,
1996; Willingham, 1998). We, in contrast, assessed learning results without a moving target,
rendering comparison with other pursuit/tracking-task results unsound.
The Pursuit ‘cursor-on-the-target’ percentages (GW–PW: 70–64%) were lower than the
Tracing ‘cursor-within-the-trace’ percentages (GW–PW: 90–88%). This suggests the children
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in the test trials was nevertheless significantly better than that in the test trials after Tracing.
Possibly, the children were only able to keep the cursor on the moving target when they could
predict and thus prepare the next movement. If true, the Pursuit learning condition prompted
the children to learn the essential form characteristics of the movement patterns more explicitly
than was the case in the Tracing condition. Yet, the velocity profiles showed that the timing
pattern/ temporal structure imposed in the learning phase was not preserved in the test phase.
If a child does not know the next move during a test trial, its movements will be interrupted
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experienced more difficulties learning the Pursuit patterns, but their unaided performance

and show pauses and hesitations reflecting its attempts to recall the trajectory, disrupting the
previously ‘learned’ timing pattern. But it must also be noted that in training participants moved
at about the same speed as that of the moving target, which was lowered to 75%, while during
test trials they could and did speed up. Lack of trajectory knowledge as well as speeding up
could both have caused the disruption of the trained timing pattern.
The Explicit condition produced the best test results after training. Yet, with only 68% (GW)
and 56% (PW) of the test trials being error-free even in this condition the results were far from
optimal. Obviously, the number of training trials (10) was too low to elicit better performance.
Willingham’s view on motor-skill learning, as sketched in the introduction, also entails that
declarative and procedural learning of motor sequences occur in parallel (Willingham, Salidis,
& Gabrieli, 2002). Our findings however, with the best test results in the Explicit condition,
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are more in line with a view on learning as promoted by Schmidt and Lee (2005), in which
distinct stages of learning have to be passed with the first being a cognitive phase. Most of the
improvements in this initial stage can be thought of as verbal-cognitive in nature, while learning
the motor patterns themselves, with their invariant relative timing, can only take place at a
later stage. Therefore we conclude that, given the relatively high number of pattern elements
(7), the number of training trials (10) we offered in our study was not only too small for a
successful completion of the first cognitive-verbal stage, but also too small to bring about an
abstract representation of the required complex motor programmes. As to the implications for
handwriting instruction in schools, we recommend preliminary training with 3 and 4-element
movements and practising their chaining in a 7-element pattern only later.
When comparing good and poor writers, we assumed poor writers to learn less fast or less well
than their more proficient counterparts, but our results did not confirm our prediction. The
largest group differences were found in the Explicit condition but test data on the number of
errors (p < .10), and DTW-distance (p < .10) were not significant. Given the prevalence of
handwriting problems among TD children, estimated in previous studies to range from 5% to
25% (Hamstra-Bletz & Blote, 1993; Smits-Engelsman, 1995), and the high percentages among
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children with motor coordination and/or learning disabilities (McHale & Cermak, 1992), it
might have been only a subgroup of poor writers with an undiagnosed (minor) disorder, that
experienced more difficulties in this condition. It might need a larger sample of poor writers,
allowing the formation of sufficiently large subgroups, to investigate retardation in explicit
sequence learning successfully.
The only measure yielding a significant group difference was disfluency: the number of velocity
peaks per second was consistently higher for the PW group in all three learning conditions as
well as in the control condition. We introduced the loops to assess possible differences between
good and poor writers in the form and kinematic variables of simple, familiar motor patterns.
The fact that disfluency was the only variable to demonstrate a marked group difference
corresponds with data obtained by Smits-Engelsman et al. (2001) and Smits-Engelsman,
Wilson, Westenberg, and Duysens (2003) and fits in with their suggestion that poor writers
experience problems in open-loop control and as a consequence have to rely more on visual
feedback resulting in more frequent corrective movements that causes a higher number of
velocity peaks per second.
Pending replication and corroboration, our performance results have several implications
for the teaching of handwriting in school as well as remedial physiotherapy. In earlier studies
(Søvik, 1981; Karlsdottir & Stefansson, 2002) in which tracing was part of a more extensive
instruction method – frequently in combination with copying – tracing evidently had no
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additional value over other methods. In a study comparing three learning conditions, i.e.,
normal writing, writing with a non-inking pen, and tracing, Naka (1998) found that tracing
produced the poorest results, as had Askov and Greff (1975) two decades earlier. Undoubtedly,
their findings are confirmed by our results. Although tracing is still widely used in education
(Graham & Harris, 2005; Graham et al., 2008), the various results clearly advise against a
frequent use of tracing when teaching children handwriting skills. In our paradigm we tried
to isolate the tracing method as much as possible from other instructional models, more so
than was done in earlier studies, and we hence conclude that the technique has no merits when
children have to learn to write new letters, neither in educational, nor in paediatric physio/
occupational therapy settings.
The educational value of the pursuit technique (like ‘hand-over-hand’ physical assistance)
in the initial stage of learning also seems limited and, when employed, should at least be
supplemented by explicit verbal cues about the characteristic form features of the movement
pattern. Whether tracking a moving target is useful to learn an optimal and invariant timing
of the movements in the subsequent learning stages has still to be studied.
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educational settings in combination with other instructional methods. Almost all teachers
(97%; see Graham et al., 2008) use modelling, where he/she verbally and explicitly describes
the class the form characteristics of the motor pattern to be learned while demonstrating how
the form is to be produced. When the children subsequently start practising individually, the
use of arrows, numbers and written cues in their exercise books then helps sustain the explicit
acquisition of the pattern started by the teacher’s modelling. In this learning stage, the teacher
needs to check whether the child understands and knows all the essential form features.

Learning new movement patterns

The explicit instruction of the essential elements of a movement pattern is mostly used in

Also in paediatric physiotherapy increasingly more use is made of verbal instructions when
treating children with motor dysfunctions (Jongmans, Linthorst-Bakker, Westenberg, &
Smits-Engelsman, 2003; Levac et al., 2009). Particularly in neuromotor task training (NTT), an
intervention based on an analysis of deficient motor-control processes (Niemeijer, Schoemaker
& Smits-Engelsman, 2006; Niemeijer et al., 2007), verbal instruction and verbal feedback are
systematic treatment components. As we obtained the best learning results in terms of superior
test outcomes in the Explicit learning condition (operational written instructions), our study
supports the relevance of cognitive instruction emphasizing the essential elements of the tobe-learned movement pattern.
The children in our trial needed to learn to reproduce rather complex movement sequences
that resembled cursive capital letters, but it must be stressed that, unlike when they learn to
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write, the children’s movements left no visible trace on the paper or the computer screen. This
suggests that the current results may also be relevant for other areas of motor-skill learning, for
instance learning to serve in tennis, hitting the ball in golf, or mastering a new dance routine
or novel gesture.
In conclusion, the current results suggest that when a new (fine) motor skill is to be learned,
explicit cognitive instruction on the essential elements of the to-be-learned movement pattern
results in far better learning, at least in the initial stage, than tracing its form or pursuing its
course.
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ABSTRACT
The wide variation in prevalence of dysgraphic handwriting (5-33%) is of clinical
importance, because poor handwriting has been identified as one of the most common
reasons for referring school-age children to occupational therapy or physiotherapy, and
is included as a criterion for the diagnosis of Developmental Coordination Disorder. This
study aimed to map the development and improvement in handwriting during the early
grades to differentiate between temporary and consistent dysgraphic handwriting. In this
longitudinal and cross-sectional study, children in grade 2 (age 7–8 years, n = 169) and
grade 3 (8–9 years, n = 70) took handwriting (Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s
Handwriting; acronym BHK) and visual-motor integration (Beery VMI) screening tests
twice within one school year. Dysgraphia decreased strongly from 37% to 17% in grade 2
and diminished further to a low and stable rate of 6% in grade 3. Stability in handwriting
quality only occurred in the children whose scores were within the normal range. The at risk
and dysgraphic children continued to show significant and substantial improvement during
grades 2 and 3. Beery VMI was inappropriate as a screening instrument for handwriting
problems. It was concluded that handwriting must be consistently dysgraphic before making
any decisions about a diagnosis of dysgraphia or referral for therapy.
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Handwriting is an important skill, related to school performance and the child’s self-esteem
(Feder & Majnemer, 2007). In previous studies, the prevalence of handwriting problems among
school-age children has been estimated to vary between 5 and 33% (Rubin & Henderson, 1982;
Hamstra-Bletz & Blöte, 1993; Smits-Engelsman, Niemeijer, & Van Galen, 2001; Karlsdottir &
Stefansson, 2002). This wide variation in prevalence is of clinical importance, because problems

Handwriting development

INTRODUCTION

with handwriting have been identified as one of the most common reasons for referring schoolage children to occupational or physiotherapy services (Hammerschmidt & Sudsawad, 2004;
Bosga et al., 2009). Moreover, poor handwriting has been mentioned as one of the diagnostic
criteria for Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD; DSM-IV-TR, APA, 2000; ICD-10,
WHO, 1992). Clinical practice has shown that some children were able to overcome their
handwriting problems easily, whereas others had more persistent problems. Precisely in these
age groups, in which handwriting is undergoing development and rapid improvements are
being made (Karlsdottir & Stefansson, 2002), the timing of testing could have great impact
on the identification of handwriting problems and might form a simple explanation for the
wide variation in the prevalence of handwriting problems. To establish whether there is a
genuine indication for therapy, it is necessary to differentiate between temporary and persistent
dysgraphic handwriting and to gain insight into the development of handwriting quality and
speed. In a combined longitudinal and cross-sectional study on children in grades 2 and 3,
our aim was to provide a more detailed description of the development of normal, at risk and
dysgraphic handwriting.
Handwriting is a complex activity in which lower-level perceptual-motor (motor planning and
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execution) processes and higher-level cognitive (psycholinguistic and executive) processes
continuously interact (Van Galen, 1991; Abbott & Berninger, 1993; Graham & Weintraub,
1996). As soon as the low-level motor processes have become relatively automatic, the highlevel processes (e.g., planning, language generation, reading and editing) can be activated
concurrently as in adult writing. Children in grade 3 still seem to alternate between these
high-level and low-level processes while composing text, because the low-level processes had
not yet become automatic (Olive & Kellogg, 2002). In our study on handwriting disability or
dysgraphia, we focused on the low-level processes.
In children who were showing typical development, handwriting was found to be characterized
by rapid quality improvement during grade 1 (age 6–7 years) that reached a plateau by grade 2
(age 7–8 years). Further improvements were seen by grade 3 (age 8–9 years), when handwriting
had become automatic, organized and available as a tool to facilitate the expression of ideas (for
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an overview of studies see Karlsdottir & Stefansson, 2002; review Feder & Majnemer, 2007).
These authors described continuous and somewhat linear increases in writing speed over the
grades. Thus, although the typical development of the total group has been described, clinical
practice needs more specific details about the characteristics of children at risk for handwriting
difficulties and children with dysgraphia.
To our knowledge, only two longitudinal studies described the development of handwriting
in terms of profiles. Recently, Karlsdottir and Stefansson (2002) have given an overview of the
number of children with handwriting problems and the distributions during grades 1 to 5.
They presented average developmental profiles of children with ‘functional’ and ‘dysfunctional’
handwriting in grade 1 to grade 5, obtained by annual testing at the end of each school year.
Children with functional handwriting reached their final quality level at the end of grade 1,
whereas the children with dysfunctional handwriting improved significantly from grade 1 to
grade 5. The definition of functional handwriting was based on the legibility of the written
content and just five characteristics to judge the individualized letter forms (letter formation,
slant, size, spacing and alignment). In an earlier study, Hamstra-Bletz and Blöte (1993)
described the longitudinal development of children with dysgraphia from grade 2 to grade 7.
Normal handwriting and the product of dysgraphic children were described in more detail
(13 characteristics). However, their dysgraphic group was determined by using a cut-off score
of 10% of the total study population and consisted of only 12 children.
In clinical as well as in experimental research, good instruments must be used to rate handwriting
and define groups. The Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s Handwriting (acronym BHK;
Hamstra-Bletz, De Bie, & Den Brinker, 1987), developed from the dysgraphia scale of De
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Ajuriaguerra et al. (1964; 1979) (as cited in Hamstra-Bletz, 1993), has frequently been used
for this purpose (e.g., Smits-Engelsman, Niemeijer, & Van Galen, 2001; Flapper, Houwen, &
Schoemaker, 2006; Kaiser, Albaret, & Doudin, 2009). We consider that the 13-characteristic
BHK is suitable to assess the rapid developments in handwriting during the early grades and to
provide more detailed profiles of handwriting that is at risk or dysgraphic. The BHK covers more
global characteristics (‘Organization of written work’) and contains several items to score ‘Letter
formation’. Checks should also be made of the quality of the letter trace (‘Fine-motor ability’)
(Hamstra-Bletz et al., 1987; see Table 5.2). BHK-norm-references on the quality of handwriting
have only been published for grades 2 and 3, but speed norm-references are available for all ages.
Until now, very little research has addressed global longitudinal profiles of dysfunctional or
dysgraphic handwriting. Such characteristic developmental profiles are of great therapeutic
importance in view of the high prevalence of handwriting problems and, correlatively, given that
handwriting is the main focus of therapy in paediatric physiotherapy and occupational therapy.
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the results to therapeutic practice. This study focused on the development of handwriting in
subgroups of children (with normal, at risk, or dysgraphic handwriting) in the second grade (age
7–8 years) and third grade (age 8–9 years) of primary school. Testing a large group of children
within a short period of half a year enabled us to map handwriting characteristics in specific
subgroups. We analysed improvements in handwriting quality, the (clusters of) items of the
BHK, correlations with the visual-motor integration score and increases in handwriting speed.

Handwriting development

By using a simple and frequently-used test, such as the BHK, it should be possible to transfer

METHOD
Participants
Data were obtained in two sessions (T1 and T2) from 239 children in grade 2 (age 7–8 years,
n = 169) and grade 3 (age 8–9 years, n = 70) at four mainstream primary schools, located in
the eastern part of the Netherlands. Mean age differed significantly between the children in
grade 2 (7.7 years ± 0.6 months at T1) and grade 3 (8.7 years ± 0.5 months at T1) (p < .001).
Duration of handwriting lessons also differed significantly (grade 2: 14.63 ± 4.3 months; grade
3: 22.86 ± 2.8 months; p < .001). Within the two grades, no significant differences were found
between gender distribution or mean age. The percentages of left handed children were within
the normal variation of handedness (13% and 11% in grade 2 and grade 3, respectively).
In the Netherlands, children with minor learning disabilities, motor dysfunction, or behavioural
problems attend mainstream primary schools, where they have the opportunity to receive
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adaptive education. The following information was obtained from the teacher: in grade 2, nine
children were receiving therapeutic assistance in handwriting (5.3%) and seven children had
been diagnosed with spelling difficulties (4.1%). In grade 3, two children were registered as
having minor behavioural problems. None of these problems (spelling, motor, or behavioural)
were having severe effects on the children’s handwriting. The study was approved by the local
institutional review board. All the parents of the participants gave informed consent.

Measures
Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s Handwriting (BHK)
Handwriting was tested with the Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s Handwriting (BHK;
Hamstra-Bletz et al., 1987). This standardized norm-referenced test was designed to screen
handwriting samples from second and third grade primary school children. It is normally used
in the individual clinical setting and classical scholar setting.
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The handwriting task consists of copying a standard text for five minutes (or, for slow writers,
at least the first five sentences) on an unlined sheet of A4 paper. Quality (norm-referenced for
children in grades 2 and 3) and speed (norm-scores for children in grades 1 to 6) are measured.
Handwriting quality is rated according to 13 features (see Table 5.2, also for the distribution
within item clusters) with a minimum score of 0 and a maximum score of 65. Scores of 0 to
21 are considered to be normal, scores of 22 to 28 indicate ‘at risk for handwriting problems’
and scores of 29 and higher reflect dysgraphic handwriting. BHK quality (BHK-quality) is
categorized according to legibility, based on the original standard scores of the dysgraphia
scale developed by De Ajuriaguerra et al. (1979). Copying speed (BHK-speed) is determined
by counting the number of letters (including corrected letters) written in 5 minutes. Copying
speed can be translated into a decile score (composed by Hamstra-Bletz et al., 1987) scaled to the
norm of the child’s grade. Interrater reliability of the BHK has been reported to vary between r
= .71 and r = .89; intrarater reliability was r = .87 to r = .94 for grade 2 and r = .79 to r = .88 for
grade 3. Test-retest reliability was .51 to .55 (Hamstra-Bletz et al., 1987). In the present study,
all the handwriting products were assessed by two evaluators, under the supervision of one of
the authors (AO). Differences were discussed until consensus was reached.

Visual-motor integration
Visual-motor integration was tested using the Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration
(Beery VMI; 5th ed., Beery & Beery, 2004). In this test, a developmental sequence of geometric
forms must be copied using paper and pencil. Graphic responses are scored using the criteria
listed in the manual. Shapes that meet specified criteria are given a score of 1, whereas nonpassed items receive 0 points. The maximum raw score is 30. Raw scores were converted into
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standardized scores (VMI-SS), based on the cumulative frequency distribution (Beery & Beery,
2004) and used to interpret the data. Reliability of the VMI was good (Beery & Beery, 2004;
inter-scorer: r = .92; internal consistency: .96; test-retest: .89). The VMI was selected because
of its assumed and frequently discussed relation to handwriting.

Procedure
Data were collected in two separate sessions: early in the school year (T1 in November 2008)
and later in the school year (T2 in May 2009). In each session, the two frequently-used screening
tools were administered simultaneously to all the children in their classrooms. Handwriting
products were assessed by two evaluators, under the supervision of one of the authors (AO).
Differences were discussed. VMI scores were assigned by one of the authors (AO).
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Differences between scores were analysed using t-tests and χ2-tests.
Based on the BHK score at T1, the children were categorized as having normal writing (NW),
at risk writing (RW) and dysgraphic writing (DW). Descriptive statistics (means, standard
deviation and percentages) of BHK-quality, BHK-speed and VMI-SS were used to describe the
differences between these three subgroups.

Handwriting development

Statistical analysis

To examine the differences in handwriting development between the three subgroups, repeated
measures ANOVA were conducted on these variables, with development (the difference between
the two sessions T1 and T2) as the repeated variable. Interactions were calculated with Tuckey
post hoc tests. Effect sizes are given in partial eta squared (partial η2).
Correlations between handwriting quality and visual-motor integration were tested with
Pearson’s correlations. The prevalence of dysgraphic handwriting in poor visual-motor
integration were derived by coding the standard scores as poor (VMI-SS < 90), normal (≥ 90
VMI-SS ≤ 110) and good (VMI-SS > 110).

RESULTS
Handwriting quality
The main results concern the development of handwriting quality in children during grades
2 and 3, with particular focus on the differences in development between normal writing, at
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risk and dysgraphic writing (see Table 5.1, Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2). Results of the other test
variables are presented as separate items below.
As expected, the overall quality of the handwriting was significantly better in grade 3 than
in grade 2 (F(1,237) = 48.56, p < .001, partial η2 = .170). The children in grade 3 seemed to
have reached their final quality level at the first measurement (T1) and even showed slight
deterioration at T2, whereas the performance of the children in grade 2 was significantly better
at T2 (mean BHK difference: grade 2 = + 4.35; F(1,166) = 68.81, p < .001, partial η2 = .239;
grade 3: - 0.7, F(1,67) = 4.45, p = .039, partial η2 = .062).
Based on the BHK quality score at T1, the children were rated as NW, RW, or DW. No significant
differences were found between the subgroups with respect to age (grade 2: p = .163; grade
3: p = .718), duration of handwriting lessons (grade 2: p = .082; mean grade 3: p = .472), or
minor learning or behavioural problems (grade 2: p = .355; grade 3: p = .345). Children with
therapeutic assistance were overrepresented in the DW subgroup (8 out of the 9 children).
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Table 5.1 Mean BHK quality scores, percentages of children in each quality range, division
into normal writing (NW), at risk for handwriting difficulties (RW) or dysgraphic writing (DW)
subgroups, mean BHK speed scores, VMI-Standard Scores (VMI-SS) and correlations between
BHK quality and VMI-Standard Scores (VMI-SS)
Grade 2
n = 169

5

Grade 3
n = 70

T1 Nov
(SD)

T2 May
(SD)

F(1,166)

T1 Nov
(SD)

T2 May
(SD)

F(1,67)

BHK quality

25.26
(7.94)

20.91
(7.88)

68.813***

16.26
(7.14)

16.33
(7.06)

4.452*

Normal range (%)

33

54

80

79

At risk range (%)

31

29

14

16

Dysgraphic range (%)

37

17

6

6

BHK speed

118.98
(27.41)

139.49
(41.67)

64.658***

152.77
(41.94)

167.24
(46.07)

.058

VMI-SS

98.62
(12.11)

103.30
(10.14)

26.286***

97.54
(10.88)

101.00
(8.72)

8.755**

NW

101.11
(12.85)

105.60
(11.37)

98.95
(11.02)

101.93
(8.80)

RW

98.96
(12.74)

104.46
(8.76)

93.30
(9.72)

95.60
(7.50)

DW

96.08
(10.48)

100.23
(9.45)

88.50
(2.52)

101.50
(7.00)

Correlation BHK quality
VMI-SS

.229**

.371**

.308**

.107

** * p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05.

Improvements in the overall scores during grade 2 were significantly different between the NW,
RW and DW subgroups. At T2, 41% of the children had progressed to a higher rated subgroup,
while 50% (mainly NW) remained in the same subgroup. The mean score in the DW group
improved the most, whereas the NW group showed only minor improvement (TestSession *
grade: F(2,166) = 14.60, p < .001, partial η2 = .150). Mean score in the DW group improved to
within the range of ‘at risk’ (BHK score from 33.58 to 26.16), while the RW group reached the
normal writing level at T2 (BHK score from 24.83 to 20.40). Children in the NW group only
showed minor improvement (BHK score from 16.29 to 15.47). Correlations between the BHK
quality scores at T1 and T2 were significant (r = .60, p < .001).
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Figure 5.1 Mean BHK quality scores in children with normal writing (NW), at risk writing (RW)
and dysgraphic writing (DW) in grade 2 and grade 3 at T1 and T2.

In grade 3, a different pattern of change in BHK scores was observed (TestSession * grade:
F(2,67) = 6.66, p = .002, partial η2 = .166). The 10 children in the RW group showed the most
improvement (BHK score from 24.10 to 18.30), while all four children in the DW group had
reached the boundary level of dysgraphia (BHK score from 32.25 to 29.00). Performance of
the large group with normal writing (n = 56) was poorer at T2 (BHK from 13.71 to 15.07), but
remained well within the range of normal. Thus, during grade 3, only small shifts occurred and

5

71% of the children (almost exclusively with normal writing) remained in the same subgroup.
The correlation between BHK quality scores at T1 and T2 was significant (r = .58, p < .001).
In grade 2 and grade 3, as expected, the overall performance of the girls was better than that
of the boys (grade 2 BHK scores at T1 in girls and boys 22.32 and 27.97, respectively; at T2:
18.23 and 23.38, respectively; in grade 3 BHK scores at T1 in girls and boys 13.33 and 18.86,
respectively; at T2: 14.85 and 17.65, respectively). At T1 in grade 2, 49% of the girls (40 out of
the 81) were categorized as NW, while 49% of the boys (43 out of the 88) had dysgraphic scores.
In grade 3, 94% of the girls (31 out of the 33) had reached the normal writing level compared to
68% of the boys (25 out of the 37). The DW group comprised only (four) boys. Developments
in handwriting quality were significant only in grade 2 (p < .001). No interactions in T1 and
T2 scores were found between boys and girls.
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Handwriting quality on an item level
Table 5.2 shows the differences in development between grade 2 and grade 3 on an item level.
In grade 2, the improvement in handwriting quality was caused by improvements in three
clusters of items. The effect size of improvements in letter size and height (items 8 and 9) was
higher than the decline in correctly written letter forms (items 10 and 11). Fine motor ability
aspects (items 5 and 13) improved, as well as the organization of written work.
In grade 3, improvements in two items (consistency of letter size and steadiness of writing trace)
between T1 and T2 could be interpreted as progress in the consistency of the handwriting.
Only one (low scoring) item, collision, had deteriorated between grades 2 and 3.

Table 5.2 The 13 BHK items in three clusters Organization of written work, Letter formation and
Fine-motor ability (according to the classification of Hamstra-Bletz et al., 1987); all items with
significant differences (p < .05, coded with an *) in combination with an effect size of (partial
η2) ≥ .06 are shown in italics
BHK quality

Item descriptions

Grade 2
n = 169
It

T1

Grade 3
n = 70

T2

partial
η2
T1-T2

partial
η2
gr

T1

T2

partial
η2
T1-T2

partial
η2
gr

Organization of written work

5

Overall letter size

It1

1.93

1.22

.171*

.263*

.70

1.00

.000

.135*

Left margin widening

It2

1.17

.78

.051*

.048*

.51

.44

.030

.016
.058

Alignment

It3

3.57

2.62

.199*

.317*

1.54

2.04

.001

Word spacing

It4

2.73

2.78

.001

.055*

2.71

2.47

.003

.049

Collision

It7

.08

.41

.165*1)

.001

.20

1.03

.074*1)

.012

Letter formation
Inconsistent letter size

It8

4.15

2.62

.384*

.190*

2.63

1.26

.174*

.155*

Incorrect letter height

It9

1.72

1.23

.136*

.288*

.81

.66

.008

.209*

Letter distortion

It10

.40

.66

.048*1)

.183*

.49

.93

.017

.115*

1)

.097*

.324*

1.90

2.50

.021

.352*

Ambiguous letter forms

It11

2.36

2.89

Acute turns

It5

2.44

1.86

.092*

.226*

1.27

1.00

.017

.212*

Irregularities

It6

2.48

2.20

.023

.360*

1.64

1.63

.019

.123*

Correction letter forms

It12

1.02

1.11

.005

.240*

.73

.94

.000

.095*

Unsteady writing trace

It13

1.22

.54

.130*

.170*

1.13

.43

.272*

.307*

Fine-motor ability

All * p < .05; significant decline in item scores are coded with 1.
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3, all the items in the clusters Letter formation and Fine-motor ability differentiated between
the three handwriting subgroups, while four out of the five items in the cluster Organization
of written work differentiated significantly between the subgroups in grade 2, but only one of
the latter items was significant in grade 3.

Handwriting speed

Handwriting development

Comparisons between the two grades, however, showed a different picture: in grades 2 and

Details of handwriting speed are shown in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2. As expected, the total
number of written letters was higher in grade 3 than in grade 2 (F(1,237) = 40.57, p < .001).
Children in grade 2 showed a significant increase in the number of letters (n = 20.51; F(1,166) =
64.66, p < .001, partial η2 = .280). The number of written letters in grade 2 differed significantly
between the children with normal, at risk and dysgraphic writing (F(2,166) = 6.31, p = .002,
partial η2 = .071), and the interaction with group and TestSession was significant (F(2,166) =
3.40, p = .036, partial η2 = .039). Post hoc analysis revealed that this interaction was due to a
smaller increase in the number of letters in the dysgraphic children (ΔNletters = 12.06) than in
the at risk (ΔNletters = 22.7, p = .010) and normal writing groups (ΔNletters = 27.97, p = .006).
In grade 3, no significant effects of TestSession (T1-T2) were found in handwriting speed
(F(1,67) = .06, p = .811). Although there was a considerable increase (of 20.73) in the number
of written letters in the large normal writing group (55 out of the 80 children) (t(56) = 3.38, p =
.001), in contrast to a decrease (of 15.60) in the number of letters in the at risk subgroup and an

5

Figure 5.2 Mean BHK speed scores in children with normal writing (NW), at risk writing (RW)
and dysgraphic writing (DW) in grade 2 and grade 3 at T1 and T2.
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equal number of letters in the four dysgraphic children, the interaction between TestSession and
the handwriting subgroups was not significant (Speed T1-T2 * Grade: F(2,67) = 2.48, p = .091).
In grades 2 and 3, the correlations between T1 and T2 BHK speed scores were significant (grade
2: r = .60, p < .001; grade 3: r = .36, p = .002). With respect to gender, results of handwriting
speed were comparable with the results of handwriting quality in grade 2. Overall, the girls
outperformed the boys in speed of handwriting (grade 2: F(1,167) = 12.08, p = .001, partial η2 =
.067), but not in grade 3 (p = .091). No interaction between gender and TestSession was found.

Visual-Motor Integration
Mean VMI standard scores and correlations between BHK quality and VMI-SS are given in
Table 5.1. All mean standard VMI scores were close to the average standard score (= 100) in
grades 2 and 3 at T1 and T2. There was a small, but significant increase at T2 in grades 2 and
3 (grade 2: 4.68; p < .001; grade 3: 3.46; p = .004), due to a learning effect.
Significant differences between handwriting subgroups were only found in grade 2 (F(2,165) =
4.80, p = .009; grade 3: F(2,67) = 2.85, p = .065). Post hoc analysis showed that this difference
(of 5.20 SS) was caused by the NW group versus the DW group (p = .008).
Significantly low correlations between the BHK quality scores and the standard VMI scores were
found in grade 2 and at T1 in grade 3. Clustering on an item level (in conformity with the BHK)
showed that in grade 2, the clusters Organization of written work, Letter formation and Finemotor ability had low correlations (r = .14 and r = .13, respectively). In grade 3, only the cluster
Organization of written work had a low correlation (r = .26). There were no significant differences
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in the numbers of children with poor, normal, or good VMI-SS between the handwriting subgroups
(grade 2: X2(4) = .28; grade 3: X2(4) = .18). Only 26% of the DW subgroup in grade 2 had poor
VMI-SS, while only 11% of the NW group in grade 3 had good VMI-SS.

DISCUSSION
This study tested the widely held belief that the proper time to assess the quality of children’s
handwriting is in the second half of grade 2. By that age, handwriting is assumed to have
been mastered (i.e., during grade 1 and the first half of grade 2 and it is expected to remain
stable from that time onwards. Contrary to this widely proposed hypothesis, the present study
demonstrated considerable improvement in the quality of handwriting throughout grade 2 and
even into the first half of grade 3, with stability being reached in the second half of grade 3. More
importantly, the percentage of children who were classified as dysgraphic decreased strongly
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It is also worth noting that stability in handwriting quality only occurred in the children with
normal writing. The subgroups who were classified as at risk or dysgraphic, continued to show
significant and substantial improvement during grades 2 and 3.
In this study, data were gathered from two large samples of 169 children in grade 2 and 70
children in grade 3 who were attending regular mainstream primary schools. The demographic
variables of these children, as well as the prevalences of minor learning, behavioural or motor

Handwriting development

from 37% to 17% in grade 2 and diminished further to a low and stable rate of 6% in grade 3.

problems and the number of children who were receiving therapeutic assistance, were all
within the normal range, which suggests that these samples were representative of the general
population at mainstream schools.

‘At risk’ and dysgraphic writing
The percentages of children with normal writing increased from 33% (T1) to 54% (T2) in grade
2, reached 80% in the first half of grade 3 and then remained stable during the rest of that grade.
For the Dutch operationalization of the qualitative criteria of Developmental Coordination
Disorder (DCD; DSM-IV-TR, APA, 2000) with respect to poor handwriting, a cut-off point
of BHK ≥ 21 has been recommended, which includes the ranges of at risk and dysgraphic
writing (see the Dutch version of the Leeds Consensus Statement [LCS], 2006). According to
this norm, as many as 46% of our children would have fulfilled this qualitative criterion for
handwriting-DCD at the proposed time of testing, i.e., in the second half of grade 2. The large
improvement in quality observed during grade 2 and the first half of grade 3 indicates that
it is not justified to label or classify handwriting as at risk or dysgraphic until grade 3. By this
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age, poor and illegible handwriting was less common and quality itself remained more stable,
which resulted in no more than 14–16% of the children being classified as at risk and 6% as
dysgraphic, based on their BHK quality score.
None of the studies that used the BHK to assess handwriting focused on children in grades 2
and 3 and observed the rapid improvement in handwriting found in the current study. Mostly,
children in the second half of grade 2 and in grade 3 were combined into one group, as occurred
in the study by Smits-Engelsman et al. (2001) on 125 children. These authors had 72% of their
children in grade 2 and found that 6% of their participants fell within the dysgraphic range,
while another 27% were at risk. In our study, if we combined the scores obtained in the second
half of grade 2 (71%) with the scores of grade 3, then 14% of our children would have been
classified as dysgraphic and 25% as at risk. Thus, compared to the study by Smits-Engelsman
et al. (2001), we had more than twice as many dysgraphic children.
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In a study on children who were about two years older, Van Hoorn et al. (2010) found lower
percentages of children with poor handwriting (2% with dysgraphia and 19% at risk). These
percentages were similar to those found in studies that used other instruments. Rubin and
Henderson (1982) obtained data from 82 grade-4 teachers (representing approximately 2500
children) and found a lower percentage of children with ‘serious handwriting problems’
(12.3%). Maeland (1992) reported that 9.6% of their 10-year-old children had ‘handwriting
problems’, while Karlsdottir and Stefansson (2002) classified 13% of their grade-5 children as
having dysfunctional handwriting. These findings indicate clearly that handwriting should not
be assessed during grade 2, but postponed until grade 3 or later.

Development of handwriting
In agreement with the studies on handwriting development by Hamstra-Bletz and Blöte (1993)
and Karlsdottir and Stefansson (2002), we observed considerable improvement in the quality of
handwriting during grades 2 and 3, but only in the children with at risk or dysgraphic writing.
Hamstra-Bletz and Blöte (1993) reported that the children who had dysgraphia in grade 2 (10%
of the sample) still had writing problems in the subsequent grades. More informative results were
presented in the study by Karlsdottir and Stefansson (2002) on the development of handwriting
from grade 1 to grade 5. These authors reported that handwriting quality increased rapidly
during grade 1 and remained stable from grade 2 to grade 5, which was largely confirmed by
our observations. However, these results only applied to the children with normal writing. Their
dysfunctional writers made more gradual and weaker improvement from grade 1 to grade 5.

5

Analysis on a BHK item level
In contrast to most handwriting evaluation scales, the Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s
Handwriting (BHK) enables detailed scoring on 13 items (characteristics) divided into 3 clusters
(see Table 5.2). Our BHK results showed that poor handwriting was not confined to a specific
set of these 13 items. In grade 2, all of the items except for one contributed to differentiating
between the three subgroups (normal, at risk and dysgraphic). In grade 3, this applied to nine
out of the 13 items, eight of which belong to the clusters Letter formation and Fine-motor ability.
In addition, the improvements in handwriting in grade 2 involved almost all the characteristics.
Please note that the names given to the three clusters only specify the visible product of the
handwriting and its legibility. Therefore, they cannot be used as indications of the underlying
deficits. Rubin and Henderson (1982), Maeland (1992) and Karlsdottir and Stefansson (2002)
stressed that weak letter formation was the cause of reduced legibility in poor handwriting.
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kinematic data on children with handwriting problems that suggested deficits in fine motor
control as the basis for poor handwriting.

Handwriting speed
It is generally assumed that handwriting speed increases as the grades progress. Speed increased

Handwriting development

Smits-Engelsman and Van Galen (1997) and Smits-Engelsman et al. (2001) presented additional

in all three subgroups in grade 2 in the current study, but only in the NW group in grade 3. The
dysgraphic subgroup in grade 2 had a significantly lower writing speed that discriminated them
from the other subgroups. This might have been because these children needed to pay extra
attention to their handwriting in order to produce their best effort. In grade 3, handwriting
speeds did not differ between the three subgroups, which was in line with the results reported
by Blöte and Hamstra-Bletz (1991) and Karlsdottir and Stefansson (2002).

Beery VMI as a screening instrument for handwriting quality
Although Beery and Beery (2004), designers of the Beery Developmental Test of Visual-Motor
Integration (VMI), pointed out that the VMI was not intended to evaluate handwriting abilities,
this test is widely considered to measure an integral component of skilled handwriting and has
often been used in handwriting assessment. Our data showed that the VMI was unsuitable to
screen children for dysgraphia. Although we found significant differences in VMI standard
scores between the handwriting subgroups, all the VMI standard scores fell within the normal
range (mean SS from 96 to 101). Significant but low correlations were only found in grade 2
and at T1 in grade 3. Then a non-significant correlation of r = .11 was seen at T2, which was
the best time to assess the children for handwriting problems.

5

In a study on mainstream school children (two years older than our participants) Van Hoorn
et al. (2010) found comparable VMI scores and the same lack of correlation with dysgraphic
handwriting. Equally low correlations between handwriting quality and VMI performance were
also reported by Karlsdottir and Stefansson (2003), Maki et al. (2001) and Goyen and Duff
(2005). This leads to the conclusion that the VMI is inappropriate as a screening instrument
for handwriting difficulties.

The quality of handwriting in the past twenty years
The first mean BHK scores were reported by Hamstra-Bletz and Blöte in 1993 from a study on
121 children in grade 2. Their mean BHK score was 15.0 (Hamstra-Bletz & Blöte; 1993), which
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was much better than our mean BHK score of 20.9 in a comparable group of 169 children. Their
mean score in the poorest 10% of the children was 29, whereas in the present study, about 20
years later, the poorest 10% had a mean score of 32. In the publication discussed above, SmitsEngelsman et al. (2001) found only half as many dysgraphic children compared to the present
study in their 125 children in grade 2 and grade 3. These findings all suggest that the quality
of handwriting in grade 2 has declined over the past two decades. Given that our findings on
handwriting quality in grade 3 did not seem to be at odds with earlier research, it might be
suggested that factors related to the amount of time spent on handwriting or the quality of the
lessons in grade 2 have changed over the past ten to twenty years.

Conclusions and implications
The best time to screen for dysgraphic handwriting seems to be of crucial importance. In this
study, the children had not reached their final handwriting quality level until the first half of
grade 3. Thus, a diagnosis of dysgraphia and decisions about referral to a physiotherapist or
occupational therapist (for remedial treatment of dysgraphia) must not be made too quickly
and definitely not in the second part of grade 2, which is now common practice. As handwriting
quality is an important criterion for the diagnosis of Developmental Coordination Disorder
(criterion A; DSM-IV-TR, APA, 2000; see Leeds Consensus Statement [LCS], 2006) the course
of dysgraphic handwriting development should be taken into account. Children with normal
handwriting reached a stable level in grade 2, but the children with handwriting problems
(those at risk, or with scores in the dysgraphic range) continued to develop strongly during

5

grade 2 and the first half of grade 3.
Our results showed that the VMI was inappropriate as a supplemental screening instrument
for handwriting problems in young children. In line with the task-specific approach taken in
assessment and therapy, handwriting should be measured with a handwriting instrument.
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ABSTRACT
Learning to write entails mastering many sequences of complex movement patterns. What is
the optimal learning condition and is this different for good and poor writers? Three groups
of children aged 7–9 years (18 good writers (GWs), 19 transiently poor writers (TPWs) and
17 persistently poor writers (PPWs)) learned to draw unfamiliar letter-like patterns by (1)
tracing a trajectory on a screen (Tracing), (2) tracking a moving target (Pursuit) and (3)
following explicit (written) instructions (Explicit). The Explicit condition was outstanding
in all three groups and replicated previous results. The only group difference was inferior
form reproduction (measured with Dynamic Time Warping, DTW) by the poor writers
after the Explicit (most optimal) learning condition.
In a consecutive experiment, with 60 learning trials that included dual-tasking (secondary
digit repetition), no further improvement was seen in accuracy or form reproduction,
but improvements occurred in the speed and performance on the secondary task. These
additional learning effects were demonstrated to an equal extent by all three groups (GWs,
TPWs and PPWs). However, GWs consistently showed better form reproduction (lower
DTW distance) than the two groups of poor writers. TPWs differed markedly from the
PPWs in the dual-task trials: their (form) performance on the primary task improved at the
cost of the secondary task. We concluded that good and poor writers did not need different
learning conditions and that transiently poor writers were able to improve the quality of
their writing when they focused their attention on it.

6
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Handwriting is still the most direct form of written communication, and a skill which all
children have to acquire. The problem is that a great percentage of children – estimates range
from 6% to 33 % (Smits-Engelsman, Niemeijer, & Van Galen, 2001) – do not master handwriting
skills to a sufficient extent. Many of these so called ‘poor writers’ are referred to a paediatric
physio-or occupational therapist for additional training. However, it is unclear which treatment
conditions are the most beneficial and existing evidence is derived from a very limited number
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INTRODUCTION

of experimental studies. It is also not clear if and to what extent these ‘poor writers’ have specific
difficulties in learning handwriting skills. Therefore, the present study was set up to compare
several conditions for the acquisition of new complex letter-like movement patterns and to
test if poor writers are also ‘poor’ learners.
Handwriting is an atypical motor skill. Diverse motor processes are involved that range from
retrieving the essential characteristics of the forms of the letters from memory, integrating
visual information with motor commands, learning the correct sequence of movements and
acquiring the dynamics of the proper pen movements, i.e., the required forces and their relative
timing (Willingham, 1998). Poor writing may result from deficiencies in one or more of these
motor control processes.
When teaching handwriting at primary school, teachers employ a variety of recommended
instructional practices, such as modelling, tracing, or verbalizing the letter characteristics
(Graham et al., 2008). They change the instructions depending on their aim (e.g., learning
letter characteristics in the initial phase, or improving the movement pattern in the following
learning stage). Only a few experimental studies manipulated teaching conditions to test their
effect on the speed and degree of learning. Vinter & Chartrel (2010) compared visual, motor
and visual-motor training in 5-year-old children. They found that combined visual-motor
training was the most effective, although visual training alone had a positive effect on letter
quality, while motor training in itself improved movement fluency. The results of a study by

6

Bara & Gentaz (2011), also on 5-year-old children, revealed that visual training combined
with haptic training (tracing carved-out forms of the letters in the correct order) had more
effect on letter recognition and handwriting quality than visual training alone. Together, these
studies showed that visual information and motor training are important in the first phase of
handwriting acquisition.
Only one study (Overvelde & Hulstijn, 2011a) compared good writers to poor writers in the
initial stage of learning. The children had to learn a new movement pattern, comparable with
a letter form, in conditions that emphasized one specific motor-control process more than the
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other processes involved. The perceptual-motor integration process was tapped in a Tracing
condition in which a visible trajectory (see Figure 6.1) needed to be traced. The second learning
condition, labeled Pursuit, focused on the dynamics of the movement pattern. In this condition
a target had to be followed that moved along the trajectory with the timing of a well-trained
‘teacher’. The third training method, the Explicit condition, focused on imparting explicit
knowledge of the spatial goals that had to be reached successively during the movement. The
results of the study indicated that when the children received explicit instructions about the
spatial goals in the trajectory, their learning performance exceeded that in a perceptual motor
condition – tracing a path – and also exceeded that in a movement dynamic condition that
involved following a moving target. Interestingly, despite differences in movement accuracy,
there were remarkable similarities in form reproduction between the good writers and the
poor writers in all three learning conditions (Overvelde & Hulstijn, 2011a). One of the goals
of the present study was to try to replicate these findings.
This study focused on children who were learning the skill of handwriting, i.e., grades 2 and
3. At that age, the group of poor writers is not homogeneous. The amount of practice needed
to reach proficiency in handwriting may differ from one child to another. So, poor writing
performance can be temporary at the beginning of the learning process and become better
and satisfactory with extensive practice (Karlsdottir & Stefansson, 2002; Overvelde & Hulstijn,
2011b). These two studies also provided evidence of the existence of a second subgroup of poor
writers who were unable to improve their handwriting despite prolonged practice. Therefore,

6
A

B

Figure 6.1 Illustration of the PC screen showing the standard configuration consisting of the
nine differently coloured circles. In the left panel (A), the model trajectory (in grey) of one of the
three patterns in a Tracing learning trial (Experiment 1) is shown with the feedback score per
trial in the graph. In the right panel (B), a trial and the score (Experiment 2) is shown. The score
was presented graphically per block with the light-grey bar representing the accuracy level, the
small black bar representing velocity and the horizontal line within the light-grey bar, which
represented the final combined score, i.e., the outcome of the multiplication of accuracy * velocity.
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and legibility of handwriting in a large group of children (age 7-8 years; n = 239) was judged
not only at the start of the study, but also half a year later, after the present learning study
had been completed. By that time, the percentage of children with dysgraphia in grade 2 had
decreased from 37% to 17% and had diminished further to a low and stable rate of 6% in
grade 3 (Overvelde & Hulstijn, 2011b). About half of the poor writers selected for the present
study had improved the quality of their writing considerably. Therefore, we decided to divide
the poor writers into a transiently poor writing group (TPW) and a persistently poor writing
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in the present study, we recruited a suitable selection of good and poor writers. The quality

group (PPW) (for details, see Method) and to compare these groups to a group of good writers.
An additional finding in the survey of Overvelde & Hulstijn (2011b) was a fairly poor correlation
between BHK handwriting assessments (grade 2: r = .23, grade 3: r = .31) and the visual-motor
integration score (obtained with the Developmental Test of Visual Motor Integration - VMI;
5th edition - Beery & Beery, 5th ed., 2004). As handwriting is a visuomotor skill, this frequently
used test to assess handwriting abilities might reveal disturbances that are different from those
that can be assessed with the BHK. Therefore, in the present study, the good writers and the
poor writers were also matched on Visual Motor Integration.
In general, the process of learning a motor skill passes through relatively distinct phases (Fitts
& Posner, 1967; Doyon & Benali, 2005). At least three learning stages can be distinguished:
a fast early, often verbal-cognitive stage, a slow second motor stage in which considerable
practice leads to improved performance and a final autonomous stage in which execution
become increasingly automatic. It is believed that legibility and speed are important criteria of
functional handwriting in the first and second learning phases (Hamstra-Bletz & Blöte, 1993).
As mentioned above, very few studies have been performed on the first stage of learning to write.
In addition, we are not aware of any studies on the second stage. Therefore, two experiments
were conducted in the present study, with an interval of two days in between. The first focused
on the initial learning phase, while the second focused on the second learning stage.

6

EXPERIMENT 1
Learning a new letter-like movement pattern
The first aim of experiment 1 was to try to replicate the remarkable results of Overvelde and
Hulstijn (2011a) referred to above. Assessments were made of how the children learnt a new
movement pattern with a non-inking pen on a pen tablet in (1) an explicit learning condition
(following verbally presented task instructions), (2) a pursuit condition (pursuing a moving
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target) and (3) a tracing condition (the spatial path of the movement was traced on a screen).
In the present experiment, there was greater similarity with actual handwriting, because now
(in contrast with the previous study) the stylus left a visible trace on the screen.
A second aim was to compare the rate and amount of learning of these letter forms not only
between good writers (GWs) and poor writers (PWs), but also between transiently poor writers
(TPWs) and persistently poor writers (PPWs).
A third objective was to relate visual-motor integration ability (measured with the VMI) with
the speed and level of learning of the new movement patterns.
The final objective was to compare the children’s performance on the three newly-learned
movement patterns to that on highly-familiar patterns (loops). In conformity with the previous
study, analysis of the spatial resemblance between the child’s movement trajectory and the model
trajectory was done using a sophisticated new technique, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW).
This technique was introduced for pattern recognition in handwriting by Niels, Vuurpijl and
Schomaker (2007) and applied by Di Brina, Niels, Overvelde, Levi and Hulstijn (2008) to
characterize good and poor writers.
Based on the results of the study conducted by Overvelde and Hulstijn (2011a), we expected
that the Explicit condition would reveal the best learning results and that there would not be
any differences in the learning rate between the three groups.

METHOD
Design

6

We opted for a within-subject, between-group design. All the children performed the three
movement patterns, one in each of the three learning conditions. Condition order and condition
pattern combinations varied according to a balanced Latin square. The three learning conditions
were preceded and followed by a control condition of highly-familiar patterns (loops).

Participants
The experimental groups were selected from a large cohort of 239 children in grade 2 and
grade 3 at four mainstream primary schools located in the eastern part of the Netherlands (see
Overvelde & Hulstijn, 2011b). All the children in grade 2 (age 7–8 yrs, n = 169) and grade 3
(age 8–9 yrs, n = 70) were tested classically with the BHK and the visuomotor integration part
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are presented in Table 6.1.
We selected 54 children from the cohort: 18 good writers and 36 poor writers. To enable analysis
of the differences between the TPWs and the PPWs and to explore possible correlations with
VMI scores, we recruited twice as many poor writers as good writers, based on the expectation
that handwriting quality would improve substantially within half a year in about half of the
poor writers (Karlsdottir & Stefansson, 2002).

Learning new letter-like patterns

of the Beery VMI; it took 30 minutes to complete the two tests. The mean results of these tests

The children in the poor writing group had a total quality score of 29 or higher on the Concise
Assessment Scale for Children’s Handwriting (Dutch acronym: BHK; Hamstra-Bletz, De Bie
& Den Brinker, 1987); the total BHK score in the good writers (GWs) was 21 or lower. We
randomly selected 36 poor writers from the 66 poor writers in the original cohort. In the next
step, we matched each second poor writer with a good-writer classmate based on the Beery
VMI total standard score. Half a year later, the BHK was re-administered to all 239 children
(for the results see Table 6.1 and Overvelde & Hulstijn, 2011b). In about half of the 36 PWs,
handwriting scores had improved substantially during the intermediate 6 months (TPW, n =

Table 6.1 Scheme of selection of experimental groups with mean BHK and VMI scores on
the first test moment (Test 1) en the second test moment (test 2), a half year later. Notice that
Experiment 1 and 2 were conducted two weeks after the assessment of the BHK and VMI of Test 1.

Test 1

Nov–Dec 2008

Experiment 1–2

Test 2

May–June 2009

Gr 2–3

All

GW

IW

PW

n

239

111

62

66

Mean BHK

22.62

14.99

24.71

33.48

Mean VMI

98.28

100.02

98.05

95.56

n

54

18

36

Mean BHK

27.78

15.94

33.69

Mean VMI

95.02

95.44

94.81

n

54

18

19

17

Mean BHK

24.96

17.22

24.00

34.24

Mean VMI

95.02

95.44

96.16

93.29
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19). Handwriting quality in the other 17 poor writers (PPWs) was similar to their first BHK
score. This offered the opportunity to analyse our data (Experiments 1 and 2) for differences
between the three groups: Good Writers (GWs), Transiently Poor Writers (TPWs) and
Persistently Poor Writers (PPWs).
Demographics of the participants are given in Table 6.2. As might have been expected, the
percentage of boys in the two PW groups was higher than that in the good writing group.
Although mean age (93.20 months, SD = 7.04) did not differ between the groups, more TPWs
and PPWs than GWs were in grade 2. There were no differences in gender, handedness, grade
and age between the TPWs and PPWs.
At the time of our study, 2 TPWs and 1 PPW were receiving physio- or occupational therapy
for their poor handwriting; one TPW and 3 PPWs were diagnosed as dyslectic or as having
severe spelling problems; none of these conditions applied to the GWs.
The study was approved by the local institutional review board; the parents of all the participants
gave written informed consent.

Procedure
All 54 participants (18 GWs and 36 PWs) were tested individually in a quiet room at their own
school by one of two trained investigators (author AO or tester RGZ).
To test the extent to which possible group differences in learning could be related to disparities
in Visual Perception and/or fine motor abilities, we administered the supplemental Beery tests
(Visual Perception (VP) and Motor Coordination (MC) and Manual Dexterity of the Movement
Assessment Battery for Children (Movement ABC-2)) (Dutch version: Smits-Engelsman,
2010). It took 20 minutes to complete these tests; the actual experimental learning tasks took

6

the children 30 minutes. One or two days after completing Experiment 1, the children took
part in the second experiment (see below) under the same individual conditions. The children
participated with enthusiasm.

Learning tasks
To perform the experimental tasks, the children adopted their usual writing posture at a graphic,
plastic-covered desk (size A4) of a Wacom Pen tablet (Intuos 3) at normal height, and used a
standard-shaped, wireless, electronic, non-inking pen, in their habitual pen grip. The stylus
was connected to a yellow-coloured cursor (5 mm), which left a visible trace on a computer
screen. The pen position was recorded at a rate of 200 Hz using a custom-made programme
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computer; data analyses (Matlab) were performed off-line. The children were told that their
writing movements with the non-inking stylus on the desk would be projected as ‘writing’ by
the cursor on the screen. They became familiar with this process after a few practise trials.
The experimenter explained to the children that they would learn three new letter-like patterns
with the help of the computer, in three different learning conditions. In the Tracing condition
(see Figure 6.1A) the child was instructed to keep the cursor within the pre-recorded (optimallycalculated) model trace that was visible on the screen. In the Pursuit condition, the child was

Learning new letter-like patterns

(developed at our institute for Windows XP in Borland ® Delphi 7) on a Pentium-IV XP laptop

asked to keep the cursor on a (dark grey) target circle (diameter 10 mm) that moved along
a pre-recorded (manually-produced) trajectory that was invisible to the child. The Pursuit
trajectory had been produced and pre-recorded by a teacher, but in order to enable the child to
learn by following the target’s movement, it was played in slow-motion (50%). In this way, the
teacher’s relative timing, natural changes in speed and stops at the proper positions remained
in proportion. Mostly, the participants went as fast as the moving target, or slightly slower. In
the Explicit condition, the children received written instructions about the required route in
simple words. It gave the order in which the different-coloured circles had to be approached
and how they had to be dealt with. In all the conditions, the participants were able to see their
traces. Therefore, these experiments more closely resembled handwriting than those in a
previous study (Overvelde & Hulstijn, 2011a).
Each condition was preceded by four practise trials: two trials to practise the new condition
and two trials in which the child could become accustomed to task-specific feedback. In each
experimental condition, 10 learning trials were directly followed by 10 test trials. During the
test trials, the children had to reproduce the newly learned movement sequence without any
help from a model trace, moving target or written instruction and without any feedback about
the quality of their performance. The 60 (i.e., 3 * 2 * 10) trials in the three learning conditions
were preceded and followed by blocks of 10 trials with a three-loop pattern.

6

The three letter-like patterns, all with seven elements or strokes, were comparable with the
sequence of movements needed to write an italic capital ‘H’. Each of the three patterns had a
total length of 38 to 40 cm (for more details: see Overvelde & Hulstijn, 2011a). Nine differentcoloured circles (11 mm in diameter) acted as landmarks for the movement sequences and
were always visible on the screen (see Figure 6.1). The start and end positions of the patterns
were marked by a white and a black circle (in Figure 6.1 the topmost and central circles),
which, when the cursor reached them, produced a high and low beep, respectively. In all the
conditions, a non-inking pen was connected to a yellow-coloured cursor (5 mm), which left
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a visible trace on the computer screen. The children were told that controlling the cursor
movements with the pen was similar to writing with a pencil or pen on paper. They were
asked to guide the cursor by moving the pen to reproduce the required letter-like pattern
and to pay special attention to the pattern. Each child clearly understood that they had to
reproduce the letter-like pattern.
After each condition, the child received feedback about his/her performance on an error bar.
In the Tracing condition, this comprised the proportion of the trajectory that the cursor had
been within the model trace; in the Pursuit condition, this comprised the percentage of time
that the cursor had been on the moving target; in the Explicit condition, the experimenter
explained where deviations had been made from the prescribed trajectory. Before starting the
10 learning trials, the experimenter drew the child’s attention to the fact that he/she would be
performing the subsequent 10 test trials unaided.

Data analysis
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was used to calculate the distance between the model pen
trajectory of each trial and the pen path produced by the participants using spatial and temporal
information. By objectively analysing the spatial-temporal patterns, DTW captures the essential
character of writing, i.e., the overall shape of its graphic output. A longer DTW distance (DTWd)
indicates greater deviation from the ideal trajectory. The DTWd values reported below are
averages of all the pen samples in a trial. They were multiplied by 1000 for readability.
Errors were determined by dividing the drawing space into eight sectors (see Overvelde &
Hulstijn, 2011a) and counting the number of circles that had not been passed correctly. The
maximum number of errors per trial was seven. Offline Matlab analysis was used to calculate

6

DTWd, number of errors (N-Errors) and movement time (MT).
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS, version 18. Oneway ANOVAs were used to test
differences in BHK (mean quality score and mean number of letters in the two test sessions),
Beery VMI (mean SS of three subtests: VMI, VP and MC) and the mean raw Movement ABC
scores between the three groups. Differences between the TPW group and PPW group were
tested post hoc with Bonferroni correction.
Mean DTWd, N-Errors and MT were entered into a general linear model repeated-measures
analysis with condition (Explicit, Pursuit and Tracing) and trials as the repeated measures and
group (GW, TPW and PPW) as the between-subject variable. To examine group differences
(GW versus PW and TPW versus PPW) Helmert contrasts were used. Polynomial contrasts
were calculated for the learning trials, the linear effect was used to quantify learning effects.
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considered to be significant.

RESULTS EXPERIMENT 1
Non–experimental tasks
The main test results on the BHK, VMI and MABC are presented in Table 6.2.

Learning new letter-like patterns

Effect sizes are given as partial eta squared (partial η2). P-values of lower than 0.05 were

Handwriting quality (BHK) differed between the three groups in the first test session, with no
significant difference between the TPWs and PPWs (p = .279). Group differences were also
found in the second test session, half a year later. At that time, the TWPs and PPWs differed
significantly (p < .001), due to improvements in handwriting quality in the TPW group.
Handwriting speed (number of letters in 5 minutes; N-Letters) differed significantly between
the three groups in each of the two test sessions. GWs attained the highest speed and TPWs
took up a position in between GWs and PPWs. The difference in N-Letters between the TPWs
and PPWs was significant in the first (p = .036) but not in the second (p = .480) test session.
No significant differences were found between the boys and girls within the groups.
Beery VMI scores and VMI Visual Perception scores did not differ between the three groups.
However, on the supplemental VMI-Motor Coordination test TPWs and PPWs scored
significantly lower than the GWs, while the results in the TPWs and PPWs were about equal
(p = .526). Within groups, there were no differences in VMI between the boys and girls.
On the Movement ABC, groups differed only on the graphic item (taken from MABC1):
performance of the TPWs and PPWs was significantly poorer than that of the GWs, while
the results of the TPWs and PPWs were comparable (p = .433). Within groups, there were no
differences between the boys and girls.

6

Experimental tasks
Firstly, results on the general differences between the learning conditions will be described and
secondly group differences will be shown. The main dependent variables are measures of the
form of the trajectories that had to be learned (N-Errors and DTWd) and of the time needed
to execute the movements (MT) (see Figures 6.2 and 6.3). Statistical test results are presented
successively for the Learning phase, the Test phase and the Loops (also compared to the newlylearned patterns), Group differences, and finally, Learning in relation to VMI.
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Table 6.2 Demographics of the participants and the main test results on the BHK, VMI and
MABC in means (SD) for the Good Writers (GW), Transiently Poor Writers (TPW) and Persistently
Poor Writers (PPW) separately, and the results of the analysis of variance per variable
χ2 (2)

p

14/3

7.46

.024

17/2

13/4

2.66

.265

18/1

16/1

7.34

.025

SD

SD

SD

F(2,53)

Mean age

95.72
8.28

93.05
5.31

90.71
6.76

2.34

.107

Quality score
BHK Test 1

15.94
2.82

32.79
3.60

34.71
3.58

169.53

< .001

Quality score
BHK Test 2

17.22
3.77

24.00
4.04

34.24
3.47

89.57

< .001

N Letters
BHKa Test 1

142.22
46.22

122.74
23.89

94.18
22.69

9.47

< .001

N Letters
BHK Test 2

155.17
51.37

131.63
32.10

113.06
29.84

5.13

.009

VMIb (SSh)

95.44
11.63

96.16
12.59

93.29
11.71

.272

.763

VMI VPc (SS)

108.11
12.28

106.74
11.83

107.53
13.19

.057

.944

VMI MCd (SS)

105.89
16.99

86.21
21.67

90.35
24.67

4.33

.018

MABCe-2
It1 PrefHndf (s)

27.89
3.97

30.58
3.64

29.41
5.45

1.69

.195

MABC2
It1 NonPrefHndg (s)

34.06
5.74

36.42
6.09

36.53
9.24

.69

.506

MABC2
It2 (s)

24.22
6.75

29.21
7.29

26.47
4.99

2.77

.072

MABC1
It3 (N-Error)

.83
1.25

2.89
3.07

2.29
2.05

3.98

.025

GW

TPW

PPW

18

19

17

Gender (boy/girl)

7/11

13/6

Hand preference (R/L)

17/1

Grade (2/3)

12/6

N

6
a

BHK: Dutch acronym for Concise evaluation scale for children’s handwriting; b VMI: Visuomotor Integration; c
VP: Visual Perception; d MC: Motor Coordination; e MABC: Movement Assessment Battery for Children; f PrefHnd:
preferred hand; g NonPrefHnd: non preferred hand; h SS: Standard Score.

Learning phase
N-Errors in the learning phase (see Figure 6.2A) differed significantly between the three
conditions (F(2,50) = 49.14, p < .001, partial η2 = .663). Naturally, the errors in the Tracing
condition were minimal. The highest N-Errors was found in the Pursuit condition and an
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the 10 learning trials, was significant in all three Conditions (Explicit: F(1,51) = 44.88, p <
.001, partial η2 = .468; Pursuit: F(1,51) = 52.50, p < .001, partial η2 = .507; Tracing: F(1,51) =
8.27, p = .006, partial η2 = .140).
The DTWd values in the learning phase (see Figure 6.2B) displayed a slightly different picture
from that of N-Errors. Again a significant main effect was found for Condition (F(2,50) = 50.35,
p < .001, partial η2 = .668), but now the DTWd averages in the Pursuit and Tracing conditions
were rather low and the DTWd in the Explicit condition was much higher.

Learning new letter-like patterns

intermediate number in the Explicit condition. Learning, expressed as a linear decrease over

The decrease over trials was highest in the Explicit condition (linear contrast: F(1,51) = 35.80,
p < .001, partial η2 = .412) , lower in the Pursuit condition (F(1,51) = 10.19, p = .002, partial η2
= .166) and not significant in the Tracing condition (F(1,51) = 2.39, p = .129, partial η2 = .045).
Movement Time in the learning phase (see Figure 6.2C) was highly different between the three
conditions (F(2,50) = 304.20, p < .001, partial η2 = .924). In the Explicit learning condition,
MT decreased strongly (linear contrast: F(1,51) = 120.10, p < .001, partial η2 = .702). In the
Pursuit and Tracing conditions, the reduction in MT from the first to the last trial was much
smaller, but still significant (Pursuit linear contrast: F(1,51) = 6.23, p = .016, partial η2 = .109
and Tracing linear contrast: F(1,51) = 4.76, p = .034, partial η2 = .085).

Test phase
In the test phase no feedback was given, therefore no (linear) decrease over trials was expected
and, with the exception of the first to the second test trial (see Figure 6.2), it was not found
either.
N-Errors (see Figure 6.2A) differed significantly between the Conditions (F(2,50) = 23.15,
p < .001, partial η2 = .481). The errors in the test phase after the explicit learning condition
remained more or less at the same level as in the last learning trial, but the number of errors
after the pursuit learning condition was much higher and the test production of the pattern

6

learned in the trace condition had by far the most errors.
The DTWd values in the test phase (see Figure 6.2B) showed a similar picture. The differences
between the three conditions were large (F(2,50) = 10.62, p < .001, partial η2 = .298). Again the
condition with the lowest value was the Explicit condition, with a DTWd value that was about
equal to the last learning trial, and raised DTWd values after the Pursuit learning condition and
after the Tracing learning condition, with the latter condition resulting in the highest DTWd
values. The DTWd value in the first test trial after the Tracing condition was exceptionally
high, but even after it had been excluded from the analysis, the differences in DTWd values
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Figure 6.2 Main results of the three dependent variables (Experiment 1) averaged over all
participants. Mean number of errors (N-Errors), mean DTW distance (DTWd * 1000) and mean
movement time (MT) in seconds are shown per trial for the learning and test phases of the
three learning conditions and for the pre-and post-test phases of the control condition (Loops).
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7.6 and DTWd-Tracing: M = 17.3).
Movement time in the test phase (see Figure 6.2C) was significantly different between the three
conditions (F(2,50) = 25.18, p < .001, partial η2 = .502). Learning in the Pursuit condition
resulted in the lowest MT in the subsequent test phase (M = 11.02 s, SE = 0.27) compared to
the test trials after learning in the Explicit (M = 13.04 s, SE = 0.42) and Tracing (M = 14.31 s,
SE = 0.60) conditions.

Learning new letter-like patterns

remained significant (F(2,50) = 7.46, p = .001; DTWd-Explicit: M = 6.9; DTWd-Pursuit: M =

Loops
Highly-familiar patterns (loops) had to be made before (Pre-Loops) and after all three learning
conditions (Post-Loops; see Figure 6.2). The number of errors in the Pre-Loops (M = 0.43,
SE = 0.05) was about equal to that in the Post-Loops (M = 0.46, SE = 0.06; F(1,51) = .17, p =
.686, partial η2 = .003). However, the mean DTWd in the Post-Loops (M = 4.43, SE = 0.39)
was significantly higher than in the Pre-Loops (M = 3.34, SE = 0.28; F(1,51) = 7.37, p = .003,
partial η2 = .126). This went together with a higher speed in the Post-Loops. Mean MT in the
Post-Loops (M = 7.99 s, SE = 0.24) was shorter than that in the Pre-Loops (M = 11.90 s, SE =
0.34; F(1,49) = 189.90, p < .001, partial η2 = .795).

Loops versus newly-learned patterns
The mean length of the control Loops turned out to be 41 cm, which was about similar to the
optimal length of the patterns (39 cm). This created the opportunity to compare the results of
the newly-learned patterns to the highly-familiar Loops. Test results after Explicit learning are
the most interesting here because of the better learning results in the Explicit condition. Loop
results were averaged over Pre- and Post-Loops.
The number of errors in the combined Loops (M = 0.58, SE = 0.14) turned out to be not
significantly different from the Explicit test trials (M = 0.44, SE = 0.05; F(1,51) = .98, p = .328,
partial η2 = .019), but were much lower than the errors in Pursuit (p < .001) and Tracing test
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trials (p < .001).
Mean DTWd was significantly lower in the Loops (M = 3.89, SE = 0.27) than in the Explicit test
trials (M = 6.94, SE = 0.69; F(1,51) = 22.41, p < .001, partial η2 = .305) and MT was significantly
shorter in the Loops (M = 9.95 s, SE = 0.26) than in the Explicit test trials (M = 13.04 s, SE =
0.42; F(1,51) = 57.04, p < .001, partial η2 = .528).
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Group differences
Means per group (GW, TPW and PPW) over the test trials after each of the three learning
conditions and over the Pre- and Post-Loops are shown in Figure 6.3. In none of the betweensubjects analyses the effect of group differences and the group by condition interaction were
significant. Only on the test trials in separate analyses per learning condition and in the loops,
a few significant group effects were found (see below).
On N-Errors no significant group differences were found in any of the four analyses.
DTWd differed between the groups on the test trials after the Explicit learning condition
(F(2,51) = 3.55, p = .036, partial η2 = .122). A Helmert contrast between GW and PW was
significant (p = .010) but no difference was found between TPWs and PPWs (p = .816). On
test trials after learning in the Pursuit condition, no significant group difference was found
(F(2,51) = 2.38, p = .103, partial η2 = .085). However, in a post hoc analysis the PPW group
scored significantly higher than the GW group (p = .037). Groups were not significantly
different after the Tracing condition (p = .545), and in the Loops (F(2,51) = 2.89, p = .065,
partial η2 = .102), although TPWs had a lower DTWd than PPWs in these Loops (Helmert
contrast TPW versus PPW: p = .046).
Movement Time in the test trials did not differentiate the groups significantly. MT of the GWs
after explicit learning seemed to be longer in Figure 6.3C, but group differences were not
significant (F(2,51) = 2.25, p = .115, partial η2 = .081). Also after Pursuit (p = .807) and Tracing
(p = .140) groups did not differ. Only in the Loops there were significant group differences
(F(2,51) = 6.43, p = .003, partial η2 = .201) which were caused by the larger MT of the GWs
(Helmert contrast GW-PW: p = .001; TPW-PPW: p = .382).

The relation between learning and VMI

6

To test the relation between the amount of learning and the children’s visual-motor integration
abilities, the Beery VMI total standard score was correlated with N-Errors, DTWd and MT
averaged over the test trials after each of the three learning conditions. Analyses were performed
on the total group (n = 54) and on each of the subgroups (GW, TPW and PPW) separately.
None of these 36 (3 * 3 * 4) correlations was significant.
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Figure 6.3 Mean number of errors (N-Errors), mean DTW distance (DTWd * 1000) and mean
movement time (MT) in seconds over the test phases of the three learning conditions and for the
pre-and post-test phases of the control condition (Loops) for the Good Writers (GW), transiently
Poor Writers (TPW) and Persistently Poor Writers (PPW) (Experiment 1).
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EXPERIMENT 2
Studying the second learning stage
One or two days after experiment 1, a second experiment was performed to obtain data on
the second learning stage. The main aim of this experiment was to determine whether there
were differences in the amount and rate of additional learning between the three groups (GW,
TPW and PPW). For this second experiment, we chose the pattern used in the first experiment,
because it was supposed to learned best (i.e., the movement sequence acquired in the explicit
condition). At the start of this second experiment, all the children were able to produce this
movement pattern without any gross errors. However, in the additional 60 learning trials,
further improvement was expected in the spatial characteristics of the pattern (‘form’) as well as
an increase in movement velocity and a decrease in the amount of attention or effort required.
Children practised the movement pattern in 6 blocks of 10 trials each. The attentional demands
of producing the complex figure – the primary task – was tested by adding a secondary task to
the last three trials in each 10-trial block. It was expected that increased practise would lead
to more automaticity of the movements and therefore to less dual-tasking interference and
better performance on the secondary task. Moreover, it was hypothesized that good writers
would show improvements in performance – form and speed – more rapidly and to a higher
level than the transiently poor writers. TPWs were expected to learn faster and better than
PPWs. The best dual-tasking performance was anticipated in the GW group and the poorest
in the PPW group.

METHOD

6

Design
In experiment 2, only one movement pattern was practised. Each child practised his or her
explicitly learned pattern from Experiment 1 and all three possible patterns were distributed
equally over the learning conditions, in the same way as in Experiment 1.

Participants
The same children participated in Experiment 2. Owing to illness, two of the children in the
poor writing group could not participate in Experiment 2. Thus, we obtained data from 18
GWs, 17 TPWs and 17 PPWs.
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Experiment 2 comprised 6 blocks, each divided into two parts of 7 ‘practise’ trials and 3 ‘dualtask’ trials (DTs). These trials were similar to the test trials in Experiment 1 in that no explicit
instructions, or moving targets or tracing tracks were present. Also similar to the test trials
in Experiment 1, feedback on accuracy was displayed at the end of the trial. However, now
extra feedback was given on the speed of the movement (see Figure 6.1B). The 6 blocks were
preceded by 6 practise trials (3 practise loops and 3 dual-task loops), plus a maximum of 8
explicit relearning trials of the pattern. As soon as the child was able to reproduce the pattern
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Task

correctly from memory (mostly after 3 or 4 relearning trials), the experimenter started the first
block of Experiment 2. The entire experiment took 15 minutes to complete.
In all the trials, only the start and end positions of the figure were marked by a white and a
black circle, which, when the cursor reached them, produced a high and low beep, respectively.
The child was instructed to draw the letter form as quickly and as accurately as possible. In the
Dual-Task trials, the movement pattern had to be produced again, but now while performing
a second task. In this secondary task, digits (0 to 9) were read aloud in a random order and
had to be repeated immediately by the child. After each verbal repetition by the child, the
next digit was read aloud. Therefore the rate of digit presentation was adapted to the child’s
performance. A Dual-Task trial started with the secondary task of repeating digits. After 2, 3 or
4 digit repetitions, the digit ‘8’ was presented, which was the instructed signal for the child to
start the pen movements to draw the figure. While the child was drawing, the alternate verbal
presentation of a digit by the experimenter and its verbal repetition by the child continued.
Children were instructed that drawing should be given priority over digit repetition in the
dual tasking.
Speech and pen movements in the Dual-Task trials were recorded with a video camera without
enabling recognition of the child.
After each trial, an accuracy score was computed based on a weighted sum of the following
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movement criteria: passing the markers in the correct order, no collisions with the coloured
circles that had to be rounded and not being too far away from the ideal trajectory. This accuracy
score was presented after each trial to give the children feedback on their performance and to
offer them the opportunity to adapt velocity and/or precision of execution in the next trial.
The score was presented graphically per block on the right-hand side of the screen: a yellow
bar (representing accuracy level) that contained a small black bar (representing velocity) and
a horizontal line within the yellow bar, which represented the final combined score, i.e., the
outcome of the multiplication of accuracy * velocity (see Figure 6.1B). Children were able to
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understand and handle the feedback score easily and adapt their performance accordingly.
Each part of the experiment started with a new feedback display, in which the mean of the
final level of performance of the previous practise trials or DTs was shown.

Data analysis
Number of errors (N-Errors) were analysed as well as the accuracy scores presented as feedback
directly after each trial. As in Experiment 1, DTWd and MT were calculated. Performance on
the secondary task was measured by the variable ‘Digit Response Time’ (DRT). DRT was defined
as the time from the start of the presentation of the digit by the experimenter to the start of
the next presentation. This was calculated by dividing the time taken to draw the figure (MT)
by the number of digits repeated in that time. Repeated digits were counted by examining the
video recordings afterwards.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 2
The number of errors (N-Errors) are not presented in detail, because they turned out to be
similar to the N-Errors of the well-known loops in Experiment 1 and they did not show any
group differences.

Accuracy
In the Practise condition, accuracy scores remained stable over the blocks. No main effects were
found for block, trial or group. Mean accuracy percentage of all the participants was 71.63
(SE = 1.73). The PPWs had low accuracy in the first block (M = 60.95), but improved quickly
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between the first and second blocks (at M = 70.48). This interaction between block * group
was significant (linear contrast: F(2,49) = 3.71, p = .032, partial η2 = .132).
In the Dual-Task condition, no main effects were found. Mean accuracy percentage of all the
participants was 70.40 (SE = 1.89). The slightly better score of the GWs on dual tasking, compared
to the two PW groups, was not significant (Helmert contrast: GW vs (TPW-PPW): p = .056).
No significant difference was found between the score on the last three trials of the practise
blocks (M = 70.10, SE = 1.99) and the three subsequent DT trials (M = 70.40, SE = 1.89) (F(1,49)
= 0.05, p = .826, partial η2 = .001).
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In the Practise condition, DTWd did not improve (see Figure 6.4A). There was no main effect
over blocks (F(5,45) = 0.555, p = .737, partial η2 = .058), but there was a main effect for Group
(F(2,49) = 3.99, p = .025, partial η2 = .140): DTWd of the GWs was significantly lower than the
DTWds of the two PW groups (Helmert contrast: GW versus PW: p = .007).
In the Dual-Task condition, again no main effect of blocks was found (F(5,45) = 0.78, p = .572,
partial η2 = .079). Group differences were not significant (F(2,49) = 2.99, p = .060; Helmert
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DTWd

contrast: GW versus PW: p = .065). Figure 6.3 shows the difference between GWs and PPWs,
but this difference was not significant (p = .059 after Bonferroni correction).
The change from practise trials to DT trials showed the same picture from block 2 till block 6.
Comparison of DTWd in the last three practise trials per block and DTWd in the DT trials did
not reveal any main effect for condition (F(1,49) = 1.28, p = .263, partial η2 = .026). However, there
is a trend (p = .096) that groups differed in the change from practise to the Dual-Task condition.
GWs seemed to show a slight decrease (in Figure 6.4A) from the last three practise trials to DT,
but this decrease was not significant (F(1,17) = 3.52, p = .078, partial η2 = .172). The increase
seen in Figure 6.4A in the PPWs was not significant either (F(1,16) = 0.39, p = .544, partial η2 =
.023), but the decrease in the TPWs was significant (F(1,16) = 6.89, p = .018, partial η2 = .301).

Movement time
Movement time (see Figure 6.4B) showed a strong decline over the blocks (on average: 384
msec per block) in the Practise condition (F(5,45) = 19.29, p < .001, partial η2 = .682) and in
the Dual-Task condition (F(5,45) = 10.50, p < .001, partial η2 = .538). Practise (last three trials)
and Dual-Task conditions did not differ in MT (F(1,49) = .04, p = .850, partial η2 = .001).
The groups were equal in each of the two conditions (F(2,49) = .11, p = .900, partial η2 = .004
and F(2,49) = .22, p = .803, partial η2 = .009) and group * block interactions were not significant
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(F(10,90) = 1.10, p = .368, partial η2 = .109 and (F(10,90) = .51, p = .882, partial η2 = .053).

Digit response time
The mean number of repeated digits diminished over the blocks from 8.63 to 7.76 digits (F(5,45)
= 2.54, p = .041, partial η2 = .220). In part this was due to the decrease in MT over the blocks.
The variable called Digit Response Time (DRT) – the time for the presentation of one digit
and its repetition by the child – controls for this MT decrease. As can be seen in Figure 6.4C,
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Figure 6.4 Mean DTW distance (DTWd * 1000), mean movement time (MT) in seconds and
mean Digit Response Time (DRT) are shown per block averaged over practise trials 2–4, 5–7 and
Dual-Tasking trials (8–10) (DT).
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p < .001, partial η2 = .681). This decrease was about equal in the three groups; the block by
group interaction was not significant (F(10,90) = 1.27, p = .257, partial η2 = .124). The group
effect was significant, however (F(2,49) = 6.71, p = .003, partial η2 = .215). This group effect
was mainly caused by the DRT in the TPW group (M = 1.23 s, SE = 0.04) which was longer
than the DRT in the PPWs (M = 1.09 s, SE = .04; Helmert contrast: p = .012). Mean DRT in the
PPWs was similar to the DRT in the GWs (M = 1.05 s, SE = .04) (Simple contrast: p = .387).
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DRT decreased markedly over the blocks (on average by 30 msec per block; F(5,45) = 19.20,

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The main finding in Experiment 1, which focused on the initial learning phase, was the
supremacy of the explicit learning condition. Explicit test trials showed the lowest number
of errors and the shortest DTWd – thus the best reproduction of the form of the letter-like
pattern – compared to the Pursuit and the Tracing conditions. This applied to the good writers
as well as the poor writers. There were no differences in this respect between the groups, with
the important exception of the inferior form reproduction (higher DTWd) in the poor writers
after the explicit learning condition. Learning was not related to the visual motor integration
score obtained with the VMI.
In Experiment 2, in which the secondary learning phase was studied, no further improvements
occurred in accuracy and form reproduction, but the movement time decreased considerably,
even when the children were performing a secondary task. Performance also improved on
the secondary task. These additional learning effects were equal in all three groups. However,
the good writers consistently showed better form reproduction (shorter DTWd) than the two
groups of poor writers, while the transiently poor writers (TPWs) differed markedly from
the persistently poor writers in the dual-task trials. TPWs were able to improve their (form)
performance on the primary writing task at the cost of their performance on the secondary
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task (digit repetition), which was significantly poorer.
In the early learning phase, the explicit condition was the most effective method to learn the
essential characteristics of the movements. The task consisted of a sequence of movements
that had to be performed by following various instructions for each target. Consequently, the
children needed to use their working memory to remember the complex instructions, which
is characteristic of explicit learning conditions (Berry & Broadbent, 1988; Willingham, 1998,
Halsband & Lange, 2006). This course of learning was also described by Fitts & Posner (Fitts
& Posner, 1967). Although several authors suggested that implicit learning should also be
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possible (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987; Willingham, Wells, Farell & Stemwedel, 2000; Destrebecqz
and Cleeremans, 2001), we found lower learning scores in the more implicit conditions.
In the Tracing condition, the perceptuo-motor integration process was tapped and emphasized
by the feedback. Therefore, the children were highly focused on accuracy, which might have
prevented them from becoming aware of the essential characteristics of the movement pattern.
Apparently, the Tracing condition induced greater accuracy and less variability in movement
performance, instead of being instrumental in helping a child to learn a sequence of movements
to produce a letter-like pattern.
In the Pursuit condition, it was our intention to map the dynamic process by following the moving
target on the screen as it traced the trajectory. However, the children’s cursor often lagged behind
the fairly rapidly moving target and it appeared that they were unable to cope with the dynamics
of the required movement. In these cases, it was frequently observed that the child moved his/
her cursor to a forward position in anticipation of catching up with the target again. To use
this strategy, the children had to predict the trajectory of the moving target, which implied that
they were learning the essential elements of the letter-like pattern. This might explain why the
Pursuit condition resulted in better test performance than the Tracing condition.
An additional reason for the disappointing learning results in the Tracing and Pursuit conditions
can be attributed to the character of the test trials, which required free and unaided reproduction
of the movement pattern, such as when writing a letter or digit in normal handwriting. In the
Explicit condition, the children had to reproduce the letterform in a fairly similar manner to
that in the previous Explicit learning trials, whereas after the Tracing and Pursuit learning
trials, the children needed to reproduce the movements or letter-like patterns in a transfer
task, because no path or moving target was present.
Summarising, the results in the Explicit condition indicated that when learning letters, it is
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essential for the child to have knowledge about the movement pattern and the letterform. This
knowledge can be built up fairly quickly: in the Explicit learning condition, the number of
errors had already reached the minimum level in trial 6. In the subsequent trials, the children
made further improvements in accuracy. DTWd continued to decrease from trial 6 to trial 10
and reached its lowest value in the few relearning trials that preceded Experiment 2.
Our findings of the best test results in the Explicit condition are in line with the views on
learning proposed by Fitts & Posner (1967). Distinct stages of learning have to be traversed,
the first being the cognitive phase of knowing “what to do” (Schmidt & Lee, 2005). Most of the
improvements in this initial stage can be thought of as having a verbal-cognitive nature. For
example, when writing the lower case letter d, the sub-actions comprise drawing a small circle
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these sub-actions are defined by their essential characteristics. Another important aspect is the
sequential character of a movement pattern, because all its elements must be executed in the
correct order. Any errors in this sequence are likely to lead to serious failures. The conscious
process of selecting and sequencing spatial targets at the beginning of learning was described
by Willingham (1998).
In the second learning stage, described by Schmidt & Lee (2005) as knowing “how to do” the
motor task, improvements in the quality of the performance are of importance in combination
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and connecting it to an upwards stroke on the right that ends well-above the circle. Errors in

with a reduction in the movement time. With handwriting, the quality of the form is judged
subjectively by experts. However, in the present study we used DTW, which is a far more
objective measurement method. Well-formed movement patterns not only demand errorless performance, but also a certain level of motor control. It should be noted that errors can
arise due to a lack of knowledge of the essential characteristics and/or due to uncontrolled
or sloppy movements. Therefore, we used DTWd measure as our main spatial variable and
indicator of motor control in the second learning stage. Other features that reflect optimization
of motor performance are increased movement speed and fluency as well as an increased level
of automaticity. Therefore, in Experiment 2, we measured the movement time in the practise
and Dual-Task trials and assessed the amount of attention needed to perform the action by
administering a secondary task (Digit Response Time).
Unexpectedly, there were no further improvements in form characteristics (DTWd) and accuracy
(i.e., no further learning occurred). Additional progress during the 60 trials in Experiment 2 was
only observed in movement speed, which continued to increase. The addition of the secondary
cognitive task did not significantly influence the results on these spatial and temporal variables.
Performance of the secondary task also improved, which indicated that the amount of attention
required to execute the primary task decreased steadily. Thus, to some extent the execution of
the complex movement sequence became more automatic. These results are in line with the
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improvement in performance in the associative stage of learning (Fitts and Posner; 1967), which
was referred to as the intermediate stage of learning by Halsband and Lange (2006). Hikosaka,
Nakamura, Sakai, and Nakahara (2002) referred to the relation between learning a spatial
sequence and a motor sequence in this stage of learning as the “spatiomotor conversion process”.
The second question we addressed in the present study was whether there were differences in
the rate and amount of learning between good and poor writers. All the children had mastered
the prerequisite skills of fine motor control (i.e., handling a pen) and visuomotor control
needed to draw adequately.
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Our results showed that the learning rates were equal in all three groups on most of the variables.
Thus, the groups did not differ in their mastery of the essential characteristics of the new
movement pattern. However, the results on the second form criterion (DTWd) revealed that the
poor writers were less accurate – right from the start of the initial learning stage – and showed
more variation in form characteristics in the second learning stage than the good writers. This
gave rise to a new question: Are these discrepancies the result of too little practice, or are they
related to a general deficit in visuomotor control in the PWs?
The poor writers did indeed have lower scores on the Movement ABC (one (graphic) item),
the Motor Coordination part of the VMI and BHK quality. Thus, there were differences in fine
motor control between the GWs and PWs, which might mean that there were differences in
performance levels right from the start of the experiment. This would support the hypothesis
of a more general problem with motor control. The significantly shorter DTWd in the PWs
in Experiment 2 lends further support to this interpretation in terms of a general deficit in
visuomotor (or fine motor) control in the poor writers.
An intriguing finding was the difference in the performance of the dual-task trials between
the three groups. The TPWs showed unexpectedly poor performance on the secondary task
(i.e. a longer DRT) in combination with a decrease in DTWd. In contrast, the GWs showed
stable and good letterform reproduction, an overall decrease in movement time on the
practise and dual-task trials, together with a decrease in DRT. Given their good motor ability,
we assumed that the performance of the GWs rapidly became more automated. The PPWs
seemed to follow the same learning course (decrease in MT and DRT) as the GWs. However,
the PPWs’ letterform performance did not improve and stayed at the same inferior (DTWd)
level. Contrastingly, the TPWs appeared to pay more attention to the primary task at the
cost of their performance on the secondary task. The instructions were to give priority to
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the writing task above the secondary task of digit repetition; apparently the TPWs were able
to comply with this request. Possibly, they focused more on the primary task of movement
execution in the dual-task trials, which meant a decrease in DTWd in the dual-task trials.
This suggests that these TPWs had more difficulty with producing a well-formed movement
pattern than the GWs, but when they were able to focus more attention on this task, they
could achieve the same performance level as the GWs. The TPWs had the same poor results
on the BHK test as the PPWs when the present study was conducted, but they accomplished
normal handwriting scores half a year later. This suggests that these children were slower
learners. Alternatively, their visuomotor (fine motor) deficit was less severe than that of the
PPWs and they could therefore compensate more easily by receiving a longer learning period.
These hypotheses should be tested in future studies, preferably with manipulation of the focus
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the learning rate. In addition, a follow-up of the experimental task should be conducted after a
longer period to gain insight into the causal factors that induce improvements in handwriting
performance in TPWs.
No relation was found between the VMI-score and the rate of learning a new letter-like form.
Although some authors proposed that visuomotor integration ability, i.e., the ability to produce
or draw letterforms, is related to handwriting beyond the writing-readiness stage (Maeland,
1992, Feder & Majnemer, 2007), the present study revealed that in this age group, the role of
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of attention (Koedijker et al., 2011) and also with a larger number of learning trials to study

visual-motor integration in learning to write was very limited indeed as concluded earlier for
children of the same age group by Goyen and Duff (2005). The relation between the PWs’
lower score on the VMI motor coordination subtest is discussed above.
The results obtained in Experiment 1 were in agreement with the findings from an earlier
study that investigated the same learning conditions (Overvelde & Hulstijn, 2011a). The only
difference was that in the present experiment, the cursor left a visible trace on the screen, like
it does with normal handwriting. However, this modification did not result in improvements in
learning after the Tracing or Pursuit condition. As was also the case in the previous study, the
Explicit condition produced the best learning results and once again, there were no differences
in the rate and amount of learning between the good and poor writers. This finding is also in
line with the results from studies by Vinter and Chartrel (2010) and Bara and Gentaz( 2011)
that were mentioned in the introduction.
The learning curves in Experiments 1 and 2 in this study (i.e., a rapid decrease in errors,
followed by somewhat slower improvement in the letterform and a much more gradual decrease
in movement time) were in agreement with the results published by De Manoel et al. (2002),
Kharraz-Tavakol et al. (2000) and Ste-Marie et al. (2004). The latter authors compared blocked
and random practise and found good learning results after the blocked practise (as was also the
case in the present study) but better retention after the random practise. We recommend that
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further research should measure the effect of random and blocked practise in the initial and
second learning stages and that a retention test should be administered to test acquisition. In
addition, a transfer test should be included that involves pattern reproduction on a blank screen
without the coloured targets, to test differences in the rates of learning a spatial sequence and
a motor sequence at this stage of learning. The level of automaticity can be studied in more
depth by manipulating the effect of attention after different numbers of trials and in different
dual-task conditions.
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As the present results replicated the findings in an earlier study, their implications for teaching
handwriting at school and remedial training in paediatric physiotherapy are very similar to
those described more extensively in the publications (Overvelde & Hulstijn, 2011a; 2011b). In
brief: although tracing is still widely used in education to teach children the specific letter forms
(Graham & Harris, 2005; Graham et al., 2008), it does not seem to be an appropriate way for
them to learn the sequence of movements and the correct letterform, because it induces a main
focus on accuracy. In educational studies (Søvik, 1981; Naka, 1998; Karlsdottir & Stefansson,
2002) tracing also produced the poorest results compared to other instruction methods.
The Pursuit condition showed some similarities with the “hand-over-hand” physical assistance
given in paediatric physiotherapy. Although there is some evidence in the literature that this
strategy combined with instructions on the movement sequence and movement route can be
appropriate, the present data indicated that its value was very limited in the early learning stage.
Explicit instruction of the essential elements of a letter-like pattern seemed to be the key condition.
We found that the good writers as well as the poor writers only needed a few trials (about 6 in the
present study) to learn the spatial characteristics. This finding was in line with the study by Karlsdottir on cursive handwriting (1996). Her results showed that when letterforms were reintroduced
using cognitive methods to explain them, substantial improvement occurred (from 65% to 85%
letters mastered) in a relatively short time. Most teachers use modelling to demonstrate the correct
movement pattern. This modelling should be supplemented by an explicit description of the essential
form characteristics, which is frequently done verbally by the teacher (Berninger et al., 1997; Graham
et al., 2008) and rounded off in exercise books by the use of arrows, numbers and written cues.
There is little necessity to assess visuomotor integration ability in children with poor handwriting, because no relation has been found between the VMI score and the quality of
handwriting. To measure fine motor ability in graphic tasks, the VMI motor coordination
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subtest could be used. However, the third item of the Movement ABC yields similar results
and has much less test items, therefore the Movement ABC seems to be the most suitable tool
to assess fine motor ability (Henderson, Sugden, & Barnett, 2007; Smits-Engelsman, 2010).
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General discussion
Improvements in day-to-day physiotherapy practice should not only arise from clinical
experience, but also be based on experimental and theoretical evidence in the field of motor
learning. In a review on approaches to intervention in children with motor impairment, Sugden
& Dunford (2007) presented a framework to analyse these three types of evidence. Their results
showed that theoretical, empirical and experiential evidence are often conflicting. In addition,
they concluded that the cognitive approach, which they favour, has suffered through lack of
empirical evidence, especially in controlled studies (Sugden & Dunford, 2007).
The studies presented in this thesis were set up in conformity with the latter perspective. We
combined clinical and educational experience with basic elements of a neurocognitive approach
to motor learning in experimental studies on the efficacy of different teaching methods.
Fairly recently, Wilson (2005) drew a similar conclusion in a practitioner’s review of the status
of different approaches to motor assessment and treatment for children with Developmental
Coordination Disorder. The following five approaches were evaluated:
•

Normative Functional Skill Approach (based on descriptive models of observed
skill development; largely process-neutral)

•

General Abilities Approach (based on the assumption that sensory-integrative
and sensorimotor functions provide the platform for later motor and intellectual
development)

•

Neurodevelopmental Theory (a medical model, in which early sensorimotor
function and the acquisition of milestones provide an index of neuronal status)

•

Dynamical Systems Theory (it is believed that coordination dynamics are the
result of interaction between the person, task and environment; specificity in
learning)

•

7

Cognitive Neuroscientific Approach (motor development is best understood
in terms of unfolding brain–behaviour relations, moderated by experience;
process-oriented) (see Wilson, 2005, Table 1, p. 808)

Nowadays the normative functional skill approach is still predominant in the assessment of
movement (e.g., using tools such as the Movement Assessment Battery for Children [Movement
ABC] (Henderson, Sugden & Barnett, 2007) or the Concise Assessment Method for Children’s
Handwriting; acronym BHK (Hamstra, De Bie & Den Brinker, 1987)). Children’s scores are
compared to norm references to determine normality. Although the normative functional skill
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not, it does not consider motor control processes or provide any theoretical support regarding
the need for intervention. The general ability approach and the neurodevelopmental theory
have evolved from clinical approaches. However, according to Wilson (2005) no valid and
reliable research results are available to underpin the effectiveness of these interventions. The
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approach acts as a starting point to objectify whether developmental problems are present or

dynamical systems theory might be useful in task-specific analysis, because task, performer
and environmental factors all influence the outcome measures. It potentially helps clinicians
to identify control parameters that are particularly important to the development of skills,
but it does not go beyond a task-specific level and it does not make any assumptions about
generalisation across skill domains. A much more recent theory is the cognitive neuroscientific
approach which shows promise to generate interventions based on validated (brain-behaviour)
models of motor control and learning (Wilson, 2005).

Motor skill learning in neuropsychological perspective
In this thesis, the (dominant) normative functional skill approach was employed to identify
the study groups, while a cognitive neuroscientific approach was used to design the motor skill
learning conditions and methods tested in the various experiments. The Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children [WISC] (Wechsler, 1991), Movement ABC and/or BHK were used to select or
characterize children with specific motor control problems, mainly difficulties with handwriting.
The experimental tasks were developed from existing teaching methods. Refinements were
made to the learning conditions based on neuropsychological theories of motor skill learning.
The acquisition of new movement patterns was studied to imitate handwriting, because letterlike movement patterns incorporate relevant issues for daily practice and form theoretically
interesting examples of cognitive processes in motor control. Our focus was on the initial stages
of learning in order to gain greater insight into this scarcely researched topic.
The starting point of these studies was the neuropsychological theory of motor skill learning
proposed by Willingham (1998). It proposes that (1) four hypothetical processes support motor
control, (2) motor-skill learning can occur in one or more of these four hypothetical processes
and (3) the processes can operate in two modes: an unconscious mode and a conscious mode.

7

The four hypothetical processes that support motor control are a strategic process, a process
of perceptual-motor integration, a sequencing process and a dynamic process (see Figure 7.1).
These processes support motor-skill learning when they become tuned to a particular task; thus,
the task can then be performed more efficiently. In the strategic process, an environmental goal
for movement is identified. Learning in this process involves the selection of more effective
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A
Environmental Goal
(allocentric space)
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(egocentric space)

Sequence of spaƟal
targets
(egocentric space)

PaƩern of muscle
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SpaƟal targets
(allocentric space)

Sequence of spaƟal
targets
(allocentric space)

PaƩern of muscle
acƟvaƟon

Strategic
process

B
Environmental Goal
(allocentric space)

Strategic
process

Figure 7.1 A: Schematic view of schema of the unconscious mode of executing a skill. B:
Schematic view of schema of the conscious mode of executing a skill. Shading indicates that the
person is not conscious of the contents of the representation (from Willingham (1998), Figure 2, p.
561). Note by the present author: in the 2nd process, more than one spatial target can be selected.

environmental goals. In the perceptual-motor integration process, one or more spatial targets
are selected to achieve the environmental goal. During sequencing, the spatial targets are
placed in the correct sequence. The fourth motor-control process, called dynamic, translates
the sequence of egocentric targets into a pattern of muscle commands. In the unconscious

7

mode, i.e., during procedural learning, a person generates a motor act and is only aware
of setting the environmental goal. The other representations (selecting and sequencing the
spatial targets) remain outside the person’s awareness (represented in Figure 7.1 by route A).
When the conscious mode is engaged, i.e., during declarative learning, the strategic process
not only involves selection of the environmental goal for the movement, but also the selection
and sequencing of the spatial targets of the movement. It therefore replaces the output of the
perceptual-motor integration and sequencing processes (route B in Figure 7.1). The conscious
mode is typically used by a person who is performing an unfamiliar task (Willingham, 1998).
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Research conducted since the publication of Willingham’s theory in 1998 has suggested that
the spatial targets and their sequences can be represented in more frameworks than those
proposed by the dichotomy between allocentric and egocentric space. The serial regularity in
a sequence of different actions can be learned as a sequence of motor actions or, perceptually,
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Parallel representations

as a sequence of visual cue positions. In the latter representation, a person would learn to
predict the position of the next visual cue and as a result, react faster to cue presentation.
The bulk of the evidence seems to show that when sequences are learned explicitly, they are
represented in terms of stimulus locations; when sequences are learned implicitly, they are
represented in terms of response locations, which means learning where to respond, irrespective
of the stimulus or the motor effector that executes the responses (Knee, Thomason, Ashe &
Willingham, 2007). Support has been found for purely perceptual learning during implicit
learning, i.e., learning the sequence of the stimulus locations (Robertson, 2007). In addition,
Witt and Willingham (2006) demonstrated that in implicit learning, two types of sequence
can be learned simultaneously: the sequence of the different actions and the sequence of the
locations where these actions have to be made (see also Witt, Ashe & Willingham 2008). This
suggests that parallel representations are involved in implicit motor learning and that in contrast
with simple dichotomy between allocentric and egocentric space, more than two simultaneous
representations of sequences are possible.

Motor control processes in the learning studies described in this thesis
As stated above, Willingham’s theory provided a background on which to plan our experiments.
The tasks in these experiments focused on learning a new letter-like pattern. During the
learning process, the children had to build-up a representation of the form of the pattern and/
or a representation of the movements necessary to produce the pattern. In educational and
therapeutic settings, various methods have been used to achieve the same goals, such as tracing
the letter several times, or verbally explaining the route that has to be taken, or by guiding the
person’s hand in the correct sequence of movements. Our experimental tasks were developed
on the basis of these teaching methods. They targeted all four learning processes, but in each

7

condition, the emphasis was varied by manipulating the instructions – unconscious implicit
learning versus conscious explicit learning (see Chapter 2), the type of task (number of elements,
type of stimuli/targets and familiarity of the pattern) and the type of representation that was
intended (explicit knowledge of the targets and their sequence, a global image of the visual spatial
pattern and a sequence of motor responses with their dynamic timing; see Chapters 4 and 6).
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When designing these experiments, our intention was to modify these teaching methods into
distinct learning conditions in which each condition would tap one specific motor-control
process more than any of the other processes involved (Chapter 4). In the ‘Tracing’ condition,

Table 7.1 Description of the tasks used in the studies in this thesis
Task

Description

Processes believed to be involved

Implicit motor
sequence learning
(Chapter 2) in a Pattern
Learning Task (a spatial
modification of the
Serial Reaction Time
Task)

Children moved the cursor to one
of four possible targets on a screen.
Unknown to them, the four targets
appeared in a fixed, predefined
sequence.

Learning in the unconscious mode (route
A in Figure 7.1).

Children who became aware of the fixed
target sequence might have switched
to the conscious mode in which they
could explicitly memorize the sequence
(switch to route B of Figure 7.1).
In the explicit trials, the predefined
sequence of the targets was
explicitly pointed out to the
children

Learning new letterlike patterns (Chapters
4 and 6)* In three
conditions:

Explicit learning occurs in the conscious
mode. This task tapped the strategic
process: children were conscious of the
spatial targets and the sequence, all in
allocentric space (route B).

Children had to learn a complex
movement pattern in which a
series of coloured targets had to be
passed in various ways

Explicit

Children received the explicit
instruction to learn the route.
This route was written out and,
if necessary, could be reread; the
route had to be drawn with the pen
cursor.

This task tapped the strategic process
via the conscious mode. Children were
conscious not only of the environmental
goal, but also of the spatial targets and
the sequence, all in allocentric space
(route B).

Pursuit

Children had to pursue a moving
target with a pen cursor. They had
to try to keep the pen cursor inside
the moving target. This target
followed a fixed route with the
dynamics of an experienced ‘writer’;
its trajectory was invisible.

This task was set up to tap the dynamic
process (unconscious mode) (route A).
Children only focused on a moving
environmental goal in the allocentric
space. Children who anticipated the next
spatial targets may have switched to the
conscious mode (route B).

Tracing

Children were asked to trace a
visible trajectory accurately using
the cursor on the computer screen.

Children could see the form they were
asked to trace. This task intended to tap
the perceptual-motor integration process
in the conscious mode. The spatial
targets and the sequence of the spatial
targets, all in allocentric space, were
visible (route B).

7

* In Chapter 4 without leaving a trace; in Chapter 6 while leaving a trace.
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strategic process by imparting explicit knowledge of the spatial goals that had to be reached
(Chapter 6). The original goals of these learning conditions are listed in Table 7.1.
To ensure that the three conditions were as distinct as possible, feedback was given after each
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we wanted to tap the perceptual-motor integration process. The ‘Pursuit’ condition focused
on the dynamics of the movement pattern, while the ‘Explicit’ condition aimed to address the

learning trial to direct the child’s attention to the intended outcome. In the Explicit condition,
attention was drawn to the number of errors in the form produced by the child to emphasize
accurate production of the form; in the Tracing condition, attention was drawn to the percentage
of the trajectory in which the pen cursor was on the path to stimulate focus on the form of the
pattern; in the Pursuit condition, attention was drawn to the percentage of the trajectory in
which the pen cursor was inside the moving target to ensure optimal learning of the movement
dynamics. This feedback was effective in all the conditions: the children were very eager to
increase their feedback scores and successfully did so.

Discussion of the main results of the learning experiments
The learning experiments described in the Chapters 2, 4 and 6 had two main results: (1) the
children with low perceptual organization (LowPO) did not show any signs of implicit learning;
(2) the explicit learning condition proved to be a far more effective method to learn new letter-like
patterns than the other two conditions, i.e., Tracing and Pursuit. These results are discussed below.

No implicit learning in children with low perceptual organization (LowPO)
The main result of the implicit learning experiment described in Chapter 2 was the lack
of learning shown by the group of children with low perceptual organization (LowPO). In
contrast, the other group of children with learning disabilities, the group with low freedom of
distractibility (LowFFD), showed good learning outcomes in the implicit learning part of the
experiment. Their improvements equalled those of the control group. A second remarkable
finding was that the poor performance of the LowPO group during implicit learning improved
immediately after they had received explicit instructions about the sequence of the targets. In
the LowFFD group and the controls, learning in the implicit task mainly manifested itself as a

7

decrease in reaction time, but not as a decrease in movement duration. This suggested that the
sequence representation formed in this implicit learning task focused on the spatial position
of the cues. As has been mentioned previously, recent studies on implicit learning have found
evidence that purely spatial representations seem to be important in this task (see also Van
Tilborg, Kessels, Kruijt, Wester, & Hulstijn, 2011). This could explain why the LowPO children,
who had low scores on spatial perception, did not show any implicit learning in this pattern
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learning task. When the sequence was presented via a different route, i.e., by explicit instruction,
or by storing the sequence in working memory, they reached normal levels.

Primacy of the explicit condition
The prime importance of explicit knowledge was the main finding in the two learning
experiments described in Chapters 4 and 6. Explicit learning of a sequence of targets proved
to be the best condition by far in the first phase of learning the letter-like pattern. This applied
to the good writers as well as to the poor writers. Very weak learning effects (if any) were
found in the other two conditions (i.e., the Tracing condition, in which the complex path of
the letter-like pattern had to be traced with the cursor and the Pursuit condition, in which a
moving target had to be followed along the path of the pattern).

Explicit learning
According to Willingham (1998) and Willingham, Salidis and Gabrieli (2002) the strategic
process can contribute to learning in two ways: through the selection of more effective highlevel goals in self-paced movements and the selection of more effective spatial targets for
the movements via the conscious way (Willingham (1998). The results of the experiments
described in the Chapters 4 and 6 suggested that learning the spatial targets through explicit
instruction played an important role in accelerating the learning process. Only about 6 trials
may be sufficient to build this explicit knowledge. Unfortunately, it lies beyond the focus of
these experiments to answer the question of whether conscious knowledge is a necessary
condition in the acquisition of handwriting.
In allocentric spatial representation, objects are located in relation to each other. We used
this notion in the design of our Explicit condition, in which the children received explicit
information about which targets they should reach and the sequence. Thus, the sequence had
to be produced by selecting and sequencing the spatial targets in the allocentric space, while
the correct sequence was stored in the working memory (Willingham, 1998). This involved
similar processing to that present in the ‘aware’ LowPO children. Apparently, the pattern was
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learned as a spatial sequence quickly, with close attention and was effector-unspecific (Hikosaka,
Nakamura, Sakai & Nakahara, 2002).

Tracing
The remarkably poor result with the Tracing condition was unexpected. Children were aware
that they had to trace the letter-like pattern and reproduce it from memory in a later test
condition. Despite the (anticipated) teaching nature of this task and the children’s familiarity
with the pattern in the practice trials, they were unable to reproduce the pattern.
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so sharply focused on keeping the cursor within the borders of the path that there was no
room left to absorb the form of the total pattern. In terms of Willingham’s model: their sole
environmental goal was to stay on the path. Thus, their focus was not directed any further than
about one centimetre in advance of the cursor; no visual image was built up and no spatial
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A possible explanation for this finding is that while the children were tracing, they were

representation of the form was acquired that could guide the child to draw the pattern in the
test trials without the aid of the letter-pattern.
A related explanation is founded on the notion that tracing is completely different from
writing. These two acts of penmanship differ strongly in their perceptual-motor control. It was
originally assumed that the Tracing condition would challenge and train the perceptual-motor
integration process. However, with the clarity of hindsight, it has to be concluded that if specific
environmental goals (in allocentric space) are not selected or specified, then no perceptualmotor translation can be made and the person will not learn the sequence of the successive
targets. It should be noted that this conclusion is based on a total of 20 trials that were devoted
to practising the Tracing condition in the two experiments described in Chapter4 and 6.

Pursuit
Learning was better in the Pursuit condition than in the Tracing condition, but still lagged far
behind the results of the Explicit condition. Just as in the Tracing condition, there was only
one environmental goal: to follow the moving target. The strategic process involved pursuing
the (moving) spatial target in allocentric space. It is highly possible that the same occurred
as in the Tracing condition: no specific spatial targets were identified and selected. The poor
learning results in the Pursuit condition can be explained on the basis of the assumption that
conscious learning will only arise if the elements of the movement have been identified by
selecting their individual targets and placing them in a sequence.
In Chapters 4 and 6, some of the children may have noticed their failure to stay within the
moving target and tried to catch up by moving their cursor to a position where they expected
the target to arrive soon. To do this, they would need to anticipate the route the target was
taking. This may have led to (some) awareness of the sequence of the spatial targets, which
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would explain the small learning effect in the Pursuit condition.
The tasks in the Pursuit condition were designed to investigate the dynamic process of learning
the correct pattern of muscle activation in the unconscious mode. However, many of the children
were unable to follow the moving target correctly, so their pattern of timing and forcing did not
correspond well with that of the model (target). They might have grasped some degree of this
timing according to the Movement Time results in Chapters 4 and 6, but the results of these
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two studies suggested that the individual targets and their order must be learned first and that
it is only afterwards that the correct dynamics of the movement can be trained.

Two differences between handwriting and general motor skills
These findings lead to the important question of whether explicit knowledge of the spatial
targets and their sequence must be viewed as a necessary condition to learn a movement pattern.
To answer this question, we will describe two characteristic differences between handwriting
and motor skills in general.
Willingham’s (1998) neuropsychological theory of motor skill learning provides a clear
framework to understand the complex changes that occur during motor learning. Good
examples of the four control processes can be found in simple reaching and grasping tasks
and in sports. Learning within the four control processes can be explained by discussing how
we learn a tennis serve or a golf stroke. Willingham’s theory has also been applied extensively
in studies that compared implicit and explicit sequence learning. However, it has not been
expanded to the domain of motor skills in handwriting, or been used to set up studies on the
acquisition of handwriting.
Handwriting is a special motor skill that distinguishes itself from most other motor skills on at
least two characteristics: its shape and its absence of environmental spatial targets for movement.
The shape of a movement trajectory in handwriting is of the utmost importance, whereas in
most other motor skills, it is not the shape, but only the end result of the movement that counts.
Normally when moving an object, only the start and target locations matter, but in handwriting,
the movement leaves a visible trace intended for reading. This gives rise to two questions: How
is this trace represented in memory? and How is it used to produce movement? Every writer
is a reader and must therefore have a perceptual representation of the spatial form of a letter.
So, is writing the retracing of an internal visual image that is also used as the template for letter
recognition (e.g., to produce something that in the end resembles a visible form such as a letter
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P)? Or is handwriting the result of letter representation that entails a list of spatial targets and
how to pass these targets? In the latter representation, writing a letter involves the imagined
perceptual projection of a series of spatial targets that have to be connected. In abstract terms,
these targets can be coded for a P as (1) start well above the lower writing line, (2) make a
vertical stroke to the writing line, (3) move the pen above the paper to the start of the line, (4)
draw half of a circle to the right of the vertical stroke, etc.. According to Willingham’s theory,
as soon as the strategic process has selected a certain letter for production (e.g., P), the spatial
targets must be selected. When bringing a cup of tea to the mouth, the spatial targets lie in
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paper, so the specific targets for the movement sequence are lacking. Therefore, if a child has
not learned to write a letter P, then the spatial targets are not defined in the environment.
They still have to be learned (or discovered) and then stored in working memory in order to
be regenerated in later writing trials.

General discussion

the environment. With handwriting, only the location of the intended letter is visible on the

One good example that contains these two representations is learning to write an ‘at sign’ @.
Most people will have sufficient visual representation of this character to recognize it, but not
enough for them to produce a well-written product on paper. This might be because they have
not learned the non-visual representation in the form of a list of abstract targets. Such targets
might comprise knowledge of the sign as a small (italic) letter a whose tail has to be continued
so that it encircles the letter a counter clockwise.
A second good example of these two modes of representation can be found in how young
children learn to draw a triangle. Their drawing abilities develop with age (see Figure 7.2).
Before the age of 5.0 years they may have a good visual image of a triangle (they can recognise
a triangle and put a triangular wooden block through a triangular hole), but they are unable
to draw an accurate triangle. At the age of 6.0 years or older, they have learned that to draw a

7

Figure 7.2 Examples of children’s drawings of a triangle (from the Manual of the Test for VisualMotor Integration (VMI)) (Beery & Beery, 2010, page 47).
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proper triangle you start at the horizontal base, then tick off a point well above the middle of the
base and then connect this point to the left and right ends of the baseline. The representation
of drawing a triangle has shifted from a visual spatial representation to a more abstract
representation in terms of spatial targets that have to be connected in the correct sequence.
The second major difference between handwriting and most other general motor skills, as
mentioned above, is associated with the absence of environmental targets in handwriting. In
sports and everyday skills, a person reacts to one or more of a great many possible targets in
the environment, whereas the typical environment for handwriting is a blank sheet of paper.
In fact, handwriting consists of connecting a series of targets pictured in our imagination and
then ‘projecting’ them onto the paper. Willingham’s (1998) theory is concerned with selecting
environmental targets and translating these into egocentric targets. However, when five or
six-year-old children are learning how to write the letters of the alphabet, they must acquire
knowledge of the specific targets within each letter and the places where these targets have to
be ‘projected’ onto a blank sheet of paper. Most of this learning takes place in the first of the
four motor control processes: the strategic process in the conscious mode.

Research findings translated into clinical practice
The acquisition of handwriting requires that children learn to produce the characteristic shape of
each letter. Based on our findings, we can conclude that explicit learning is of prime importance
in the early stage of learning new graphomotor sequences, such as the particular spatial targets
that constitute a letter shape. At this stage, the spatial sequence will be learned by explicitly
memorizing and recalling the effective spatial targets that guide the writing movements.
When we translate this main finding into recommendations for teaching handwriting at
schools or in paediatric physiotherapy practice, it seems to be important to offer the children
instructions which challenge them to use strategic processes that focus on identifying the
spatial targets and placing them in the correct sequence.
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This recommendation supports the results reported in the very few educational studies on the
early stage of learning to write. The most relevant study was conducted by Naka (1998). He
studied how Japanese children in grades 1, 3 and 5 learnt Chinese character-like items (of 5
or 6 strokes). Several instructional methods were compared in four experiments: 1) repeated
writing versus looking, 2) repeated writing with manipulation of the stroke orders; 3) tracing
the character versus tracing it with the pen in upside-down position (no-feedback condition)
and 4) comparison of the writing condition with the looking and tracing conditions. Based on
the results of his study, Naka concluded that new characters were learned more accurately by
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when the instructions regarding the letter strokes were combined with the correct writing action.
Somewhat different methods of instruction were analysed by Berninger et al. (1997) and Vinter and
Chartrel (2010). In these studies, the learning phase consisted of a number of sessions extended
over several weeks. Berninger et al. (1997) tested five distinct handwriting instruction methods
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writing rather than by looking or by tracing. He observed the highest number of correct recalls

in first graders: 1) motoric imitation of a teacher model, 2) using numbered arrows as visual cues
to reveal the nature and order of the component strokes, 3) memory retrieval by requiring the
children to cover up the letters and then write them, 4) a combination of visual cues and memory
retrieval (2 and 3 combined) and 5) copying a model letter without any explicit instructional
guidance. They found that the combination of visual cues and memory retrieval (explicit recall)
was the most effective method to improve handwriting and fluency in composing text.
In a more recent study, Vinter and Chartrel (2010) compared three types of teaching method
in 5-year-old children: 1) motor instruction, i.e., copying a written model, 2) visual instruction,
i.e., observing motion models of letter trajectories and 3) visual-motor instruction, i.e., a
combination of methods 1 and 2. The combined visual-motor instruction method proved to
be the most effective.
The latter two studies and our own experiments showed that explicit instruction in combination
with appropriate and repeated motor actions produced the best results. Our studies indicated
that when explicit instructions were given, only about 6 trials were necessary to acquire the
correct letterform. Unfortunately, Berninger et al. (1997) and Vinter and Chartrel (2010) did
not mention how long the children needed to make use of the explicit instructions.
On the basis of these three studies and the studies presented in this thesis, it can be concluded
that in the early stage of learning to write, a combination of explicit instruction, motor
instruction and memory retrieval of the letterform is the most effective learning condition.
These methods have already been incorporated into several teaching methods at schools and
they are also available as apps for the iPad (e.g., Letterschool, Dutch version available; ZanerBloser Handwriting; Writing Lite; ABC Cursive; iWW Lite; BT Handwriting Free).
This conclusion supports the recommendations made by Wulf, Shea and Lewthwaite (2010) in
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a recent review on factors that influence motor skill learning. They concluded that instructions
which induce an ‘external focus of attention’ (i.e., the pupil focuses on the spatial effect of the
movement) is more effective than a method with an ‘internal focus of attention’ (i.e., the pupil
concentrates on the physical movements needed for the action). In the studies described in
Chapters 4 and 6, the Pursuit condition might have induced internal focus on the movements
needed to produce the letter-like pattern, whereas the Explicit condition might have induced
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an external focus of attention, in which the child concentrated on the trajectory that had to
be produced and not on the movement itself. In an earlier study, Wulf, McNevin and Shea
(2001) demonstrated that an external focus accelerated the learning process, or shortened the
first stages of learning.
According to our results, it is likely that only about 6 trials are needed to build sufficient
knowledge of the correct spatial sequence. Transformation into an unconscious motor sequence
(Willingham, 1998; Hikosaka et al., 2002) can be expected to occur with more practice. The
changes in performance that accompany practice are generally large and rapid at first, but
become systematically smaller as practice continues. This was described by Schmidt and Lee
(2011) as the “law of practice”: with sufficient practice, the conscious spatial sequence will be
replaced by an internal (and increasingly unconscious) representation of the motor sequence
(Schmidt & Lee, 2011).
This raises the question: How much practice can be considered sufficient? Hoy, Egan and Feder
(2011) recently published a systematic review on the effectiveness of handwriting interventions.
They concluded that interventions should consist of handwriting practice at a minimum twice
a week for a total of at least 20 sessions. No research has been performed into the extent to
which the internal representation of the letter – its form and its movement sequence – changes
over time during that practice. More studies are needed to show whether this duration of
‘time-on-task’ is sufficient for children with transient and persistent handwriting problems to
build adequate representations.
It is necessary to reconsider our previous conclusion that conscious spatial representations
seem to be of prime importance in learning new letterforms, because what should we do when
conscious learning is too demanding or impossible (e.g., in children with mild intellectual
disabilities)? In a recent review, Steenbergen, Van der Kamp, Verneau, Jongbloed-Pereboom, and
Masters (2010) concluded that individuals with cerebral palsy and children born prematurely
may benefit from unconscious implicit learning. They argued that explicit learning makes
high demands on working memory and many individuals with impaired movement dynamics
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suffer from limited working memory capacity. However, implicit learning might be a useful
alternative when learning motor skills such as sports, but it is still unclear whether it can also
be put to profitable use when learning to write.
With sufficient practice, the importance of conscious movement control diminishes strongly
(Willingham, 1998; Hikosaka et al., 2002) because an unconscious sequencing process takes
control. This results in decreasing attentional demands during learning and the development
of automaticity with extensive practice. We also observed a decrease in attentional demands in
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primary task (pattern reproduction) increased, while accuracy remained high. At the same time,
performance improved on the secondary task (digit repetition). It is likely that the primary task
(‘writing’) demanded less conscious consideration. Thus, most of the children were able to perform
a simultaneous secondary cognitive task. This finding suggests that practising the writing of
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experiment 2, described in Chapter 6. In the dual-tasking condition, the execution speed of the

letters can be accompanied by a cognitive task, e.g., learning its sound (and/or name). Longcamp,
Anton, Roth, and Velay (2003), and Longcamp, Tanskanen, and Hari (2006) demonstrated the
crucial role of this mode of combined practice: their fMRI results indicated that the cerebral
representation of letters is based on a multicomponent neural network, which is presumably builtup while concomitantly learning to read and write. This combined method can be expected to
result in efficient letter-sound coupling and facilitate reading and spelling. Our results indicated
that combined learning can be started as soon as the child produces the letterform without errors
(after a few explicit learning trials). However, as shown by the results of the transiently poor writers
(TPWs) in experiment 2 (see Chapter 6), when starting combined practice, it is necessary to take
into account the likelihood of large individual differences in the speed of learning.

Differences in acquisition and performance between groups
A second major theme in this thesis was the possible difference in the acquisition and
performance of new graphomotor sequences between groups of good and poor writers. Groups
were selected according to their handwriting quality (measured with the BHK) and there did
indeed prove to be differences in performance level in the two studies described in Chapters 4
and 6. However, we did not find any differences with respect to the most important questions
of whether these groups also differed in learning rate and in the most optimal learning
condition. It was found that good and poor writers reacted in the same manner to all three
learning conditions. In all the groups, the explicit learning condition was far more effective
than the other two instructional methods. It was not until the second learning stage that minor
group differences appeared (in the learning rate or amount of attention needed to perform
the task) between the transiently and persistently poor writers. At baseline, differences in the
reproduction of highly-familiar loops were apparent between the good and poor writers and this
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remained stable during the first and second stages of learning the new graphomotor sequences.
It seems reasonable to argue that these differences in performance are related to differences
in fine motor control in graphic tasks. In the studies by Smits-Engelsman, Niemeijer, and Van
Galen (2001) and by Volman, Van Schendel, and Jongmans (2006) differences in overall fine
motor ability were found between the good and poor writers, which emerged in their scores
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on the three manual dexterity items of the MABC. However, in the second learning study
described in this thesis (Chapter 6) we itemized the MABC manual dexterity scores and found
that the groups (selected according to their BHK scores) only differed on the third item, which
consisted of a graphic task (tracing between lines).
Handwriting improved spontaneously in the transiently poor writers (TPWs) during the
following six months, in contrast with the persistently poor writers (PPWs) (Chapter 5). Thus,
the TPWs seemed to be slower learners: during the dual-tasking condition, they appeared to
pay more attention to the primary task of letter production at the cost of their performance
on the secondary task. Hoy et al. (2011) demonstrated that additional handwriting practice of
at least 20 sessions might be beneficial to children with poor handwriting. Such non-invasive
extra training could differentiate between children with transient and persistent handwriting
difficulties. Any children who prove to have persistent dysgraphia should then be screened for
the presence of related impaired functions and underlying mechanisms of motor development
with persistent disabilities in motor skills (e.g., Developmental Coordination Disorder) (Blank,
Smits-Engelsman, Polatajko & Wilson, 2012).
Two frequently used clinical measurement tools were administered in the studies of this thesis:
the Concise Evaluation of Handwriting (Dutch acronym: BHK; Hamstra-Bletz et al., 1987) and
the Visuo-Motor Integration test (VMI; Beery & Beery, 2010). Below, we discuss the (four)
most relevant clinical findings.
In school-age children, the BHK is generally used to assess the quality and speed of handwriting.
Norm quality references are available for children in grade 2 and grade 3 (groups 4 and 5) and
for handwriting speed in children in grade 1 to grade 6. As mentioned above, the dysgraphic
score of a large number of children was transient and could therefore be interpreted as the
result of insufficient practice. In the Evidence Statement (see Chapter 1) this special group is
described as containing children with a didactic handwriting problem: their motor test results
are normal, but they show wider variability in performance and slower automatization of motor
skills. If these children receive an extra period of regular handwriting training, they will most
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probably develop legible handwriting and sufficient speed. We can therefore postulate that in
these children more practice makes perfect.
A second remarkable finding was the large difference in mean BHK score between our cohort
(Chapter 5) and the norm group studied by Hamstra-Bletz and Blöte (1993). Our mean BHK
score was 20.9 in 2011, while Hamstra-Bletz et al. found a mean score of 15 in 1993. These
two mean scores were obtained in the second half of grade 2. Fairly similar deterioration
in handwriting quality over a number of years was also reported by Smits-Engelsman et al.
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presume that this deterioration is based on less handwriting practice at school (Van der Schoot
& Bechger, 2003). Teachers (and their membership organizations) should be informed about
the importance of handwriting lessons and their attention should be drawn to the influence
of poor handwriting on academic achievement (Graham, Weintraub, Berninger & Schafer,
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(2001). Thus, it seems that handwriting quality has decreased during the past 20 years. We

1998) and self-confidence (Missiuna et al., 2004; Engel-Yeger et al., 2009). In the normative
functional skill approach, the BHK is used as a screening tool to detect children with handwriting
difficulties. Although the indication for treatment is based on task-analysis and process-analysis
of handwriting, it is vital to select the right group of children for further assessment (Wilson,
2005). Therefore, we recommend re-definition of the BHK norm-reference. A cut-off score of
29 should be maintained as the criterion score for legibility, but the time of testing should be
postponed to the second half of grade 3. A nationwide cross-sectional and longitudinal study
is necessary to confirm the relevance of this proposal.
Another two relevant clinical findings emerged from our VMI measurements. As handwriting
is a visuomotor skill, the VMI is frequently used in the assessment of handwriting (Feder &
Majnemer, 2007). Visual motor integration ability, i.e., the ability to produce or draw spatial
patterns, is assumed to be related to handwriting beyond the writing-readiness stage (Maeland,
1992; Feder & Majnemer, 2007). We administered the VMI to test visuomotor integration
ability, whereas the supplemental Beery tests (Visual Perception (VP) and Motor Coordination
(MC) were used as aids to reveal underlying disturbances in processes that translate visual
information into motor commands. We found only low correlations between the VMI score
and handwriting quality (see Chapter 5) and no correlation at all between the VMI score and
learning a new letterform in the good writers and the poor writers (Chapter 6, experiment 1).
The groups of good and poor writers only differed significantly on the VMI motor coordination
score and on the third – graphic – items of the Movement ABC.
On the basis of our findings, we can conclude that the Beery VMI does not serve as an
indicator of underlying difficulties in learning new letterforms. It is also unsuitable to screen
for handwriting problems in children in grades 2 and 3 (Goyen & Duff, 2005). When children
produce poor letterforms, it has to be taken into account that this is mainly caused by poor
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motor execution based on poor fine motor ability (Smits-Engelsman & Van Galen, 1997).
In children with handwriting problems, the first step is to analyse their dysgraphic writing
using a norm-referenced task-related test, i.e., the BHK (Wilson, 2005). Subsequent profound
task analysis will provide an indication of any underlying problems which might be related to
the dysgraphic performance (Overvelde et al., 2011). To confirm the presence of handwriting
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problems (e.g., poor letter formation), the three components of the norm-referenced Beery
VMI can be used to validate the findings. Based on the low VMI Motor Coordination scores,
it should be kept in mind that poor letterforms are mainly caused by poor motor execution
(although there is a subgroup with low perceptual organization that can be detected with the
VMI). This is in line with the conclusion drawn by Smits-Engelsman and Van Galen (1997)
that poor control of spatial accuracy is the discriminating feature in dysgraphic children rather
than allograph retrieval or size control. To determine whether poor motor control only applies
to handwriting or also to other motor skills, the MABC can be used.

Concluding remarks
This thesis emerged in response to the frequent clinical request for help in children with
handwriting problems. In daily practice, paediatric physiotherapists use a product-oriented
and norm- referenced test – the BHK – to qualify the handwriting product. To further optimize
this normative functional skill approach, the results of our clinical study lean towards restandardizing the BHK.
Based on the studies described in this thesis, it can also be concluded that:
•

A teaching method that provides explicit information about the spatial targets
that have to be reached and about the sequence in which they should be reached,
is the most optimal method for learning new letter forms. Only about 6 trials
are needed to achieve this first level of motor learning.

•

The various results clearly advise against a frequent use of tracing when teaching
children handwriting skills.

•

Children with low perceptual organization do not learn a spatial sequence with
implicit training. They benefit more from explicit clarification of the spatial
location and sequence of the targets that have to be reached. In contrast, other
children with learning disabilities and control children do benefit from implicit
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training.
•

Differences in the accuracy of form reproduction between the good and poor
writers, which were found in the early and second learning phase, can be
attributed to differences in fine motor control between the groups.

•

Good and poor writers do not need different learning conditions in the early
and second stage of learning.
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Although the Beery VMI cannot be used to indicate difficulties in the early
acquisition of new letterforms or to detect handwriting problems, it is a suitable
test to screen for children with low perceptual organization.

•

About 50% of young children with poor handwriting can be expected to benefit
from extra handwriting practice. This extra practice must be completed before
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•

starting therapeutic intervention.
In this thesis, the experimental studies were set up according to a cognitive neuroscience
approach. The results can be used in the process-oriented analysis of handwriting problems.
Our design also contributed to improving handwriting training at schools and to practicebased remediation of handwriting problems by paediatric physiotherapists and occupational
therapists. This combination of a neuropsychological approach and experiential knowledge
from daily practice enables the results of the experimental studies presented in this thesis to be
translated into evidence-based advice on how to teach handwriting. Through the interaction
between research and practice, this thesis may furnish process-oriented evidence-based
assessment and intervention in children with poor handwriting.
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In day-to-day practice, paediatric physiotherapists are confronted with the clinical question
of which method is the most suitable to teach children new motor skills, such as handwriting.
Lack of knowledge on the motor control processes involved in learning to write formed the
motivation to perform the experimental studies described in this thesis. Motor control refers
to the planning and execution of movements, whereas motor learning refers to the increasing
spatial and temporal accuracy of movements with practice (Willingham, 1998; Schmidt & Lee,
2011). The neuropsychological theory, proposed by Willingham (1998), suggests that motor
learning evolves directly from motor control processes (Willingham, 1998). The studies in this
thesis were set up on the basis of Willingham’s theory and the results are discussed according
to his vision of motor learning.
In the studies described in this thesis, the acquisition of (letter-like) movement patterns was
explored in several practise conditions that were modelled on methods commonly encountered
in educational and physiotherapy environments. One of our intentions was to gain explicit
knowledge on the different motor control processes that were being tapped. We focused our
attention particularly on the earliest stages of learning to write.
Two questions were addressed in this thesis: (1) Which motor control process should be
addressed first when children need to learn a new complex movement sequence? and (2) Are
there differences in the acquisition and performance of these motor sequences between good and
poor writers? Our secondary aims were to translate the conclusions drawn from these studies
into suggestions for daily practice and to formulate recommendations for further research in
the field of motor skill learning.
Chapter 1, the Introduction, provides background information on relevant clinical groups with
handwriting problems and on the measurement of handwriting and motor ability in paediatric
physiotherapy practice. Descriptions are given of motor control processes and methods used
to determine the kinematics of handwriting, such as a digitizer that can gather real-time data
during writing. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is put forward as a new technique in the
analysis of kinematics. Summaries are given of the literature on motor skill learning and on the
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various stages of learning. Together, the Introduction section sets the floor for the experimental
Chapters 2, 4 and 6.
The study described in Chapter 2 was based on the clinical question of whether implicit
instructions are effective in children with learning disabilities in the initial stage of learning
a new motor sequence, such as writing a new letterform. We selected two distinct groups of
children with learning disabilities based on their neuropsychological intelligence profile: a
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learning problems matched on age and gender. Intelligence profiles were within the normal

Summary

group with low perceptual organization (LowPO; n = 19) and a group with low freedom from
distractibility (LowFFD; n = 14). The control group (n = 33) comprised children without
range in all the children.
We developed a Pattern Learning Task, which was a spatial modification of the Serial Reaction
Time Task (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987). To test implicit learning of this 4-element movement
pattern, we employed the outcome variables: decrease in Total Time to Target (TTT; which
was the time between the presentation of a new target and the moment this target was reached)
and the percentages of error trials. Straight after the learning trials, we tested the children’s
awareness of the sequence by questioning them about it. Subsequently, a small number of
explicit trials was administered.
The main results demonstrated that the LowPO children did not learn from implicit training,
whereas the LowFFD children improved markedly during the implicit learning trials and
achieved results similar to those of the control children. We also found that more control
children became aware of the sequence of the movement pattern by simply performing it than
the LowPO or LowFFD children. In the subsequent trials in which the order of the targets was
shown explicitly, the performance of the LowPO group improved to the level of the other two
groups and no group differences were found in this condition.
The fact that the LowPO group seemed to benefit from the explicit instructions on visuospatial
cues indicated that implicit learning – i.e., learning by simply doing – was not sufficient in the
early learning stage in children with visuospatial deficiencies. Apparently, they needed explicit
information on the visuospatial route. This finding was in sharp contrast with the LowFFD
group and controls, whose motor performance improved markedly with practice. Another
important finding was that more children in the control group became aware of the movement
sequence during the learning trials. This means that they were able to construct a representation
while drawing the letterform. It is likely that the lower percentage of LD children who became
aware of the movement sequence was the result of needing to focus their full attention on the
execution of the learning task owing to lower motor performance abilities.
The aim of the study described in Chapter 3 was to evaluate the possible contribution of using
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) in the analysis of the form characteristics of (poor) handwriting.
At the time that this study was started, studies on handwriting had only objective measurements
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of kinematic variables but how well letters were formed was merely assessed by subjective
judgement. The development of a sensitive and objective measurement of the correspondence of
the spatial characteristics of several productions of the same pattern or of the spatial resemblance
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between a model pattern and its reproduction was an important part of the total project and
essential for the learning studies reported in Chapters 4 and 6. The study described in Chapter
3 was included in this thesis to explain this new technique and show some of its prospects.
Dynamic Time Warping was originally developed for speech recognition and adopted for
pattern recognition in handwriting by Niels, Vuurpijl and Schomaker (2007). With DTW,
allograph matching is performed by the point-to-point comparison of two letter trajectories,
using spatial and temporal information. To test the potential value of this DTW technique in
the analysis of the form characteristics of written letters, we compared good writers to poor
writers (20 boys in each group, aged 7–9 years). These children produced a well-known letter ‘a’
20 times in three different task conditions: normal writing, fast writing and accurate writing on
lines. In each of the three conditions, an individual prototype (IP; i.e., their individual ‘mean’)
was computed and the variability was analysed.
The DTW analysis showed that the performance of the poor writers was characterized by
greater variability and more deviations in their IP than the good writers. We therefore concluded
that DTW was suitable to differentiate between good and poor writers. This technique, which
enables sophisticated and objective evaluation of the form characteristics and their variability
in pattern reproduction, can be expected to contribute to the investigation of handwriting,
especially when letters are reproduced in a free context. The ability to detect small differences
in the trajectory of movements within a time frame can be used to make within-subject and
between-subject comparisons and comparisons with a model pattern.
Chapter 4 was set up to compare variants of explicit learning conditions to an implicit learning
method. The aim was to identify the motor control process that should be addressed first in
the early stage of learning a movement sequence. A second aim was to compare the learning
processes of good and poor writers and to determine whether there were differences in effect
on the various motor control processes.
Three motor control processes were stressed in three conditions: 1) the perceptual-motor
integration process was tapped in the Tracing condition, in which a visible trajectory had to be
traced; 2) the dynamics of the movement pattern were incorporated into the Pursuit condition,
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in which a target had to be followed that moved along a pre-recorded trajectory with the timing
as that used by the proficient writer (a teacher) who had produced it; 3) the strategic cognitive
process was addressed in the Explicit condition, which focused on knowledge of the spatial
goals that had to be reached or passed during the movement sequence.
Per learning condition, feedback was given after each trial to highlight the task’s specific
requirements. Each of the three training conditions comprised 10 learning trials that were
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made between good writers (n = 18) and poor writers (n = 18), who were all in grade 2/group
4 at primary school.
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immediately followed by 10 free-recall test trials. Comparisons of the learning results were

Four outcome variables were used to test how the children learnt the movement sequence:
number of errors, DTW distances (model trajectory versus pen path), movement time and
disfluency. The best pattern reproduction performance (fewest errors and shortest DTW
distance) was generated by the explicit condition in the good writers as well as the poor writers.
Movement time and fluency did not differ between the conditions. Form reproduction was
poorest after the tracing condition in all the children. This meant that the children did not
learn the movement sequence or develop any explicit knowledge of the form by tracing a
visible trajectory. Although there was a trend towards DTWd being poorer in the poor writers
than in the good writers, this difference was not significant (p < .10), which stood in contrast
with the differences found in the free-recall of well-known letters described in Chapter 3.
In all the conditions, the performance of the good writers was more fluent than that of the
poor writers.
The study on (early) handwriting development in children in grades 2 and 3, described
in Chapter 5, was induced by the wide variation in the prevalence of children with poor
handwriting, worldwide as well as in the Netherlands, together with the very large number
of referrals for therapeutic intervention. In this cross-sectional study, the BHK handwriting
screening test was administered twice to children in grade 2 (age 7–8 years, n = 169) and grade
3 (8–9 years, n = 70), with an interval of 6 months in between. In grade 2, the percentage of
children with a dysgraphic score decreased strongly from 37% at baseline to 17% 6 months
later. In grade 3, however, only 6% had a dysgraphic score at baseline and this percentage was
unchanged 6 months later. Thus, in grade 2, a substantial percentage of children had scores
within the at risk or dysgraphic range of the BHK at baseline, but improved significantly during
grade 2. Handwriting quality remained stable in the grade 2 children who had scores within
the normal range at baseline.
Our study revealed that only 6% of the children were persistently dysgraphic. Therefore, a
diagnosis of dysgraphia should not be made too quickly and definitely not in grade 2. However,
poor handwriting quality did not show spontaneous improvement in all the children in
grade 2 during the second half of the school year, while in grade 3, there was no spontaneous
improvement in the children who had low scores.
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A second aim of the study described in Chapter 5 was to assess the value of the Beery VMI as
a screening instrument for handwriting quality. All the children completed the Beery VMI at
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baseline and 6 months later. Very low correlations were found between the BHK quality scores
and the VMI scores (variation was .23–.37 in grade 2 and at baseline in grade 3). Moreover, no
significant correlation was found at the end of grade 3, which was an adequate time to assess
children for persistently dysgraphic handwriting. Based on these results, the VMI was an
inappropriate screening instrument for handwriting problems in grade 2 and grade 3 primary
school children.
Our last experimental study (Chapter 6) comprised two experiments: the first was on the initial
stage of learning a new letter-like pattern, while the second was on the subsequent learning stage.
Experiment 1 replicated an earlier study (Chapter 4), but the tasks showed greater similarity
with actual handwriting, because the stylus left a visible trace on the screen. Comparisons
were made of the rate and amount of learning between good writers (GWs) and poor writers
(PWs). In addition, the children’s performance on the three newly-learned movement patterns
was compared to that on highly-familiar patterns (loops). We also explored the relation
between visuomotor integration ability (measured with the VMI) and the speed and level
of learning.
Children were selected from the large cohort in the cross-sectional study (Chapter 5); 18 GWs
were matched on age and Beery VMI score with 36 PWs who had scores in the dysgraphic range
of the BHK at baseline. The results of the second measurement in the cohort study enabled
us to divide the PW group into transiently poor writers (TPWs; n = 19) and persistently poor
writers (PPWs; n = 17) retrospectively. We used the Beery VMI as a matching criterion to
investigate how the visuomotor abilities of the good and poor writers affected the acquisition
of a new letter form. Manual dexterity was assessed with the Movement Assessment Battery for
Children (Movement ABC) to investigate whether group differences in learning were related
to disparities in fine motor abilities. Learning the new letter forms was tested under the same
three conditions (Tracing, Pursuit and Explicit) and condition-specific feedback was given per
trial. Each condition comprised 10 learning trials and 10 test trials. Results were analysed on
the basis of number of errors, DTW distance and movement time.
Our previous results regarding the conditions were replicated: the Explicit condition produced
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the best form reproduction performance. No group differences in learning results were found
between the GWs and the two PW groups. Thus, the acquisition of spatial characteristics was
similar in all the children. However, the lower DTW scores in the good writers indicated better
spatial performance than that in the poor writers. In all the groups, the highly-familiar loops
were performed better (smaller DTWd) than the newly-learned patterns, even in the most
optimal (Explicit) learning condition, although the differences were small. MT was about equal
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Moreover, no differences in form acquisition were found between the children with low or
high Beery VMI scores, irrespective of their handwriting quality.
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in the Explicit and Tracing conditions, but was significantly shorter in the Pursuit condition.

Experiment 1 was the forerunner of the second – explorative – experiment, performed two
days later. In Experiment 2, the explicitly-learned letter form from Experiment 1 was practised
by the children to evaluate the second stage of motor learning to evaluate the second stage
of motor learning. After the first – cognitive – stage, practice leads to improvement of motor
performance (Fitts & Posner, 1967; Schmidt & Lee, 2011). Our main aim was to determine
whether there were differences in the amount and rate of additional learning between the three
groups (GWs, TPWs and PPWs). Improvements in performance were tested in a practise
condition as well as in a dual-tasking condition. (In the dual-tasking condition, a number
(digit) from 1 to 9 was spoken by the examiner at certain intervals and the child had to repeat
the number aloud while reproducing the pattern.) Experiment 2 comprised 6 blocks, each
divided into 7 practise trials followed by 3 dual-task trials. The dual-tasking condition was
set up to test the level of performance automation by revealing the amount of attention that
was leftover from the primary task. Performance on the secondary task was expressed as the
Digit Response Time (DRT), i.e., the time from the start of the presentation of the digit by the
experimenter to the start of the next presentation. It was calculated by dividing the time the
child took to draw the figure (movement time (MT)) by the number of digits he or she repeated
in that time. Feedback on the speed and accuracy of the movement was displayed at the end
of each trial. In addition, each block of trials started with a new feedback display, showing the
mean level of performance on the previous practise trials, or the DTs.
Data were obtained on spatial variables (number of errors, accuracy of performance and DTWd)
and temporal variables (movement time and DRT). Analyses showed that there were no further
improvements in accuracy or form reproduction in relation to the results of Experiment 1. MT
decreased gradually over the blocks, without any change from the Practise to the Dual-Tasking
conditions. Also, performance of the secondary task – DRT – improved over the trial blocks.
These additional learning effects were equal in all three groups, i.e., GWs, TPWs and PPWs.
However, the GWs consistently showed better form reproduction (smaller DTWd) than the two
groups of poor writers, while the TPWs differed markedly from the PPWs in the dual-task trials.
TPWs were able to improve their (form) performance on the primary writing task at the cost
of their performance on the secondary task (digit repetition), which was significantly poorer.
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In Chapter 7, the main findings of our experimental studies are discussed in relation to
the neuropsychological theory of motor skill learning developed by Willingham (1998).
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Willingham’s theory has not yet been tested in learning letter-like patterns. Tapping one of
the motor control processes during the course of learning provided clear indications of which
condition was the most optimal to learn the motor sequence. We found that explicit knowledge
was of prime importance. This can be explained on the basis of two important differences
between handwriting and motor-skills in general. Firstly, the shape of a movement trajectory is
of the utmost importance in handwriting, whereas in most other motor skills, only the end result
of the movement is what counts. The second major difference between handwriting and most
other skills is related with environmental targets. In Willingham’s (1998) theory, environmental
targets are selected and translated into egocentric targets. In handwriting, however, these targets
are absent and have to be generated by a person’s imagination. Secondly, results on good and
poor writers in the acquisition and performance of new graphomotor sequences are discussed.
Chapter 7 ends with a concluding section and advices for clinical practice. Above all, tracing
does not seem to be an appropriate way to teach children new letter forms. An explicit teaching
method is the most optimal method for learning new letter forms and only a few trials are
needed to attain this first level in motor learning. Next, good and poor writers do not need
different learning conditions in the early and second stage of learning and about half of the young
children with poor handwriting will profit from extended handwriting practice. Therefore,
extra practice should be given before starting therapeutic intervention.
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In de dagelijkse praktijk staan kinderfysiotherapeuten voor de klinische vraag welke methode
het meest geschikt is om kinderen nieuwe motorische vaardigheden, zoals de motorische handeling schrijven, te leren. Kennis over de motorische controleprocessen, die bij het leren schrijven
betrokken zijn, ontbreekt echter: dit gegeven vormde de motivatie om de experimentele studies
beschreven in deze thesis uit te voeren. Motorische controle verwijst naar de planning en uitvoering van bewegingen, terwijl onder motorisch leren de verbetering in spatiële en temporele
nauwkeurigheid van bewegingen als resultaat van oefenen verstaan wordt (Willingham, 1998;
Schmidt & Lee, 2011). In zijn neuropsychologische theorie beschrijft Willingham hoe motorisch leren rechtstreeks voortkomt uit motorische controleprocessen (Willingham, 1998). De
studies in deze thesis zijn opgezet op basis van deze theorie van Willingham en de resultaten
worden bediscussieerd in het licht van zijn visie op motorisch leren.
In de studies van dit proefschrift is het aanleren van schrijfbewegingen onderzocht in verschillende oefencondities. Omdat we specifiek wilden kijken naar motorisch leren, zijn bewegingspatronen geselecteerd die leken op het schrijven van letters. De oefencondities waren gemodelleerd
vanuit methodes, die gebruikt worden in onderwijskundige en fysiotherapeutische situaties.
Een van onze bedoelingen was om helder inzicht te krijgen in de verschillende motorische
controleprocessen, die in de verschillende oefencondities een rol spelen. We hebben ons met
name gericht op de eerste fases van het leren schrijven van letters.
In dit proefschrift worden twee vragen behandeld: (1) Welk motorisch controleproces moet
als eerste aangesproken worden wanneer kinderen een nieuwe complexe motorische sequentie
moeten leren? en (2) Zijn er verschillen tussen goede en slechte schrijvers in het aanleren en
uitvoering van deze motorische patronen? Daarnaast was het ons doel om de conclusies van
dit proefschrift te vertalen naar suggesties voor de dagelijkse praktijk en om aanbevelingen te
formuleren voor verder onderzoek op het gebied van motorisch leren.
Hoofdstuk 1, de Introductie, bevat achtergrondinformatie over relevante klinische groepen met
schrijfproblemen en over het meten van schrijf- en fijnmotorische vaardigheden in de kinderfysiotherapeutische praktijk. De relevante motorische controleprocessen worden beschreven en
er wordt uitleg gegeven over methodes die gebruikt worden om de kinematica van schrijven te
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determineren, zoals een digitaal schrijftablet waarmee exacte coördinaten van schrijfbewegingen
kunnen worden geregistreerd. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) wordt besproken en gepresenteerd
als een nieuwe techniek in de analyse van kinematica. Ook wordt in dit hoofdstuk een samenvatting
gegeven van de literatuur over motorisch leren en de verschillende fases tijdens het leren. Deze
onderwerpen tezamen vormen de uitgangspunten voor de experimentele hoofdstukken 2, 4 en 6.
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instructies bij kinderen met leerproblemen effectief in de eerste fase van het leren van een
nieuwe motorische sequentie, zoals het schrijven van een lettervorm? Voor deze studie werden
twee aparte groepen kinderen met leerproblemen (Learning Disabilities; LD) op basis van hun
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De studie beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2 is gebaseerd op een klinische vraag: Zijn impliciete

neuropsychologisch intelligentieprofiel geselecteerd: een groep met een lage score op perceptuele
organisatie (LowPO; n = 19) en een groep met een lage score op vrijheid van afleidbaarheid
(LowFFD; n = 14). De controlegroep (n = 33) bestond uit kinderen zonder leerproblemen die
in leeftijd en geslacht overeenkwamen met de beide andere groepen. Het intelligentieprofiel
van alle kinderen lag binnen de normale range.
Voor deze studie werd een Patroon Leer Taak (PLT) ontwikkeld, die een variant was op de
meestal gebruikte Seriële Reactie Tijd Taak van Nissen & Bullemer (1987). Het bewegingspatroon van de PLT bestond uit 4 elementen. Impliciet leren (‘leren door simpelweg te doen’) van
dit bewegingspatroon werd onderzocht met de uitkomstmaten: afname van totale tijd naar het
doel (Total Time to Target, TTT, i.e. de tijd tussen het verschijnen van een nieuw doel en het
moment waarop dit doel was bereikt) en het percentage foutieve trials. Direct na de leertrials
werd aan de kinderen een aantal vragen gesteld met als doel te testen of zij zich bewust waren
geworden van het patroon. Vervolgens werd het patroon expliciet getoond en werd de kinderen
gevraagd een aantal extra trials uit te voeren.
Als belangrijkste resultaat kwam naar voren dat de kinderen uit de LowPO groep het bewegingspatroon niet hadden geleerd met behulp van impliciete training, terwijl de prestatie van
de LowFFD kinderen wel duidelijk tijdens de impliciete training was verbeterd en wel tot een
niveau dat vergelijkbaar was met dat van de controlekinderen. Bovendien bleken meer controlekinderen dan LowPO en LowFFD kinderen zich bewust te zijn geworden van de volgorde
van het patroon na de impliciete training. In de daaropvolgende expliciete leertrials verbeterde
de uitvoering van de LowPO groep en werd een niveau bereikt vergelijkbaar met dat van de
andere twee groepen. In deze expliciete conditie werden geen groepsverschillen gevonden.
Het feit dat de LowPO groep leek te profiteren van de expliciet aangeboden visuo-spatiële
aanwijzigingen geeft aan dat leren door gewoon te doen (impliciet leren) niet voldoende was in
de eerste leerfase bij kinderen met visuo-spatiële deficiënties. Blijkbaar hadden deze kinderen
expliciete informatie over de visuo-spatiële route nodig. Hierin verschilde de LowPO groep
duidelijk van de LowFFD groep en de controlekinderen, bij wie de motorische uitvoering wel
verbeterde tijdens het (impliciete) oefenen. Het andere belangrijk gegeven, namelijk dat meer
controlekinderen zich bewust waren geworden van de bewegingssequentie tijdens de leertrials,
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houdt in dat zij in staat waren om een representatie van de (letter)vorm op te bouwen tijdens de
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uitvoering van het bijbehorende bewegingspatroon. Het percentage kinderen met leerproblemen
dat zich bewust werd van de bewegingssequentie was lager dan dat van de controlekinderen:
waarschijnlijk hadden deze LD-kinderen al hun aandacht nodig voor de uitvoering van de
leertaak als een gevolg van hun mindere motorische kwaliteiten.
Doel van de studie die in Hoofdstuk 3 wordt gepresenteerd was het evalueren van de mogelijke
bijdrage van het gebruik van Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) bij de analyse van vormkarakteristieken van (slecht) handschrift. Tot dat moment werd bij handschriftstudies alleen gebruik
gemaakt van objectieve methodes om kinematische variabelen te meten, terwijl de kwaliteit
van de lettervorm slechts op subjectieve wijze werd beoordeeld. Een van de doelen van het
project dat tot dit proefschrift heeft geleid, was het ontwikkelen van een sensitieve en objectieve
methode om de overeenstemming tussen spatiële kenmerken van meerdere uitvoeringen van
eenzelfde bewegingspatroon te meten als ook om de spatiële overeenkomst tussen een modelpatroon en de reproductie ervan weer te geven. Deze laatste mogelijkheid was essentieel
voor de leerstudies die beschreven staan in hoofdstuk 4 en 6. De studie uit hoofdstuk 3 is in dit
proefschrift opgenomen om deze nieuwe techniek uit te leggen en enkele van de toekomstige
mogelijkheden ervan te laten zien.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was oorspronkelijk ontwikkeld voor spraakherkenning en
aangepast voor patroonherkenning bij handschrift door Niels, Vuurpijl en Schomaker (2007).
DTW kan steeds twee series van coördinaten waarin een tijdsaspect zit (twee geschreven letters) met elkaar vergelijken op basis van de vorm en een waarde (een afstandsmaat) aan het
verschil geven (uit thesis Niels, 20101). Om de mogelijke waarde van deze DTW-techniek in
de analyse van vormkarakteristieken van geschreven letters te testen, werden goede en slechte
schrijvers (20 jongens in elke groep, 7–9-jarigen) met elkaar vergeleken. Deze kinderen schreven
een voor hen bekende letter, de letter a, 20 keer in drie verschillende taakcondities: normaal
schrijven, snel schrijven en nauwkeurig schrijven tussen lijntjes. Voor elk van deze condities
werden een individueel prototype (IP; het individuele ‘gemiddelde’ van de letter a in een van
de condities) en de variabiliteit in uitvoering berekend.
De DTW-analyse liet zien dat de uitvoering van de slechte schrijvers werd gekarakteriseerd
door een grotere variabiliteit en meer afwijkingen in hun individueel prototype dan de goede
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schrijvers. Daarom hebben we geconcludeerd dat DTW-analyse geschikt was om te differentiëren tussen goede en slechte schrijvers. Met deze techniek worden vormkarakteristieken en
variabiliteit in patroonreproductie op geavanceerde en objectieve wijze geëvalueerd en we
1 Allograph based writer identification, handwriting analysis and character recognition. Ralph Niels; Zie www.
ralphniels.nl/thesis.
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letters in een vrije context worden gemaakt. Met DTW kunnen kleine verschillen in de vorm
van bewegingstrajecten op een bepaald tijdsmoment in het traject gedetecteerd worden. Dat
biedt de mogelijkheid om de lettervormen van individuele schrijvers onderling te vergelijken
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verwachten dat DTW kan bijdragen in het onderzoek naar handschrift, met name wanneer

en de verschillen met een modelpatroon te kwantificeren. Ook maakt DTW-analyse groepsvergelijkingen mogelijk.
De studie die in Hoofdstuk 4 wordt gerapporteerd was opgezet om varianten van expliciete
leercondities te vergelijken met een impliciete leermethode. Het doel van deze studie was het
identificeren van het motorisch controleproces dat als eerste aangesproken dient te worden
bij de start van het leren van een bewegingssequentie. Ten tweede was de studie opgezet om
de leerprocessen van goede en slechte schrijvers te vergelijken en om vast te stellen of de leercondities verschilden in de mate waarin ze voor goede en voor slechte schrijvers effectief zijn.
Drie motorische controleprocessen werden in drie condities verschillend aangesproken : 1)
de Tracingconditie, waarbij een zichtbaar spoor overgetrokken moest worden, was gericht op
het perceptuo-motorisch integratieproces; 2) de dynamica van de beweging was essentieel in
de Pursuitconditie: hierbij moest een doel gevolgd worden dat volgens een vooraf opgenomen
traject bewoog met dezelfde timing als die van een vaardige schrijver (zoals een leerkracht);
3) het strategisch cognitieve proces werd benadrukt in de Expliciete conditie: hierbij was de
instructie gericht op de spatiële doelen die tijdens de bewegingssequentie aangetikt of gepasseerd moesten worden.
In iedere leerconditie werd na iedere trial feedback gegeven die paste bij de taakspecifieke eisen: in de Tracingconditie lag het accent op de nauwkeurigheid (feedback over het percentage
buiten de lijnen), in de Pursuitconditie op de correctheid van de volgbeweging (feedback over
afwijkingen in afstand tot het bewegende doel) en in de Expliciete conditie op juistheid van
de route (feedback over afwijkingen van de route). Elk van de drie oefencondities bestond uit
10 leertrials die onmiddellijk werden gevolgd door 10 testtrials, waarbij het geleerde patroon
zonder hulp uit het geheugen moest worden gereproduceerd. De leerresultaten van de goede
schrijvers (n = 18) en van de slechte schrijvers (n = 18), allen uit groep 4 van het regulier basisonderwijs, werden met elkaar vergeleken.
Er werden vier uitkomstvariabelen gebruikt om te testen hoe de kinderen de bewegingssequentie hadden geleerd: het aantal fouten, de DTW-afstanden (modeltraject versus geproduceerde
traject), de bewegingstijd en de mate van vloeiendheid. Uit de resultaten bleek dat de beste
patroonreproductie (minste aantal fouten en kortste DTW-afstand) werd gegenereerd door
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de Expliciete conditie zowel bij de goede schrijvers als bij de slechte schrijvers. Bewegingstijd
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en vloeiendheid verschilden niet tussen de condities. De Tracingconditie leidde tot de zwakste
vormreproductie. Dit betekende dat de kinderen noch de nieuwe bewegingssequentie hadden
geleerd, noch enige expliciete kennis van de vorm hadden opgedaan bij het overtrekken van een
zichtbaar traject. Hoewel er een trend was dat de DTW-afstand van de slechte schrijvers groter
was dan die van de goede schrijvers, was dit verschil niet significant (p > .05) in tegenstelling
tot de verschillen welke gevonden waren in de reproductie van bekende letters (Hoofdstuk 3).
In alle condities was de uitvoering van de goede schrijvers vloeiender dan die van de slechte
schrijvers.
In Hoofdstuk 5 is de studie naar de (vroege) handschriftontwikkeling van kinderen in groep 4
en 5 beschreven. De aanleiding voor deze studie vormde de brede variatie tussen verschillende
auteurs in beschreven prevalentie van kinderen met een slecht handschrift, zowel wereldwijd als
in Nederland. Daarnaast is er in Nederland een toename in het aantal verwijzingen voor therapeutische interventie bij schrijfproblemen. In deze cross-sectionele studie werd de Beknopte
Beoordelingsmethode voor Handschrift bij Kinderen (BHK) tweemaal met een interval van 6
maanden afgenomen bij kinderen in groep 4 (7–8-jarigen, n = 169) en groep 5 (8–9-jarigen,
n = 70). In groep 4 daalde het percentage kinderen met een dysgrafische score sterk van 37%
bij de eerste testafname tot 17% bij de tweede meting 6 maanden later. Groep 5 liet echter een
ander beeld zien: zowel bij de eerste als bij de tweede meting had slechts 6% een dysgrafische
score. In groep 4 had een substantieel percentage van de kinderen een score in het risicogebied
of een dysgrafische score bij aanvang, maar verbeterde de score significant gedurende dit leerjaar. Bij de kinderen uit groep 4 die bij aanvang een score in de normale range hadden, bleef
de kwaliteit van het handschrift onveranderd binnen de norm.
Onze studie liet zien dat slechts 6% van de kinderen een hardnekkig dysgrafisch handschrift
heeft. Daarom moet een diagnose dysgrafie niet te snel en zeker niet al in groep 4 gesteld
worden. Toch lieten niet alle groep 4-kinderen een spontane verbetering zien in de tweede
helft van het schooljaar; het dysgrafisch handschrift van kinderen uit groep 5 verbeterde niet
gedurende het schooljaar.
Tweede doel van de studie in Hoofdstuk 5 was het onderzoeken van de waarde van de Beery
Visual Motor Integration test (VMI), die vaak als screeningsinstrument wordt gebruikt in het
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onderzoek naar de kwaliteit van schrijven. Bij alle kinderen werd de Beery VMI op het eerste
testmoment en 6 maanden later afgenomen. Er werden zeer lage correlaties gevonden tussen
BHK-kwaliteitsscores en VMI-scores (variërend van .23 tot .37 in groep 4 en bij aanvang in groep
5). Bovendien bleek er geen significante correlatie te bestaan aan het eind van groep 5, terwijl dat
een geschikt moment was gebleken om een persistent dysgrafisch handschrift vast te stellen. Op
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voor handschriftproblemen bij basisschoolleerlingen uit groep 4 en groep 5.
Onze laatste experimentele studie (Hoofdstuk 6) bestond uit twee experimenten: het eerste was
gericht op de eerste fase van het leren van een nieuw patroon (te vergelijken met een letter),
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basis van deze resultaten werd geconcludeerd dat de VMI ongeschikt is als screeningsinstrument

terwijl het tweede experiment tot doel had om de volgende leerfase te onderzoeken. In experiment 1 wilden we toetsen of de resultaten van een eerdere studie (Hoofdstuk 4) veranderden
als de digitale pen een zichtbaar spoor op het scherm achterliet waardoor de taken een grotere
gelijkenis met daadwerkelijk schrijven hadden. De snelheid van leren en de mate van leren
werden vergeleken tussen goede schrijvers (GWs) en slechte schrijvers (PWs). Bovendien werd
de uitvoering van de drie nieuwgeleerde bewegingspatronen vergeleken met voor kinderen
welbekende patronen (lussen). Ook werd de relatie onderzocht tussen de visuomotore integratiescore (VMI-score) en de snelheid en de mate waarin de nieuwe patronen geleerd werden.
Uit het grote cohort van de cross-sectionele studie (Hoofdstuk 5) werden 54 kinderen geselecteerd: 18 GWs werden gematched op leeftijd en VMI-score met 36 PWs die op de eerste meting
een dysgrafische score hadden behaald. De resultaten van de tweede meting in de cohortstudie
maakte het mogelijk de PW-groep na de tweede meting te verdelen in twee subgroepen: slechte
schrijvers bij wie het handschrift bij de tweede meting na een half jaar bleek te zijn verbeterd
(transient PW of TPWs; n = 19) en slechte schrijvers bij wie het handschrift in die periode
niet was verbeterd (persistent slechte schrijvers of PPWs; n = 17). De VMI werd gebruikt als
vergelijkingscriterium teneinde te onderzoeken hoe de visuomotore vaardigheid van goede en
slechte schrijvers van invloed was op het aanleren van een nieuwe lettervorm. Handvaardigheid
werd getest met de Movement Assessment Battery for Children (Movement ABC) met als doel te
onderzoeken of verschillen in leren tussen de groepen kon worden gerelateerd aan verschillen
in fijn-motorische vaardigheid. Het leren van nieuwe lettervormen werd getest onder bovenvermelde drie condities (Tracing, Pursuit en Expliciet) en na iedere trial werd conditiespecifieke
feedback gegeven. Iedere conditie bestond uit 10 leertrials en 10 testtrials. De resultaten werden
geanalyseerd op basis van het aantal fouten, DTW-afstand en bewegingstijd.
Met betrekking tot de drie condities werden onze eerdere resultaten gerepliceerd. De Expliciete
conditie leidde tot de beste uitvoering qua vormreproductie. De GW- en beide PW-groepen
verschilden niet in leerresultaten. Dat betekent dat bij alle kinderen het aanleren van spatiële
kenmerken vergelijkbaar was. De lagere DTW-scores van de goede schrijvers daarentegen duidden op een betere spatiële uitvoering dan die van de slechte schrijvers. In alle groepen werden de
bekende lussen beter uitgevoerd (lagere DTW-afstand) dan de nieuwgeleerde patronen, ook als
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die in de meest optimale (Expliciete) leerconditie geleerd waren, al waren de verschillen klein.
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De bewegingstijd was nagenoeg gelijk in de Expliciete en Tracingcondities, maar was significant
korter in de Pursuitconditie. Bovendien werden geen verschillen in het aanleren van de vorm
gevonden tussen kinderen met lage of hoge VMI-scores, ongeacht hun handschriftkwaliteit.
Experiment 1 was de voorloper van het tweede – exploratieve – experiment, dat twee dagen
later werd uitgevoerd. In Experiment 2 werd de expliciet-geleerde lettervorm van Experiment 1
door de kinderen verder geoefend om de tweede motorische leerfase te evalueren. Na de eerste,
meestal cognitieve, fase leidt oefening in de volgende fase tot een verbetering van motorische
uitvoering (Fitts & Posner, 1967; Schmidt & Lee, 2011). Ons hoofddoel was vast te stellen of
er verschillen waren in snelheid en mate van additioneel leren tussen de drie groepen (GWs,
TPWs en PPWs). Verbeteringen in uitvoering werden getest in een oefenconditie en in een
dubbeltaakconditie. In de dubbeltaakconditie werd steeds een ander getal (cijfer) tussen 1 en
9 na een kort interval door de onderzoeker genoemd en het kind moest hardop ieder getal
nazeggen tijdens de uitvoering van het patroon. Experiment 2 bestond uit 6 blokken, elk verdeeld in 7 oefentrials gevolgd door 3 dubbeltaaktrials. De dubbeltaakconditie was opgezet om
het niveau van automatisme van uitvoering te testen, te weten de hoeveelheid aandacht die
resteerde tijdens uitvoering van de primaire taak. De uitvoering van de secundaire taak werd
uitgedrukt als de Cijfer Nazeg Tijd (Digit Response Time; DRT), i.e. de tijd vanaf het noemen
van het cijfer door de onderzoeker (plus het nazeggen door het kind) tot aan het noemen van
het volgende cijfer door de onderzoeker. De DRT werd als volgt berekend: tijd die het kind
nodig had om de gehele figuur te tekenen (bewegingstijd) gedeeld door het aantal cijfers dat
hij of zij in die tijd had nagezegd. Na iedere trial werd feedback op snelheid en nauwkeurigheid
van de beweging getoond in een grafiek aan de zijkant van het scherm. Bovendien werd in deze
grafiek het gemiddelde van het voorgaande blok (oefentrials of dubbeltaaktrials) weergegeven
om de kinderen te stimuleren tot verbetering.
Data werden verkregen op spatiële variabelen (aantal fouten, nauwkeurigheid van uitvoering
en DTW afstand) en temporele variabelen (bewegingstijd en DRT). Analyses lieten ziet dat er
geen verdere verbetering was in nauwkeurigheid of vormreproductie in relatie tot de resultaten
van Experiment 1. De bewegingstijd daarentegen nam geleidelijk af over de blokken, zonder
enig verschil tussen de oefen- of dubbeltaakconditie. Ook de uitvoering van de secundaire
taak – DRT – verbeterde over de blokken. Deze leerresultaten waren vergelijkbaar tussen alle
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drie groepen, i.e. GWs, TPWs en PPWs. De GWs lieten echter een betere vormreproductie
(kleinere DTW-afstand) zien dan de beide groepen slechte schrijvers, terwijl de TPWs sterk
verschilden van de PPWs in de dubbeltaaktrials. TPWs waren in staat hun uitvoering van de
primaire taak (vorm) te verbeteren ten koste van hun uitvoering op de secundaire taak (cijfer
nazeggen), in welke taak zij significant zwakker presteerden.
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cussieerd in relatie tot de neuropsychologische theorie van motorisch leren, ontwikkeld door
Willingham (1998). Willingham’s theorie was nog niet eerder getest bij het leren van voor
letterproductie vereiste bewegingspatronen. Het benadrukken van één van de motorische
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In Hoofdstuk 7 worden de belangrijkste bevindingen van onze experimentele studies bedis-

controleprocessen tijdens het leren heeft duidelijke aanwijzingen opgeleverd over de meest
optimale conditie om een motorische sequentie te leren. Expliciete kennis is daarbij van
primair belang, met name in de eerste leerfase. Dit kan worden verklaard aan de hand van
twee belangrijke verschillen tussen schrijven en motorische vaardigheden in het algemeen.
Ten eerste is de vorm van een bewegingstraject elementair bij schrijven, terwijl bij de meeste
andere motorische vaardigheden slechts het eindresultaat van de beweging telt. Het tweede
belangrijke verschil tussen schrijven en de meeste andere vaardigheden is gerelateerd aan
omgevingsdoelen. In Willingham’s (1998) theorie worden omgevingsdoelen geselecteerd en
vertaald in egocentrische doelen. Bij schrijven echter zijn er geen ruimtelijke omgevingsdoelen
voor ieder van de deelbewegingen van een bewegingspatroon op het papier of op het scherm
aanwezig en moeten de doelen door de schrijver zelf gegenereerd worden. Daardoor is de nadruk in het eerste stadium (van Willingham) op de cognitieve processen van doelkeuze bij het
leren schrijven veel groter dan bij het aanleren van andere vaardigheden. Aansluitend worden
in dit hoofdstuk resultaten van goede en slechte schrijvers bij het aanleren en uitvoeren van
nieuwe grafomotorische sequenties bediscussieerd.
Hoofdstuk 7 eindigt met een conclusiesectie en adviezen voor de klinische praktijk. Daarin
wordt geconcludeerd dat overtrekken niet tot leren van een nieuwe lettervorm leidt. Er wordt
gesteld dat een expliciete leermethode de meest optimale methode is om nieuwe lettervormen
te leren en dat er slechts een paar trials nodig zijn om het eerste niveau in motorisch leren te
bereiken. Daarnaast hebben goede en slechte schrijvers geen aparte leercondities nodig in de
eerste en tweede leerfase en ongeveer de helft van de jonge kinderen met een slecht handschrift
zal profiteren van een langere periode van oefenen. Daarom moet extra oefening geboden
worden alvorens therapeutische interventie te starten.
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